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A simple end vey oenomimll mm oaef
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lT theMine-COMPRESSED

TeCompresser edAIR

Sw itoh ls the Engin Room-No Floata. rr#tA!
he Caaan DRan Drill Co. Que-

.IIIBBE UOOBS8FORI1ffl>IQ PUPQSB&.
Steam and Air Hose, Rubber Bumpers and Springs, Fire Hose,

Pulley Covering, Rubber Clothing and Boots.
.MANUFACTURED BY..

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBRR IFG. UQ. OF TORONTO, Limited

INCERSOLL-SERGEANT
For...

•Tunnels, Mines RO K D IL
and Quarries.

STRAIGHT LINE, DUPLEX AND COMPOUND

AIR COMPRESSORS
S1tone hannelling Machines, Coal MInIng Machines, and OompletPlants Of Mining Tumelling and Quarrying Maohinery.

JAMES COOPER MAN'F'G GO. Limited
299 STO JAMES8 STREET MONTREAL.
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THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW. i

THE WEARING PARTS OF ROCK AND ORE CRUSHING MACHINERY,
TRAMWAY TRACK WORK, POINTS AND CROSSINGS, DREDGER
BUCKET LINKS, PINS AND BUSHES . . . . .

HADFIELD'S PATENT

USE

..MANGANESE ST EEL..
Agent for Canada:

FRANCIS T PEACOCK, M.E.
44 Canada Life Building

MONTREAL. HAUFI ELD'S
STEEL FOUNDRY DO. LTD., SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

COLLIERY ANDMININ,
REQUISITES

0F EVERY DESCRIPTION,

THOS. FIRTH & SONS, Ltd., Sheffield,
Tool Steel and Rock

SHOES ANDBBIES.
ALWAYS CARRIEO IN STOCK.

H. W. DeCOURTENAY
Agents for Canada.

Drill

&

CAMS, TAPPEIS, BUSSES, ROLL

SHELlS, CRUSHER PLATES.

CO.

Steel

((r

Adamantine Shoes and Dies and Chrome Cast Steel.
THE CANDA PATENT SELF-LOCKING CAM

TAPPETS, BOSSES, ROLL SHELL and CRUSHER PLATES. Aise Rolled Parts for Nuntlngton and other Mills,
These castings are extensively used in ail the Mining States and Territories throughout the World. Guaranteed to prove

better and cheaper than any others. Orders solicited subjectta above conditions. When ordering send sketch with exact dimen-
sions Send for Illustrated Catalogue to

CHROME STEEL WORKS,
KENT DVENUE, KEA ETe.BROOKLYN. N.Y U.S.A.

F. E. CANDA, President. C. J. CANDA, Vice-President. F. MORA CANDA, Seeretary. T. I. JONES, Treasuper.

ARTHUR KOPPEL
FORGED STEEL

SHOES and DIES
of Superior quality and at
prices 20 to 80%0 lower than
any other maker.

FURNISHED BY

ARTHUR KOPPEL,
Department B

66 Broad St., N.Y. City.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

AGENTS FOR NOVA SCOTIA

1. MATHESON & CO. Limited
Engineers New Glasgow, N.S.

AR o veryMINING CARS d'escription

PORTABLE RAILWAYS,
Rolling Stock, Railway Outfits for
Mines of every description.

Export Work a specialty.

ARTHUR KOPPEL,
Department B

66 Broad St., N.Y. City.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. r6.

AGENTS FOR NOVA SCOTIA

I. MATHESON & C0. Limited
Engineers New Glasgow, N.S.

FOR

E9 ariMd S NIc1L..L. STR ET

MNT ONTRREAL.

a



ii THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

Electric Blasting Apparatus,.
Adapted for Firing all kinds of Explosives used lu Blasting.

Victor Electric Platinum Fuses.
Superior to ail others for exploding any make of dynamite or blasting powder.

- Eacb Fuse folded separately and packed in neat paper boxes of 50 each. Al
tested and warranted. Single and double strength with any length of wires.

eý ý«eLBlasting Machines.
The strongest and most powerful machines ever made forrElectric Blasting.

They are especially adapted for submarine blasting, large railroad quarrying,

Victor Blasting Machine.
Fires 5 to 8 holes; weighs 15 lbs., adapted for prospecting, etc.

Insulated Wires and Tapes, % Blasting Caps, Fuse, Etc.
SEND FOR

CATALOG US

Hamilton Powder Company
Manufacturers of Explosives

Office: 4 Hospital Street, Montreal. Branch Offices throughout Canada.

I R "WHITEOROSS" Best English BopeW I R EIIP EPlough Steel and OtheP gPades
Imported Promptly at Lowest Prices.

A. C. LESLIE & CO., Canadian Agents, Montreal.
à -

J. Bertram & Sons
Canada Tool Works,

DUNDAS, ONTr.
Builders of Iron

••••WORKING MACHINERY
... FORa....

REPAIR SHOP, MA
BOILER SHOPS,

CAR SHOPS,

M

CHINE SHOP, SHIP YARDS
ENGINE WORKS,

FORGE WORKS.

OUR EQUIPMENT AND WORKS ARE THE LARGEST IN CANADA.

OUR LIHN op

M4A\CJHIN . TOOLS
WILL SUPPLY A SHOP COMPLETE.

4ONTREAL
ONTRSTORE:321 St. JAMES STREET.
B.C. Agency: The Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co., Vancouver, B.C

Full Information obtained at the Above Addreae. Write for Prices

Are You Confronted with a
Difficult Ore-Separating Problem?

THE WETHERILL MAGNETIC SEPARATING PROCESS
Iiay Pr-vo t- S olutior-,

... A -'- O...

WETHERILL SEPARATING CO., 52 Broadway, New York

Manufacturlng Agents for Canada, ROBERT GARDNER A SON, Montreal, P.Q.

SPRINQHILL GOAL.
The Cumberland Railway & Coal Company

Are prepared to deliver this well known
Stearn Coal at all points on the lines of
G. T. R., C. P. R. and I. C. Railways.

Head Office: 107 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
Address: P. 0. BOX 396.

MES MACBETH & GO., 128 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.

j
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ALLIS- 11ALMERS C0.
SUCCESSOR -l'

THE E~DWARD P. AA.1-IS C0. FRASi-R M CilAlMERS, GAI S RON W'ýORHS, DICKSO)N M'F1. CO.
Miw ukeWi.chi( o 111. Chicago, 111. Scranton, Pa.

MANUFACTURER 0F

Mining Machinery

The Blake Ore Crusher as built by Allis-Chalmers CO.
is.of the most approved design, used for reducing rock preparatory to fine crushing or pulver-
izing by stamps, rolls or Huntington Mills. It is durable and simple to operate and is so well
known that it requires no explanation.

We build the Blake Crusher in six standard sizes; the openings for receiving the ore vary
from 41/8" x i y" for laboratory purposes to 24" x 12" in the largest size. We are prepared to
quote prices on larger sizes, and make prompt delivery.

Sole Builders of the Famous Gates' Rock and Ore Breakers.

BRANCIIlOrFFICES:
\EW YORK, broad Exchang(e ldg.
PU lSBURù. 305Ge.aBakBd.

Mih\laP0116l Corn Exchang(IDldg.
DENVER., 1049 Tremnont St.
SA LT LUhE(lit". Dooly Bloch.

BRAýNCil OFFICES:
SPOKANE. 512 first Ave.
SAN f RÀCISC0, 137 Montgomery St.
CITY 4EXIC0. 8 Calle (jante.

LONDON, ENG. 160 Dashwood flouse.
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Engines
Shipped Promptly.

We have under construction all sizes
of engines from 7 horse power to
125 horse power.

Some of the sizes are ready to ship
and any of them can be completed in
ten days from receipt of order.

They are suitable for electric sta-
tions, factories, mines or saw mills
and are the most up-to-date engines
on the market.

Larger sizes either simple or com-
pound built to order on short notice.

Robb Engineering Co. td.

AtIH ERST, N.S.

Agents { WILLIAM McKAY, 19 McKenzie Creseent, Toronto.
WATSON JACK & CO., 7 St. Helen St., Montreal.
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ADRADEDMAR

Sole Manufacturers,
W 1DENNETTSONS&

ROSKARV PUSWORKS,
CAMBORNE. CO1NWALL.

ACENTS IN CANADA:
J. H. ASHOOWN, Winnipeg, Man. MECHANICS SUPPLY Co., Quebec.
CAVERHILL, LEARMONT & CO., St. Peters St., Montreal. WM. STAIRS, SON & MORROW, Halifax, N.S.

ROWLAND MACHIN, Ceneral Agent, Yates Street, Victoria, B.C.

mmmm&
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vi THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

UTILIZE YOUR

Class " -" St·am Driven Air Compressor.

POWER
TO DRIVE YOUR

AIR COMPRESSOR

TII CANAU IANSRAN
SH ERBROOKE,

IILL
Que.

Go.,

WATER
Clss " E" Boit Driven Air Compressor.

RAND, CLASS "ID-2" WATER.IMPULSE AIR COMPRESSOR.
Cross-Compound Air Cylinders.1

ýj
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MINE EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE PLANTS FOR THE EXCAVATION AND TREATMENT OF

ROCK, COAL and ORE
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF-

lotary and Side Dumping Ore Cars with McCaskill Wheels and Boxes

Gages and all Hoisting Appliances . à.3. m. a. a

Self Dumping Ore Buckets and Skips, Water Buckets . . .

HOISTING, WINDING AND HAULAGE ENGINES
0F LOCOMOTIVE LINK MOTION AND FRICTION TYPES.

The

a aldwin Acetylene
Mine Lamps

Burns Acetylene Gas, which is admitted
to be cheaper, light for light, than Elec-
tricity, Oil, or Candles, being a bright
penetrating light, free from smoke or
smell. The ideal light for
workings or chambers.

underground

.SEND P.C. FOR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET...

JANES COOPERNIANF' $ 0.Limited
,MONTREAL.

§RANCH OFFICES: 116 Hollis St., Halifax, N.S. Hilliard Opera House,-Block, Rat Portage, Ont. .O. Building, Rossland, B.&
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Chemical and
Assay Apparatus

ZINC, CYANIDE and SULPHURIC ACID
FOR CYANIDE PROCESS.

COMPLETE ASSAY OUTFITS.
THE H AIlILTON-MERRITT PROSPECTOR'S OUTFITS.. .. .

Becker's Balances and Weights.
Battersea Crucibles and Muffles.

Hoskins' Gasoline Furnaces.
Kavalier's Bohemian Glassware.

Munktell's Swedish Filters.

OUR 1897 CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

Lyman, Sons & Company
880, 882, 884 and 886 St. PAUL STREET

MONTREAL.

LONDON NEW YOREz

J. BASZANGER & CO.
108 FULTON ST., NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

IMPORTERS OF

CA R BONS (BLACK DIAMONDS)
AND BORTZ

For Diamond Drills and ail Mechanical Purposes.

Finest Quality and Shapes at Lowest Prices.
WORN OT CARBONS AND FRAGMENTS BOUGHT.

MILL AND MININC
N

MACHINERY
Shafting, Pulleys, Gearing, Hangers, Boliers, Engines, Steam
Pumps, Chilled Car Wheels and Car Castings. Brass and Uron
Castings of Every Description. Light and Heavy Forgings.

ALE X. FLECK®OTcanIO TTAWACK oeWorkst.
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NOYA SCOTIA STEEL & GOAL Go. Ltd.
PR,0MIET0RUS, KINERS .AND
SHIPPEILS 0F.?

.Sydney Nines Bitumlinous Coal..0

Unexcelled Fuel for Steamships and Locomotives, Manufactories, Rolling
Mills, Forgez, Glass Works, Brick and Lime Burning, Coke, Gas

Works, and for the Manufacture of Steel, Iron, Eto.

COLLIERIES AT SYDNEY MINES, CAPE BRETON.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HAMMERED AND ROLLED STEEL
FOR MINING PURPOSES

Pit Raits, Tee Raits, Edge Raits, Fish Plates, Bevelledi Steel Screen Ba/rs, Forged Steel
Stamper Shoes and Dies, Blued Machinery Steel 3 8' to y4" Diameter, Steel Tub Axles

Cut to Length, Crow Bar Steel, Wedge Steel, Hamme r Steel, Pick Steel, Draw
Ba/r Steel, Forging of all kinds, Bright Comprressed Shafting s s'to 5"

true to , *o.part of One Inch.

A Full Stock of MILD FLAT, RIVET-ROUND and ANGLE STEELS Always on Hand.
Special Attention Paid to Xiners' Requirements.

CORRESPONDENCE

Steel Works and Head Office

SOLICITED.

NEW CLASCOW, N.S.
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-DJ I±I[Mir
DEEP DRILLING

makes economical mining and the deepest
hole can be drilled at the smallest eost by a

DIAMOND
ROCK DRILL
It can eut through 2,500 feet of solid rock in a
vertical line. It brings up solid cylinders of
rock, showing formation and character.

Made in all capacities, for Hand or
Horse-power, Steam or Compres-
sed Air-mounted or unmounted.

You will find lots of
information in our
new catalogue-
may we send it?

American Diamond Rock Drill Co.
120 Liberty St., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

Cable Address, "Occiduous," New York.
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Sullivan
AiPrCompressors

Latest Design Sullivan Straight Line Two Stage CompressoP.

Diamond Drills 6'iRock Drills
Mining Machinery of All Kinds

Prospectors for prospecting Mineral

Lands with the Diamond Drill.

SULLIVAN MACHINERY COMPANY
135 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

New York Eastern Office and Works: Claremont, N.H. DenverSpokane
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COAL
The Standard of Excellence

in Bituminous Coal and Coke

for Blast Furnaces, Foundries,

Manufacturing and Domestic

Use . . . . . . . . . . .
~44444.4.4.444.

RELIABLE, UNIFORM and STRICTLY HIGH GRADE
Shipped from Pictou Harbour, Halifax, and all Points
on Intercolonial Railway and Connections by the.

Intercolonial Coal Mining Co.Limited
AGENTS:

Hugh D. MacKenzie, Halifax.

Chas. W. Ives, Pictou.

Darrow, Mann & Co., Boston.

Arthur E. Scott, Quebec.
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4.4.4.+4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.44.444.4.4.4.

SHIPPING PIER AT GRANTON, PIcTou HARBOUR, N.S.
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4.
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4.

4.

4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.

4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.

Head Office MONTREAL, Que.
:AS. P. CLEGHORLN,

Premident.
CHARLES FERGIE,

Vice-Pres. d General Manager.
D. FORBES &NGUS,

Secretary-Treasurer.

DRUMMONO
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COAL.
DOMINION 0OAL COMPANY , LIMITED

Glace Bay, C.B. Canada
MINER

BITUMINOUS COALS
The celebrated " Reserve"
coal for Household use.

S OF

"INTERNATIONAL" CAS COAL
And the best steam coal from its
Collieries on the Phalen seam.

International Shippling Piers of the Dominion Coal Co. Limited, at Sydney. C.B.

Shipping facilities at Sydney and Louisburg, C.B., of most modern type. Steamers carrying 5,000 tons loaded in twenty-fourhours. Special attention given to quick loading of sailing vessels. Small vessels loaded with quickest despatch.

rM-imn1 az OcoaL
The Dominion Coal Company has provided unsurpassed facilities for bunkering ocean-going steamers with dispatch.attention given to prompt loading. Steamers of any size are bunkered without detention.
By improved screening appliances, lump coal for domestic trade is supplied, of superior quality.

APPLICATIONS FOR PRICES, TERMS, &c., SHOULD BE MADE TO

Special

C. SHIELDS 2nd Vice-President
& Ceneral Manager Glace Bay, C. B.

KINGMAN & CO., Agents, Custom House Square, Montreal, P.Q.
M. R. MORROW, Agent, 50 Bedford Row, Halifax, N.S.
R. P. & W. F. STARR, Agents, St. John, N.B.
HARVEY & CO., Agents, St. Johns, Nfid.

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW. xiii

Year13r Outputmt ooooTM.as.I
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JEFFREY CENTURY R UBBER BEL'' CONVEYOR.

OOAL

MINE SUPPLIES

OUT ERS
Electric Locomotives.

Chain Conveyors

Cable Conveyors

Pan Conveyors

Dump Cars

Skip Cars

Dredging Machinery

Coal Washing Machinery

Excavating Machinery

Rubber Belt Conveyors

Spiral Conveyors

Screens

Elevator Buckets

Coal and Coke Crushers

LABOR SAVINC
APPLIANCES

Electric Coal Cutters

Compressed Air Coal
Cutters

Shearing Machines

Long Wall Machines

Electric Mine
Locomotives

Power Coal Drills

Electric Mine Pumps

GOAL MININO l LIII
SCREENINGELEVATING.IF~[RF COAL HANDLINGMVAULIIIIL I COAL WASMINGIIbl IL I

SEND FOR CATALOGUES
Addres

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, Un Se Au

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.xiv
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THE BABCOCK
REVIEW. xv

& WILCOX
WATER TUBE

STEAM...
BOILER..

was first patented by Stephen Wilcox, in

1856. Over 3,000,000 H.P. now

in use. Has no equal for MINES,

RAILWAY, SMELTERS, ELECTRIC

LIGHTING or other power purposes.

Large book " STEAM " sent free on

application.

BABCOCK & WILCOX LIMITED, ENGINEERSy AND BUILDERS.
Head Office for Canada: 202 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

CALEDONIAN IRON WORKS
JOHN·MoDOUGALL,

.BOILER
- MONTREAL, OUE,S TANKS AND

WROUGHT IRON
WORK .a.

HYDRAULIC AND MILL MACHINERY

GEARS, PULLEYS, HANGERS

IRON CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

GENERAL AGENTS
UN CANADA FOR WORTHINGTON PUMPS

Meters, Etc., Rife Hydraulic Engines and The New York
Filter Manufacturing Company

sRL- -wký

MISlilšMlE1]I
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MINING 0F ALLSUPPLIESKINDS
PICKS

DYNAMITE
BAR IROI

SHOVELS
POWDER

N STEEL

WIRE ROPE CHAIN
DETONATORS FUSE

DRILL
STEELT IN LONG ANDSTEE SHORT LENGTHS

STEAM & COMPRESSED AIR HOSE'
HARDWAREVALVES FITTINGS

~E>ICE LE-W-Is & SOM]T
HARDWARE LIMITED

THE BUCYRUS COMPANY
SOUTH MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN.

STEAM SHOVEL3 AND DREDOES.
RAILROAD WRECKING CARS AND PILE DRIVERS.

CENTIFUGL I> Jl PuI k7.

For
Miners
Pit Sinkers DYNAMITE AND EXPLOSIVES For

Q ua rry mon

... Manufacturers and Dealers in ...

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, FUSE, CAPS, &c.
President.

C. A. MACPHERSON,
Sec.-Tr·s. ONTARIO POWDER CO. Liimited 176 ONTARIO STREET

Kingston, Ont.

School of Practical Science, Toonto
ESTALISHED 1878.

AFUII .TII F0l'OTIIE' UN I VIZSITiY 0F TORONTO.

This School is equipped and supported entirely by the Province ofOntario and gives instruction in the following departments:

r-CIVIL ENGINEERING
2-MINING ENGINEERING
3-M ECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL, ENGINEERING
4-ARCHITECTURE
5-ANALYTICAL AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY

Special Attention is directed to the Facilities possessed by the School
for giving Instruction in Mining Engineering. Practical Instruc-
tion is given in Drawing and Surveying, and in the following
Laboratories :

I-CHEMICAL
à-ASSAYING

3-MILLING 6-ELECTRICAL
4-STEAM 7-TESTING
5-METROLOGICAL

The School also has good collectiont .uf Minerais, Rocks and Fossils.
Special Students will be received as well as those taking regular courses.

FOR FULL INFORMATION SEE CALENDAR.

L B. STEWART, Secretary.

PIPE ETC.

PLACER MINING MACHLNERY OF THE ELEVATOR BUCKET TYPE.

xvi THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

CENTRIFUGAL DREDGING PUTMPS-

9

DRILL

HARDWARE
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PAOEFI ELD RON WORKS, WIOAN.
WALKERS' PÂTENT FANS

"INDESTRUCTIBLE TYPE."

BVALKER ROTHERS have had 24 years' experience
in the construction of Ventilat-.

ting Machinery for Collieries and Railway Tunnels. They have a large number of
Fans in operation for the heaviest duties required in this country, viz: from 250,000
cubic feet per minute with 4-inch water gauge, to 500,000 cubic feet per
minute with 6-in. water gauge (in some cases a water gauge of 10 inches is provided
for), besides a greater number for lighter duties. Their Fans are driven from the
Engines by ropes, straps, or directly by the Engine.

They respectfully beg to call attention to the fact that the Engines for driving Fans
may be more wasteful of power (fuel) than the Fans. It has been their care to give equal
attention to Engines and Fan, so as to ensure freedom from breakdown with a high useful
effect. The greater number of their Fans are now worked by Compound Con-
densing engines, which will bear comparison in their working, as to fuel
economy, with any other class of Steam Engines.

The leading feature of their Ventilating Machinery are strength and simplicity
in construction, easy access for inspection to all details, with moderate velocities of
of the moving parts in working.

Their chief object has been to supply Ventilating Machinery which will bear
continuous working without stoppage for repairs, with the least annual expend-
iture on fuel and general cost of maintenance.

They have received unsolicited testimonials recording tests made by Mining Engi-
neers, which prove that their Fans give a useful effect surpassed by no existing Fan.

WALKER BROTHERS supplied the Machinery to ventilate the
Severn Tunnel, the Mersey Tunnel,

the Glasgow Central Railway, (Argyle Street Section), the Midland Railway
Tunnel, St. Pancras, and other Railway Tunnels.

The Ventilating Machinery already supplied represents in the aggre-
gate an exhausting capacity of over 40,000,000 cubic feet of air per minute.

FRANCIS T. PEACOCK, M.E., ,Res:nt t 44 Canada Life Building, MONTREAL
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John Davis & Son (Derby) Ltd.
ENGLAND.

Xining Instruments

Surveying Instruments
Mineors Sa1fety Lamps

STOCK KEPT ON HAND AT MONTREAL.
Sole]eO o

Sole Reppesentatlve fo Canada

Francis T. Peacock
204 St. James St. TRANST THEODO

S IMPROVED HEULEY DIAL L
Telescope and Sights Interchangeable and Patent Hoffnan Tripod Head.

Surveying, Mining and Engineering Instruments
ACCURATE AND MINING TRANSITSMOST IMPROVED

A COMPLETE LINE OF ENCINEER'S INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES.

HEARN & HARRISON 1640-1642

A. LESCHEN & SONS ROPE CO.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

Patent Fiat Strand LES Aeri:lT WY
Wire Rope and '"LESCHEN' peTRAMWAYS

Trade Mark Registered Ail genuine Hercules Wire Rope has a Red Strand.
REMEMBER! Wire Rope, Manila, Sisal Rope, Wood, Iron & Steel Blocks of Every Description.

HOME OFFICE: 920-922 No. First St., St. Louis, Mo. BRANCHES: Sa nranChco,

7 
0 '

epairs a Specialty.

MONTREAL

Bruntons Patent Pocket Transit
For Surface or Underground Surveys

HE accompanying illustration shows an
operator taking vertical angles with theBrunton Patent Pocket Transit.

It is the most accurate and reliable pocket
instrument made for preliminary surveys of
every description.

Case of aluminum 2 4 by 234 by i inches;
weight 8 ounces.

Nearly 1,ooo in use by prominent mining
engineers, mine managers, civil engineers and
geologists everywhere.

May be prchased froin any reliable supply house
or direct froi tihe sole mianufacturers. .. .. ...

Wm. Ainsworth & Sons,
Sole Manufacturers

Denver, Colo., U. S. A.
Send for Catalogue B-5 for full particulars.

I-s.s'sxexexexeT.~exe-J

MANUFACTURERS OF

Furnaces
Scorifiers
and all kinds o
metallurgical p
Ash, Borax Gl
Granulated Le.

SELLIN(

AINSWOR1
WRITE FOR CA

i

, Crucibles, I
s, Muffles,
f Fire Clay goods for '
purposes. Also Bon e
ass, and strictly C. P.
ad.
G AGENTS FOR

rH BALANCES.
NTALOGUE.

some..mo01

LITE

with

Reasonable Prices. Send for Catalogue.
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THE DENVER FIRE CIAY Co.
1742-1746 Champa St., DENVER, COLORADO, U.S.A.

ASSAYERS and CHEM ISTS
SUPPLIES.
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..MONT RE AL..
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THE GRIFFIN
THREE ROLLER

.4 ..ORE MILL..
The Griffin Three Roller Ore Mill is a simply constructed Mill, suitable for working allkinds of ores that require uniformly fine crushing by the wet process. This Mill is a modi-fication of the well-known Chilian Mill, but the rollers run upon a crushing ring or die,which is inclined inwardly at an angle of about 30 degrees, the rollers themselves also beinginclined to the central shaft of the Mill, thus utilizing the centrifugal force, as well as theweight of the rollers themselves as a crushing agent. The Griffin Three Roller Ore Mill istherefore a Mill of great strength, and has few wearing parts. We construct these Mills,with extreme care, using only the best of raw materials, which are most carefully workedby men who are specialists as mill builders. We sell the Griffin Ore Mill on its determinedmerits, and will gladly supply full information regarding it to any one.

Send for free illustrated and descriptive catalogue to

Bradley Pulverizer Co.MSON,

m S FOR SALE 56 lb. STEEL RE-LAYING RAILS IN CANADA,
in Excellent Condition, with Fastenings, Rails Ready for Ship-
ment. Also Locomotives, Steam Shovels, and other Railway
Equipments.

For prices and particulars, also our new Catalog, write
NEW AND SECOND HAND M. MITSHKUN 00.FOR RAILWAYS, TRAMWAYS, &c. DETROIT, MICH.

IDETROIT, 
MICH.

W.ire
Rope
BOOK ENTITLED

"Wire Rope and

its Application to

the Transmission

of Power."

Mailed free of charge to
all users and abusers.

Address

Wire Rope showing good wear.

ITS USE

Wice Rope showing wires broken from undue bending.

AND ABUSE.

Wire Rope showing effect of abrasion.

THE TRENTON IRON CO.
TRENTON,

ITron
Grooved

Wheels

Dodge M'f'g. Go.
TORONTO
CANADA

xix
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The Collins Process 0F
HEATING

AND
DRYING

A NEW process recently discovered and patented in
Canada, and patents applied for in foreign

countries. By this process Compressed Air, Liquid
Air, and Air power in any form can be utilized effect-
ively and economically in any climate, and at any
degree of temperature.

J. J. COLLINS;
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO

and E. J. WALSH, Civil Engineers. OTTAWA,_CANADA.

"NOT AN EXPERIMENT: IN GENERAL USE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD"

The NeW Jackson Hand Power Rock Drill
Handled and operated by ONE MAN, will accomplish work of THREE MEN drilling with Bits and Hammers.

WILL WORK IN ANY POSITION, IN ANY ROCK.
It Saves Steel,

It Saves Labor,

Write for Catalogue.

H. D. CRIPPEN
It Saves

SOLM
MANUFAC1

SMoney.

IMPROVED
On a PATENT PNEUMATIC and SELF-

ACTINC PRINCIPLE,
IN GLASS

NEEDLE

g
IIPROVEU STEA! TUBE CLEANER.

THE CLEANER THAT CLEANS CLEAN.
No Moisture. No Scale. Saves Cost Quickly.

LUBRICATORS.

WRITE FOR PRICES TO

THE HAMILTON BRASS
MFG. C0.1 nimited.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Compressed Air

URER 52 Broadway, New York

INSTRUCTIONS for FITTING and ADVANTAGES

The L ubricators being carefutty fitted by eniarging the oit bote to fit

the pug part of stopper, or otherwise by reducing the plugs to fit exist-
ing oit hotes, the needie must be perfectty round, smooth and ctean, so

as to work freely in the tube, the flattened end reaching about half-way
up the inside of Lubrîcator, white the other end rests on the shaft or

axle, will produce the foltowing results, viz.

ist.-Free working of the machinery by perfect lubrication.

2nd.-A saving of more than 75 per cent. in oil.

3rd.-Corresponding economy in steam-power and coals.

4 th.-Cleanliness, and consequent saving in labor, engineers'
stores, etc.

ALL OUR LUBRICATORS ARE FITTED WITH BRASS TUBES.

xxiTHE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.
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HENRY BATH & SON,
London, Liverpool and Swansea,

BROKERS.
Ail Description of

Metals, Mattes, Etc.
Warehouses, Liverpool and Swansea.

Warrants lsued under thoir Speclal Act of
1ariament.

NITRATE OF SODA.
Cable Addres s - BATHOTA, LONDON.

R. T. Hopper & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO IRWIN, HOPPER AND CO.

ESTABLISHED 1878.

Miners and Shippers of Minerals, &c.
58 Canada Lite Building, Montreal, Can.

A^beutos, Crude and Manufactured, Mie,
Plumbago, Soapstone, Etc.

KIN BIROTHfERS
15 Beli's Lane

QUEBEC.

Lumber

Asbestos

Chromie Iron
Mills at Rivesr Ouelle, Lyster, Kingsburg,

Pabos, CedaP' Hall.

ASBESTOS-Crude, Fibreized and Paper
Stock Ilampden Mine, Thettord.

CHROMIC IRON MINE-Black Lake.

TFIE GOVERNMENT OF ONTARIO IAS TWO
Diam.ond Drills, one boring 400 to 500 feet and

the other 1200 to 1500 feet, the services of which may
be had by parties desiring to explore deposits of mineral
in Ontario. Thirty-five per cent. of the cost is borne by
the Government. Application for use of drills and full
information may be made to

TUHOS. W. GIBSON, Director,
Bureau of Mines, Toronto.

SADLER & HAWORTH
MANUFACTURERS OF

OAK TANNED
LEATHER BELTING...

MONTREAL and
TORONTO.

NICKEL .
BEST QUALITY FOR ANODES

CERMAN SILVER AND NICKEL STEEL.

The CANAIJIAN COUPER 00,
12 Wade Building

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.
Cable Address: "CUNICKLE."

Use Lieber's or London 4th Edition
A B C Code.

ORFORD COPPER CO.
ROBERT M. THOMPSON, President.

99 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Copper and Nickel Smelters
WORKS AT CONSTABLE'S HOOK, N. J.

Opp. New Brighton, Staten Island.

Copper Ore, Mattes, or Bullion Purchased. Advances
made cn Consignments for Refining and Sale.

Specialty made of Silver-bearin Ores and Matte-
C rIote ar .Cake.-Ferro-Ni:keland ~Nickl Odesfolrnn preparing Nickel
Steel for Armour Plates.

NICKEL AND NICKEL OXIDES.

LICENSES TO PROSPECT
or work Minerals on any of their-Lands and Reserva-
tions covering nearly a quarter of a million acres in
Eastern Ontario, and principally within the belts con-
taining Iron, Phosphate, Gold, Galena, Plumbago,
Mica, Marble, Building Stone, and other valuable
minerals, are issued by

The Canada Company
For list of lands and terms apply to the Company's

Mining Inspector and Agent

ANDREW BELL, C.E., D.L.S., Etc.,
ALMONTE, ONT.

OLDEST EXPERTS IN
Molybdenite,

Scheelite,
S. Wolframite,

Chrome Ore,
Talc,Ma Nickel Ore,
Mica, Cobalt Ore,
Barytes, ~ < Cerium, and
Graphite, ~ail Ores
Blende, <2 sI and
Corundum, Of Minerais
Fluorspar,
Feldspar. 0
LARCEST SUYERS. BEST FICURES. j
ADVANCES 0ON SHIPMENTS. 2<',

CORRESPONDENCE SOLIC1t.

Z^@AL*i-Bleckw"eil, Liverpool, ABC Code, Mloreing
& Neai, Mining and Genera Code, Libers
Code and Muller% Code.

ESTABLISHED 1809.

GROUNDMICA
Various brands, for makers of

Malleable Castings, for Furnace Lin-
ing and Annealing, for Mica Lubri-
cants, for Fire-proof Paint and roof-
ing mixtures, for paper makers, etc.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Ontario Mica Wforks
6 and 8 PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Canada Atlantic Ry.
THE SHORT FAVORITE ROUTE

BETWFEN

Ottawa and Montreal.8TRAINS DAILY
EXCEPT SUNDAY

And Sunday Train Both Directions
PULLMAN BUFFET PARLOR CARS

Close Connections at Montreal with Trains for

Quebec, Halifax, Portland
And ail Points EAST and SOUTH.

FAST THROUGH SERVICE BETWEEN

Ottawa, New York and Boston
And aIl NEW ENGLAND POINTS

Through Buffet Wagner Sieepers between Ottawa and New Yort,
Baggage checked to ail points and passed by custcms in transit.For tickets, time tables and information, apply to flearest ticketagent of this company or connecting lines.

E. J. CHAMBERLIN, J. E. WALSH,
General Manager. Ass. Gen. Passenger Agt.

C. J. SM1ITH, Gen. Traffic Manager.

McPherson, Clark, Campbell & Jarvis
Barristers, Solicitors, &c.

OFFICES :

Trusts and Guapant..gBuilding

16 King St. Westo Toronto, Can
Cable Addres: CLAPHER, TORONTO.

xxi1

LEDOUX & Coa
99 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Sample and Assay Independent Ore
amittWo°rks

at the Part of
S le- YtNork. OnlOres and Meta Atlantic seaboard

We are not Dealers or Refiners, but Receive
Consignments, Weigh, Sample and Assay them,
selling to highest bidders, obtaining advances when
desired, and the buyers of two continents pay the
highest market price, in New York Funds, cash
against our certificates.

MINES EXAMINED AND SAMPLED.
ALSO ANALYZE EVERYTHING.

. .a
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DIRECTORY OF MININC ENCINEERS, CHEMISTS, ASSAYERS, ETC.

JOHN E HARDMAN, S.B.
CONSULTING
MINING ENGINEER

Ro2, Windsor Hotel Montreal.

20 years' experience in the Mining and Reduction of
Gold, Silver, Lead and Copper.

13 years as a Specialist in Gold Mining and Milling.

MONTREAL TESTING LABORATORY.

MILTON L. HERSEY, M.A.Sc. (IcGill)
CONSULTING CHEMIST OF THE

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

146 St. James Street MONTREAL

ASSAYS OF ORES
ANALYSES -f all materiais made with greatest accurary.
SAM PLES BY MAIL-' ce i er 4 ozs.; limit 24 cz.INSTRUCTION IN ASSAYING, Etc., to Prospect-

ors and others.

MINERAL PROPERTIES EXAMINED.

J. T. DONALD
ASSAYER AND MINING GEOLOGIST.

II2 St. Francois-Xavier St.,
MONTREAL.

Analyses and Assays of Ores, Fuels, Furnace
Products, Waters, etc. Mines and Mining Pro-
perties examined and valued.

JOHN ASHWORTH
CONSULTING MINING ENGINEER

Of the firn of

ASHWORTH & MORRIS
Civil and Mining Surveyors and

Engineers. Valuers.
8-KING STREET-8

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

J. C. GWILLIM, B.Sc.
MINING

ENGINEEîR

E N LSGC)N, 'ELc..

WM. BLAKEMORE

MlNlN-G- EINTGIN.TEE'_

Consultation. Reports. Development.

Montreal.

JOHN B. HOBSON
CONSULTING MINING ENGINEER

Manager Con. Cariboo Hyd. Mining Co., Limited
BULLION, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

28 years' experience in the equipment and operation
of large Ilydraulic, Deep Gravel, Drift and Gold
Qu.rtz Mines, in California and British Columbia.

Telegraphic and Cable Address:
"IIOBSON," ASCHROFT, B.C.

J. BURLEY SMITH
CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEER

30 Years Experience.
RAT PORTAGE - - ONTARIO.

Undertakes the Prospecting of Mines and Mineral Lands.
Diamond Drill Borings made by contract for al minerals

(earthy and metalliferous), Artesian Wells and Oil Springs,also Deep Soundings for Harbors, Rivers, Canals, Tunnels and
Bridge l'oundatio,,s. Quarry Sites and Llay Fields tested.

Plans and Sections made showing restult of Borings-Gold
Drifts tested to Ledge by the new Pneumatic and Hydraulic
lube System and the yield ascertained-Flumes, Ditches,M onitors and Placer mining Plant general'y designed and con-
structed. Properties Examined and Reported on, Assays made.

FRANK B. SMITH, B.Sc.
CIVIL AND

MINING ENGINEER

Certificated Colliery Manager Great Britain and
British Columbia.

REPORTS ON MINING PROPERTIES.

CALGARY, ALTA.

J. H. CHEWETT, B.A. Sc.
(Honor Graduate in Applied Science, Toronto University)

Asso. Men. Can. Soc. C.E.

MINING ENGINEERR

Development.

)CK,87 YORK ST., ROSSIN BL

TORONTO.

JOHN McAREE, B.A. Sc.
MINING

ENGINEER

Ontario and Dominion Land Surveyor.

RAT PORTAGE - - ONTARIO.

J. B. TYRRELL
_ate of the Geological Survey of Canada.

MINING ENGINEER

DAWSON - - - YUKON.

Telegraphic Address-Tyrrell, Dawson.
< ode used-Bedford McNeil's.

F. HILLE
MINING ENGINEER.

Mines and Mineral Lands examined and re-
ported on. Plans and Estimates on Concen-
trating Mills after the Krupp- Bilharz system.

PORT ARTIIUR, ONT.
CANADA.

FRANK C. LORING
MINING

ENGINEER

No. 45 Broadway NEW YORK

Office, Room 83.

CHAS. BRENT

MINING ENGINEER AND METALLURGIST

Rat Portage, Ont.

Examines and reports on Mining Properties.

Superintends the erection of Mining and Milling
Plants.

FRANCIS H. MASON, F.C.S.
ANALYTICAL CHEMIST.

AMALGAMATION,
CHLORINATION and
CYANIDE.

Meial'urgical Processes investigated and Plants de-
signed. Mines surveyed and Plans kept up to date.

QUEEN BUILDING, IIALIFAX, N.S.

A. W. ROBINSON, M. Am. Soc. C.E., M. Am. Soc. M.E.

MECHANICAL ENGINEIER

DREDGING MACillNERY. PLANT FOR PUiLIC WORKS. GOLD DREDGES.

879 DORCIIESTER STREET, MONTREAL

CANADA.

xxiii
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a.m-ma mm

MINE LOCOMOTIVE
GEARED STYLE, WITH STEEL FRAME, SADDLE TANK, STEAM BRAKE, Etc.

A number of these Engines are in use at the Thetford Asbestos Mines.
Particulars and Prices on Application.

S51 York Street 18 Victoria Sq.S THE JENCKES MACHINE CO.
TORONTO. MONTREAL.

27 LANSDOWNE ST.
~2ROSSLAND, B.C. St-> E E3 RC>COK FE, Q E HALIFAX, N.S.

e;•¡epB.GREENING WlRE CO.
• • • <(LIMITED)• • • • WIRE MANUFACTURERSIle e 4& METAL PERFORATORS i

eee, ,H AMILTO0N• •• •&.MONT=

M. BEATTY & SONS,
Welland, Ontario.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Dredges, Ditchers, Derricks and Steam Shovels
for Dredging, Dykeing, Ditching, GOLD

MINING, Etc., of various Styles and
Sizes to Suit any Work,

MINE HOISTS, HOISTING ENGINES,
HORSE POWER HOISTERS,

SUSPENSION CABLEWAYS,
STONE DERRICKS, GANG STONE SAWS.

Submarine Rock Drilling Machinery.

Ceatrifugal Pumps for Drainage Works,
Pumping Sand, Gold Mining,

Contractor's Use, &c.

WIR ROPE AT MARKET PRICES.

AGENTS:

E. LEONARD & SONS
MONTRBAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.

Wire Screens
FOR EVERY CLASS
0F MATERIAL.

Perforated metal of Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc, for ail purposeà. Special attention
given to

MINERS' REQUIREMENTS.
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20th YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

THE OLDEST AND ONLY OFFICIAL MINING AND ENGINEERING JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN
THE DOMINION 0F CANADA.

. A. BELL, Editor and Proprietor. Published Monthly. OFFICES{Slater Building, Ottawa;
Seeretary, Canadian Minin Inatitute etc.

VOL. XXI., No. 2. FEBRUARY, 1902. VOL. XXI., No. 2.

The Lead Problem in British Columbia

No. I.

For a period of about nine months now, an Order-in-Council has
been in existence which offers a bonus for five years on refined lead
which is "the product from ores mined, smelted and refined in Can-
ada; " this bonus is a decreasing one, but averages $3.00 per ton of
refined lead produced, for the whole five years. In the closing days
of last December the Canadian Smelting Works, through its general
manager, announced that a small refinery of ten tons daily capacity
would be erected at Trail, B.C., to be completed about May 1st; so
that it is probable that within twelve months of the date of this Order-
in-Council British Columbia will have a small refinery and will then
attempt to work out the problem of a market.

Numerous articles have appeared in print, both east and west,
bearing upon this problem, and although the non-technical man may

have had his mind confused by the diversity of the views presented,
yet all of these articles have tended to throw light upon what is vital
to the life of the silver-lead industry of Canada. The relation of the
cost of production to the price received for the product is stated by
one writer as the difficulty; but it seems to the REvIEw that the real
difficulty is to get a market for the products of the lead mining indus-
try. There is no home metal market of sufficient size orîimportance to
be of any great aid; our country produces almost every mineral product
largely in excess of its needs, and pig iron, coal, copper, lead, precious
metals, asbestos, graphite, mica and other minerals are obliged to seek a
foreign market In the case of the lead industry and under the restric-
tions imposed by the Lead Trust of the United States, there is no
market in that country, and lead bullion must go across the ocean,
either to a European or an Oriental market. To reach either of these
markets involves such heavy charges for transportation and insurance
as to quite obscure from popular view, for the time, the local charges
for smelting and freights. ' From recent information, directly received,
the cost of land and ocean freight and of treatment in European mar-
kets, may be said to average not less than $30 per ton. Considering
the Oriental market, there is no demand there for other than a special
refined quality of lead suitable for the native to beat into the tea lead
used in the tea industry of India, China and Japan. It is a matter of
record, and of fact, that the large Australian corporation, the Broken
Hills Proprietary Company, tried for three years before it succeeded
in making a soft lead which suited the requirements of the oriental
lead-beater It is equally of record that the Selby Smelting and Refin-
ing Company of San Francisco also took much time to make a pro-

duct which was satisfactory, and that the market is now largely sup-
plied (if not completely filled) by the production coming from these
two large concerns and from England. The Canadian refiner seeking
an oriental market has therefore no simple or easy task ahead of him,
for, in addition to lengthy experience required to make the quality
which the Eastern market requires, he would be handicapped by
coming into direct competition with the well established product of
the concerns already mentioned, and, unless a pooling arrangement
could be effected, a war of prices would unquestionably ensue.

The Southern market, the United States, has been definitely closed
by the action of the American Smelting and Refining Company, whose
object unquestionably is to secure control of production so as to dictate
the price of lead for the United States, and for the whole continent.
This company will naturally restrict its production so as to enable it to
keep control of the price of the metal, and a paragraph in the New
York Evening Post of February 19th, 1902, announced that the
Guggenheims had now secured control of the production of the princi-
pal producing mines in the United States.

Upon surveying the ground it is difficult to see how the erection
of the refining plant at Trail will substantially alter the conditions
which now prevail in British Columbia. As the entering point of a
wedge, it may grow, in the course of time, to a factor able to afford a
distinct relief to the industry, but it cannot for many months, and
perhaps for years to come, afford any distinct relief to an industry
which, although it is not yet paralyzed, has nevertheless suffered a very
serious curtailment of its production and is in anything but a prosperous
and progressive condition. It is not so very many years since the
United States tariff was so arranged as to promote and favor the
importation of lead ores which were required to smelt the excess of dry
ores which the country was then producing, and, as a direct conse-
quence, the importation of Mexican lead ores, and subsequently of
Canadian lead ores, was enormously stimulated. Some five or six
years ago the United States production of lead ore had grown so as to
be in excess of the amount required to flux the dry ores, and the tariff
was again increased, being doubled. The direct result was beneficial
to the United States, as it kept the lead smelting and refining industries
alive, and supplied them with the proper ores. Now that the raw
material is offered in excess of what is required for home consumption
that excess has had to be exported, and quite recently the monopolizing
of the industry by the trust called "The American Smelting and Re-
fining Company "has enabled the price of lead in the domestic markets
to be kept steady, although prices in foreign markets have dropped
tremendously. The apparent control by the Guggenheim corporation

B.T
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(the trust) of the chief silver-lead producing districts in the United

States, holds forth no hope of a future Southern market for British

Columbia for some time to come.

Some writers have taken the point that when ores were scarce in

the United States the difference in the tariff, between the importation

of the ore and the bullion, constituted a bonus which that country

paid to British Columbia for smelting and refining this ore, and the

claim has been made that since that bonus has been removed the

restriction against the production of bullion on the Canadian side

has also been removed. The statenient may be true, but it

does not point out any market for British Columbia bullion without

having to pay excessive charges, which really amount to a tariff

against such exportation. Another claim has been made that it is

possible to establish a lucrative business by manufacturing lead pipe,

and the different oxides of lead (red and white) which go to the man-

ufacture of lead paints, the grinding of these oxides, and the establish-

ment of a Canadian brand of lead manufactures which would be pro-

fitable. We regret to say that the figures of the consumption of lead

and lead manufactures in Canada as given in the Trade and Navigation

Returns do not support those who hold this view. With an annual

production of 6o,ooo,ooo pounds of lead, and a total home consump-

tion of less than 25,000,000 pounds of lead, and all its manufactures,

there remains a very large amount of unmanufactured lead which

must be sent to a joreign market for sale.

The claim that the discrimination against British Columbia by the

American Smelting and Refining Company provides an inducement

for the establishment of the refining and manufacturing in Canada is a

sophism, until the market for such refined and manufactured products

is obtained. To say that the question of competing against the Trusk

is merely the three matters of "(i) owning the raw material, (2) being

able to reach the market, and (3) being able to procure the capital

necessary for the manufacture," is only to re-state the problem without

giving any attempt at solution. The matter of owning the raw material

is a fact, an axiom ; the crux of the question is to get a market, A
market once obtained, capital in abundance will readily be found

without much seeking.

The complaint of lead mine owners that charges for freight and

treatment rates are exorbitant, involves a st#tement and discussion

beyond the limits of this article, but which the REviEw promises to

take up in a later issue.

Reduced Costs at the Le Roi.

Detailed figures of the results obtained at the Le Roi Mine during

the month of November last were received too late for our January

issue, but are republished herewith Only the operations for the month

of November are included, but the figures must be most gratifying to

the shareholders as showing a substantial reduction in costs, and as an

intimation of a probable further reduction in the near future. As Mr.

J. H. McKenzie, the new General Manager of the Le Roi Mining
Company, Ltd , did not arrive in Rossland until November 26th, the
report, in reality, shows the results of a month's active personal man-
agement of Mr. R. J. Frecheville, the Managing Director.

For the 30 days included in the report there were shipped to the

Northport Smelter 14,088 tons, giving an average assay value of $1 1.28

per ton. This value is divided as follows :-Gold $7.09, silver $o.34,
copper $3.85; as the price of copper is given at 15Y cents in the

returns the average copper contents would be $1.24 per cent. 1,639
tons of low-grade ore were sent from the dump to the Trail smelter

and realized a net sum of $ 11,634.07, or $7.00 per ton; the total in-

come from ail ore shipped was therefore $170,593.66. The total mine

costs were $50,67 1.93; to mine equipment was charged the sum of

$1,557-50, to surface improvements $787.40, to machinery $14.57, to
handling ore from the dumps $409.79, or a total of $2,769.26, leaving

$47,902.67 as the cost of mining 14,088 tons, an average cost of $3.40
per ton.

The total costs per ton therefore are

Mining..............................$3.40

Transportation................. ......... .75
Smelting................. ............. 4.50
Marketing, etc............................ .75

Total.. ....... ......... ........ $9.40

This total cost of $9.40 per ton contrasts most favorably with the

$ 10.72 per ton under the former management. and should convince
the shareholders that Mr Frecheville's estimate of $9.oo per ton will

be quickly realized. Since these lines were written a despatch has
been printed in the daily press announcing that Mr. Whittaker Wright

has again obtained control of the Le Roi Company. We discredit the
report, and for the sake of the good name of British Columbia we hope

we are right: the economies already introduced and the good showing

made by Mr. Frecheville during the month of November have con-

firmed our belief that the men and not the mines have hitherto been
the bugbear in Rossland.

Mining Progress in British Columbia.

With commendable promptitude Mr. W. F. Robertson, the Pro-

vincial Mineralogist for British Columbia sent to the Minister of Mines

on the 1 5th of January his approximate estimate of the mineral pro-
ductions for the year 1901. Mr. Robertson is to be congratulated on
his recognition of the importance of publishing promptly, at the begin-
ning of the year, figures which approximate, if they are not final, the

production of the whole Province for the year just ended.

The astonishing and very welcome feature of the report is the

increase in values produced, which amonted to over 25 per cent. (the

estimated value of the total mineral production being $20,713,501, as

against $16,344,741 for 1900), and also the increase in quantities,
amounting to 63 per cent., or 354,727 tons.

The two districts to which this increase must be credited are Yale

and West Kootenay, and of these Yale district (the " Boundary Creek

country ") must be given the palm, as it shows an increase of $3,328,-

993, or 76 per cent. of the whole nett increase, amounting to a produc-

tion two and one-third times greater than in 19oo.

The increase in West Kootenay is found in the two divisions of

Trail Creek and Nelson, in which the actual increase was $1,341,4o6,

or 22 per cent. over 19oo, and forming 30 per cent. of the total nett

increase. The Coast districts practically were stationary, as they

showed but 2 per cent. advance; Cariboo, Cassiar and Lillooet dis-

tricts each showed a decrease.

In metals, placer gold decreased about 30 per cent., while lode

gold increased in amount 36 per cent. The production of silver was

increased as to quantity by 18 per cent., but as to value by only 13 2
per cent. The production of copper increased 207 per cent. in quan-

tity and 206 per cent. in value, while the only remaining important

metal, lead, decreased 20 per cent. in amount and 23 per cent. in value.

The production of coal and coke was increased by only 9 per

cent. in quantity and i i per cent. in values, which we must confess is
a surprise as smelting operations in the Boundary Creek country were

expected to cause a very considerable increase in the quantity of Crow's

Nest coke consumed; of coke (specifically) 1901 shows less than

5o,ooo tons more than 1900.
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MR. J. B. TYRRELL, M.A., MINING ENGINEER,
Dawson, Y.T.
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The general result is an agreeable surprise to most people who
have not followed closely the development of the Province during the
past 12 months, but it confirms the opinion expressed in these columns
a short time ago that more legitimate work is doing to-day in British
Columbla than ever, and probably is twice what was done during the
period of inflation and boom times of 1890 to 1898. The REvIEw'S
congratulations to British Columbia!

Canadian Mining Institute.

The fourth Annual General Meeting of the members of this repre-
sentative body of Canadian Mining Engineers and Mine Managers will
be held, in the Club Room, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th March next.
Business sessions will be held on Tuesday and Thursday mornings at
10.30, and for the presentation and discussion of papers on the after-
noon and evening of Tuesday and Wednesday, on Thursday afternoon
and also, if necessary to close up business, on Fiiday evening. The
annual dinner will be held in the Windsor on Thursday evening. In
a programme of nearly forty papers we note the following:-

i. Copper Production in the Boundary District, B.C.
By Dr. A. R. Ledoux, New York.

2. A Method of Mining Low Grade Ore in the Boundary District, B.C.
By Frederic Keffer, M.E., Anaconda, B.C.

3. The Old and New Iron Industry Compared.
By Mr. John Birkinbine, M.E., PhiladelphiL, l'a.

4. On the Occurrence and Treatment of Diamonds at the DeBeer's Mine.
By L. J. Abrahams, F.G.S., Bruce Mines, Ont.

5. On the National Importance of Mining.
By Mr. John E. Hardman, S.B., Montreal.

6. On Air Compressing.
By Mr. W. L. Saunders, New York.

7. On Wire Ropes.
By Mr. W. L. Hardie, MI.E., Lethbridge, N.W.T.

8. On the Characteristics of the Atlin Gold Fields, B.C.
By Mr. J. C. Gwillim, B.Sc., Nelson, B.C.

9. On the Hoisting and Hauling Plant at the LeRoi Mine.
By Mr. Bernard MacDonald. M.E., Rossland, B.C.

'o. The Leaching of Copper Ores by Sulphurous Acid at the Coconina Mill,
Arizona.

By Mr. E. P. Jennings, Salt Lake City, Utah.
ii. Notes to Accompany Plan and Drawings of the Athabasca Mine, Toad

Mountain, B.C.
By E. Nelson Fell, A.R.S.M., Nelson, B.C.

12. Coarse Concentration in the Slocan District, B.C.
By Mr. S. S. Fowler, S.B., M.E., Nelson, B.C.

13. On the Harris Air Lift for Raising Water at the Deloro Mine.
By Mr. P. Kirkgaard, M.E., Deloro, Ont.

14. On Certain Fault Conditions in the Copper Mines at Butte.
By Mr. Wm. Braden, M.E., New York.

15. Coal Mining in the North-West Territories and its Probable Future.
By Mr. Frank B. Smith, M.E., Calgary, N.W.T.

16. On the Electro-Metallurgy of Copper and Nickel as Applied to Canadian
Ores and Mattes.

By Mr. Wim. Koehler, Cleveland, Ohio.
17. Eastern Ontario : A Region of Varied Mining Industries.

By Prof. W. G. Miller, Kingston, Ont.
18. Notes on the Dry Ores of the Slocan District, B.C.

By Mr. R. C. Campbell-Johnston, M.E., Nelson, B.C.
19. On the Origin and Distribution of Yukon Gold.

By Mr. R. G. McConnell, Ottawa.
20. Notes on Gold Dredging. (Illustrated by lantern slides.)

By Dr. J. Bonsal Porter, M.E., Montreal.
21. Notes on Gold Milling at Republic, Wash.

By Mr. Fritz Cirkel, M.E., Montreal, Que.
22. On the Analysis of Insolubles.

By Mr. Douglas Lay, A.R.S.M., Nclson, B.C.
23. On the Ilematite Ores at Kitchener, B.C. (Illustrated by lantern slides.)

By Mr. Wn. Blakemore, M.E., Montreal.

24. On the Iron Ore Deposits of Western Ontario.

By Mr. F. Hille, M.E., Port Arthur, Ont.
25. Oil Furnaces for Milling and Asýaying.

By Mr. Charles Brent, M. E., Rat Portage, Ont.
26. Notes on the Linestone of the Philipsburg Railway and Quarry Co.

By Mr. J. T. Donald, M.A., Montreal.
27. A Review of the Canadian Iron Industry in 1901.

By Mr. George E. Drummond, Montreal.
28. Canadian Chromite.

By Mr. Milton L. Hersey, Montreal.
29. Gold Dredging on the North Thompson River, B.C.

By. Mr. F. Satchell Clarke, Vancouver, B.C.
30. The Ores and Minerals of Ilastings County and District.

By Mr. W. A. Hungerford, Deloro, Ont.
31. On the Economic Minerals of Vancouver Island, B.C.

By Mr. W. F. Best, Victoria, B.C.
32. Notes on Silver Lead Mining at Huanchica de Bolivia.

By Mr. C. H. Macnutt, M.E , Pulacayo, Bolivij.
33. On Corundum Mining and Concentration in Ontario.

By Mr. F. M. Fairlie, Kingston, ont.
34. On the Copper Bearing Rocks of the Eastern Townships, Que.

By John A. Dresser, M.A., Richmond, Que.
35. Power Drills.

By Mr. C. C. Hansen, Montreal.

36. Mine Ventilation.

By Mr. Charles Fergie, M.E., Westville.
37. Mine Pumping.

By Mr. John P. Northey, Toronto, Ont.
38. Mine Haulage.

By Mr. Wm. Blakemore, M.E., Montreal.

By special arrangement made ,ith the Canadian Pacific, Grand
Trunk, Intercolonial, Canada Atlantic, and Quebec Central Railways,
mining men attending these meetings will be carried to Montreal and
returned for a single fare on obtaining the usual form of Convention
Certificate from the ticket agent when purchasirg their ticket and on
same being signed by the Secretary of the Institute. These meetings
promise to be of an unusually interesting character, and the attend-
ance of Canadian mining men will be large.

Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company.

The REvIEw acknowledges receipt of the following letter from
the Solicitor of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited, com-
plaining of certain paragraphs contained in a communication printed
in the last issue of the REvIEW under title of "An Appeal to CSsar."

Having no desire to be unfair, or to prejudice the interests of this
corporation, we have pleasure in reproducing this document:-
The Publisher, &c.

Sir: -On behalf of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited, I give
you notice in writing that they complain of the following statements con-
tained in the issue of the CANADIAN MINING REVIEW published at Ottawa
on the 31st day of January, 1902.

A. ' And it can hardly be a pleasant reflection for loyal Canadians that
a property which by common consent is one of the most prodigal gifts of
nature, one which is absolutely unique in value an i kind, should already
have passed beyond the control of Canadians to whom it was originally en-
trusted, should have been officered and managed almost exclusively by
Americans, who in several important respects, which need not here be dwelt
upon, have begun to show their total disregard both for the sentiments and
interests of Canadians."

B. "The second ground upon which our contemporaries base their
appeal to Mr. Sifton is that actual discrimination against Canadian interests
has already taken place."

C. " Further, there has been a constant discrimination against Canadians
in respect of the price of coke if not of coal. Coke supplied to the Great
Falls smelter bas been furnished as low as $3.5o a ton on cars at Fernie."

G. G. S. LINDSEY,
General Counsel, Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, Lt.

Dated Toronto, Feb. 14 th A.D. 1902.
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While giving space to this letter, we wo.uld take the opportunity
of suggesting that Mr. Lindsey enlighten our readers upon the follow-
ing questions arising out of the paragraphs noted in his complaint:-

While Mr. Hill may not at the moment hold a controlling interest
in the stock of the Crow's Nest Pass Company, his investment in it is
admitted to be a very large one, amounting, we understand, to some-
thing like $6oo,ooo-is it not a fact that his American connections and
interests are of such vital importance to the success of the corporation
that he cannot be regarded other than the predominating factor in the

'direction and control of its affairs ? Is it not true, also, that since.Mr.
Hill's connection with the company an American consulting engineer,
in American superintendent, Mr. Stockitt, and several American mine
managers have replaced their predecessors, and that practically the
whole office staff at Fernie, with the exception of an accountant, or
head clerk, is American?

Incidentally we may remark here that there are two Stockitts.
The elder, Mr. Louis Stockitt, has been for several years a mining
engineer in the employ of Mr. Hill. He was manager of the Sand
Coulee, ànd other mines, until a few years ago, when Mr. Burrill re-
signed the position of chief mining advisor to Mr. Hill and Mr, Louis
Stockitt was then promoted to take his position. This is the gentleman
who, it is said, supervises the mining operations of the Crow's Nest
Pass Coal Co. He resides in the States but is represented on the spot

MR. THOMAS STOCKITT,
Manager, Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co., Fernie, B.C.

by his brother, Mr. Thomas Stockitt. To prove the absolute identity
of interest between Mr. Hill and the coal company, it may be pointed
out that these men superintended the railway construction in the
Crow's Nest Pass on behalf of the Great Northern last year, while
directing the management of the mines; and in one instance in partic.
ular, when the C. P. R. had applied for and secured an injunction to
prevent the Great Northern from continuing to build a branch railway
from the Crow's Nest line up Morrissey Creek, the only person who
was authorized to accept service of this injunction was Mr. Thomas
Stockitt, to whom the officers of the law were referred and who
ultimately accepted it.

Mr. Lindsey might also be good enough to inform our readers if
it is not a fact that while large shipments of coal and coke were being
made last summer to the United States for the use, presumably, of
competitive American smelters, Canadian smelters were short in their
supplies, could not obtain coke from the company, and the situation
became so acute that the Canadian Pacific Railway positively refused
to supply cars for export until· Canadian demands were supplied !

Finally, concerning paragraph C, we have been informed on no
less an authority than a former manager of the company that, in the
early part of 1899, Crow's Nest coke was sold at $3 50 at ovens to the
Great Falls smelter. Does the Company deny this ?

We shall be pleased to give prominent publication to Mr. Lind-
sey's refutation, on behalf of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co , of these
points of interrogation.

A Method of Mining Low Grade Ores in the Boundary
Creek District.

By FREDERIc KEFFER, M.E., Anaconda, B.C.

It is usually the case in new districts presenting a variety of new
conditions, that a good deal of preliminary work must be done to
determine the best methods of mining and treating ores. This has
been true in the Boundary District, the ores of which, as a rule, are of
very low grade, occurring in deposits of great extent without well
defined walls.

It is the purpose of this paper to describe the methods of mining
at the Mother Lode mine in Deadwood Camp, near Greenwood, and
the reasons which have led up to their adoption.

The ore deposit here outcrops at intervals for a distance of about
2,ooo feet, the width in explored portion averaging perhaps 140 feet,
although the absence of any defined walls prevents exact measures
being given. The dip is about 70 degrees easterly, and pitch toward
the south at an angle yet undetermined. Only the ground to the north
of the shaft, which is located centrally, has been explored as yet. At
the beginning of stoping operations, the ore body had been developed
by a northerly drift from shaft on the 200 level, the drift extending to
apparent end of ore. The deposit was crosscut at intervals of about
xoo feet. Similar work was also done on 300 level. A winze to sur-
face, about 500 feet north of shaft, afforded good ventilation.

It was the original intention to sort all the ore from the mine, filI-
ing the stopes with the waste, and with other rock blasted from walls
or elsewhere obtained. To this end a system of belt conveyors was
arranged whereby the ore from shaft was dumped into a No. 5 Gates
crusher, thence passing over a 3 foot wide picking belt to the ore bins.
The waste was dropped into side pockets falling upon another belt
system, whereby it was conveyed to a bin at top of winze, whence it
was to be dropped into the stopes.

It may be said here that the term "waste " is, generally speaking,
merely cumparative, for the whole of the ore body (with exception
noted below) contains copper, gold and silver in varying degree, and
waste is merely rock with lesser quantities of these metals. The sort-
ing and conveying belts worked to a nicety, but the smelter had
been in operation but a short time when it became apparent that its
capacity for these self-fluxing ores was much greater than had been
thought possible, and consequently smelting costs were lower than had
been figured. A direct result of this was that the definition of "waste"
was altered, and its quantity greatly diminished. And further, that
the cost of sorting out this diminished waste was approximately equal
to the cost of smelting it; for even the poorest of the rock contains
some values to offset in part the smelting charges. These conditions
necessitated the abandonment of the filling plan for stopes. Also the
sorting of ores was suspended, save for certain ores from 300 level,
where the waste happens to be totally barren and easily sorted out.

The filling system having been dropped, it was then planned to
timber the stopes in the ordinary fashion, but this plan was abandoned
on account of high cost of timber compared with oie contents.

A third alternative was next adopted in one stope-that of timber-
ing the whole of the floor of stope heavily, only the excess of ore from
above being dropped through shutes conveniently placed. This plan
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was going nicely until the roof of stope was some 20 feet over timbers,
when a mass of ore became detached from roof, which mass weighed
some hundreds of tons. Everything in its path was crushed and the
stope wrecked. Luckily no one was hurt.

A further, and final plan, was then adopted. The ore body was

divided into stopes 30 to 40 feet wide, the length of stopes being the

distance across the ore body. The crosscuts already existing were

used, and others cut where needed under the centre of each stope.

From these crosscuts, upraises were made 30 feet apart. These were

made 10 to i2 feet high, and were then connected by second and

parallel crosscuts. From these latter crosscuts the stopes were opened
out the proposed width, and then carried vertically upward, the short

upraises being cribbed and furnished with gates for loading. Between

the stopes, pillars 20 to 25 feet in thickness were left, these being fre-

quently pierced to allow intercommunication and ventilation.

In the stope where the wreck occurred a very heavily timbered

passage corresponding to a crosscut was built, shutes being placed at

30 ft. intervals.

*The empty space was filled with porphyry blasted from a blanket
dyke, which extends through all the ground yet explored. The accom-
panying plans and sections illustrate .the general arrangement of the

workings.

These stopes will be carried up to a point 16o feet above the 200

level, where they will meet with the surface workings to be described.
After this occurs, the ore remaining in stopes above the porphyry will
be sent through the shutes, and as much of the pillars removed at same
time as safety may dictate.

The ore below porphyry may be removed at will, as this dyke is
very thick and solid and will stand any pressure. In this method of
working, nearly 50 per cent. of broken ore must be left in the stopes for

a considerable period, but to offset this, the interest on capital so tied

up is but a fraction of the cost of timbering these great stopes. More-

over, the system is as safe as mining can be made, the roof of stopes
always being near the men, and there can be no wrecks occasioned by
a cave. Further, there being no danger from timbers giving way,

tremendous blasts can be employed and the ore broken down in great
quantities at a time. One drill will frequently break down 75 to 80
tons in 24 hours.

On the 300 level, the pillars come directly below those on the 200,

but in future levels the distance will be increased from 100 feet to

nearly 175 to allow of less rock being left between levels, and less de-

velopment having to be done.

SURFACE MINING.

To supplement the output from underground, a great amount of

ore is now obtained by quarrying. In the hill which rises some 26o

feet over surrounding fiat, a. quarry (or "Glory Hole " as it is locally

styled) is in operation, this quarry being i10 feet above fßat and 50 feet

above collar of shaft. Ore is at present run down a gravity tram to

Gates crusher, and thence over conveying belts to bins on the fiat.

This No. 5 crusher, experience has shown, to be far too small to admit
of economical work, the ore having to be reduced to 10 inch size in

order to pass into crusher. This reduction bas mainly to be effected

by " bulldozing" with high percent dynamite, the rock being too hard
for hammer breaking. To obviate this difficulty, and to permit of
cheaper handling, a tunnel bas been driven into hill from level of fiat.
This connects by a 12 X 12 upraise with the quarry. In a pit on fiat

next the railway an immense Farrell crusher, with jaw opening 2 x 3
feet, is now being installed.

Ore will be dropped down the upraise, and there loaded into cars

having a capacity of 4 tons. Trains of these will be drawn by mules

to the crusher pit, where they will be dumped, by compressed air, over

a grizzly leading to crusher. The screenings and crushed ore will be
elevated to a bin beside the railway.

As quarrying proceeds, other raises will be made, and the level of
quarry floor at the same time be lowered until the flat level is reached
and the tops of stopes encountered, when these latter may be emptied.
The present Gates crusher will take care of all ore from shaft as at pre
sent, its capacity being from 400 to 500 tons per 24 hours when fed
with ore properly broken.

A photograph accompanying this paper shows the general arrange-
ment of works, and the appearance of quarry when it was first begun.

Silver Lead Mining in Quebec.

The following, covering the operations of their property at Lake

Temiscamingue, Que , is taken from the report of the British & Cana-

dian Lead Co. :-" The first shipment of concentrates arrived in Eng-

land on the 28th August, 1900, comprising 117 tons, and there was

also shipped for testing purposes a parcel of crude ore of 13 tons; the

total shipment, after deduction of smelting charges, realized £1,161
i8s. iod. The assay of the concentrates was 74.82% lead and 14.87
ozs. silver, and the average assay of the crude ore was 27.49% lead

and 6.90 ozs. silver. The second shipment of concentrates of 27 tons

7 cwt. arrived on November 17 th, 1900, and realized £278 16s. id.,

the assay being 65.50%7 lead, and silver 15 ozs. Acting in accordance

with the recommendation of Mr. Ashworth, the directors arranged for

a shipment of 62 tons of crude ore to be made for the purpose of

testing the value and obtaining information as to its concentration.

This ore, taken from the No. 3, or 200 feet level, was shipped to the

Mechernich Mining Co., of Mechernich, Germany, and your Chairman

and Secretary were present during the treatment of the ore at the

works of that company in Germany. There was a considerable

quantity of rock intermixed with the crude ore, but notwithstanding

this, the actual result produced was 13.576 tons of lead and 302.8 OZS.

of silver, which, after payment of expenses of trans-shipment to

Mechernich and the cost of concentration, realized £138 1s. iod. On

the 4 th January, 1901, a shipment of 57 tons (of 2,000 lbs. each) 1,490
lbs. of concentrates was made from the mine to the Balbach Smelting

and Refining Company, of Newark, N.J. The assay of this shipment
was 69.87% lead and 16.5o ozs. silver. Owing to the excessive

charges of the American Smelting Company, and the large deductions

made by them, the amount realized was only $1,915.54 (£392 10s.

7 d.). It may be mentioned that at this time navigation had been

closed, therefore shipments could not be made to Europe. The

second shipment made in the present year, amounting to 107 tons 8

cwts., arrived in July last and realized the sum of £887 7S. 2d., sub-

ject to deduction of £195 freight from the mine to the smelting works,

or say £1 16s. 6d. per ton including insurance (which figure practic-

ally agrees with the original estimate made by the vendors). The

assay of this last shipment was 77.4% lead, 17 Oz. 4 dwt. silver. There

is a further shipment of 250 tons of concentrates about to be made to

the mine, which, at the present market price, will realize some f£1,6oo
after payment of freight and smelting charges"

Ymir.-Cable fr i the company's representative at Nelson, British
Columbia:-" During last month 8o stamps ran 656 hours (27 days, 8 hrs.) ;
estimated profit on operating is $9,472 (,£1,953). The falling off is due to

total amount crushed, 5,210 tons low grade ore. The grade of the ore shows
considerable improvement during the present nmonth drawn from the sanie
stopes." (Office note-This explanation mears that during January it was
found impracticable to supply the mnill with ore of the usual general average
value owing to somne temxporary difficulty in getting the higher grade ore in
the sanie stope.)
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COPPER MINING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

The Smelting Works of the B.C. Copper Company, near Greenwood, B.C.

I

p

This photo gives a general view of the handsome large works built by the Clergue Syndicate at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. On the left hand
is the Canadian Electro Chemical Company's Square Tower, then the two mechanical pulp mills, in front of which is the new office building.
Further to the right, occupying the middle part of the picture is the machine shop, and in front of the large sulphite mill is the old Hudson Bay
Blockhouse, now the residence of Mr. F. H. Clergue. To the left of the sulphite mil] is the Laboratory and behind and further to the left is
the Foundry. To the extreme right is the Roasting plant and the Sulphurous Acid plant.
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IRON MINING IN ONTARIO.
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COPPER-NICKEL MINING IN ONTARIO.
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MINES AND WORKS OF THE CANADIAN COPPER CO. AT SUDBURV, ONT.
Matte Dump at Old Smelter.
No. 2 Mine.
Village of Copper Cliff.

No. 2 Smelter.
Train of Ore Cars running to Snielter.
No. 5 Mine and Rock Ilouse.

Interior Bessemer Plant.
No. 6 Mine.
Engine IIouse No. 2 Mine.
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COPPER-NICKEL MINING IN ONTARIO.
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MINES AND WORKS OF THE CANADIAN COPPER CO. AT SUDBURY, ONT.

Club Ilouse at Copper Cliff.
Compressor No. 6 Mine.
No. 2 Shaft Ilouse.

Cinder Dump at Old Smelter.
Roast Heaps,

Copper Cliff Siding.
Old Smelting Works.
Trestle New Smelters.
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A Few Notes Upon Gold Dredging.

By F. SATcHELL CLARKE, Vancouver, B.C.

A great deal of attention has been paid of late years to gold

dredging upon the rivers and placers of the Pacific Coast and North-

West Territories down to Lower California, and, generally, a quantity of

literature has been published by various papers and authors upon this

subject, but, with one or two exceptions, little has been writter by those

having a direct and intimate knowledge of this form of mining.

Tais is really what is to be expected in any class of tentative work,

for that is what it really has amounted to in British Columbia. Any

work in which the experts are few will always cause to arise a host of

empirics willing to learn at the expense of others.

Gold dredging in British Columbia instead of being the leading

mining industry owing to its enormous extent of auriferous gravels has

been marred by such empiricism and marked with many failures by

reasons so palpable to the writer, that it bas often occurred to him to

ask with amazement " what kind of business men are these who invest

their money without having a consulting engineer in dredging to advise

them." A consulting engineer is always necessary with other mining,

yet in this instance, in work that above all requires a specialist to advise,

matters are left to run with the promoter, or quondam manager who

may be appointed.

In New Zealand, the home of this industry, the work of recom-

mending the claim and the actual details and construction of the dredge

with its design is left to the consulting engineer, who is necessarily an

expert in designing and actually operating gold dredges, and stands

between the owner of the claim, or rather, to speak more correctly, the

intending buyer of the claim and all other parties, and is merely paid a

salary for a specified time, or a fee to cover the intending operations

until the plant is completed.

This proceeding saves both the buyer getting a claim sold princip-

ally by the silver tongue of an interested party, and in another case

building a faultily designed plant, foisted upon the first party by some

of the would-be experts connected therewith.

The chief and prime cause of these failures which form the subject

matter of this article has been the appointment of managers who, prior

to holding their position, vere without the slightest knowledge of this

class of work, simply because in most cases he is, or becomes, a stock-

holder, or had possibly sold the claim to the investor, and according to

the old and obsolete custom still retained in placer mining, "who so

able to manage a claim as the large shareholder, as he is looking after

his own interests as well as ours." NevLr was a greater fallacy more

exemplified than in dredge mining history in British Columbia. A

little desultory reading in the mining papers and reports gathered of

what other dredges are doing and the manager blossoms forth into the

dredge expemt.

After the appointment follows the usual trip to New Zealand,

California, or other places, to investigate the best type of dredge suit-

able for the claim. It appears to the writer equivalent to appointing a

manager to a quartz mine and tben sending him round to other mines

to find out the best way to work the mine. He may, of course, return

with the right ideas, but in the confusion of different opinions and

dredges he has seen, it would be a matter of chance than otherwise, and

his advice to his principals would be merely "the blind leading the

blind." In some cases he returns with exaggerated ideas that he is

getting the right machine and no other, and of course probably has

been talked into it by the ready-tongued agent of some manufacturing

company, or taken by the advertisements of- some concern, Now, no

matter how excellent the work of the manufacturing engineers is, he is
unable to tell from his inexperience whether they are right or wrong In
the details or general design. Then another class of managers are the

persistent billet-hunters, who must be included among the causes of

these failures, as these men are ready to take any job, provided there is

a salary attached, no matter how ill their qualifications may fit in to the

work.

Now, to turn to the different types of dredges used. There are

many engineers and persons still in existence who cling persistently to

the centrifugal pump as a means of dealing with auriferous gravels.

This process has been exploded years ago in the great dredging centres.

As a rule, with rare exceptions, gold gravels are composed of rough

boulders averaging anywhere from 10 in. in diameter, and mixed up

with a compound of sand, fine gravel and clay, forming what is known

in mining parlance " a tight wash." It is almost impossible to work

this by a pump, owing to the almost cemented qualities of this wash,

and the throat of no pump has yct been made strong enough to stand

the imp:ct of the gravels, should the pump strike an occasional body of

loose gravel, and then it is superfluous work as loose gravels seldom

carrries any gold.

In spite of the repeated failures in New Zealand, California, the

Snake River, and many other places, even to the Mawdach Gold

Dredging Co., in gallant little Wales, where an attempt was made to

dredge for gold at Barmouth ; an enormous amount of money was

wasted at Ruhy Creek, upon the Fraser River, in trying to make a

centrifugal pump dredge for gold. Interluding a little foreign news,

after having seen the Barmouth gold dredging claims, I will undertake

to say that with a properly constructed dredge there should have been

a handsome investment for the stockholders. This may seem news to

some, but there is quite a large extent of auriferous country in Wales.

Next to the centrifugal pump came a giant clam-shell dredge

which was built some years ago at Lytton upon the Fraser River. This

was the old mud dredger system applied by a pair of semi-circular steel

plate self-shutting shells, very like its patronymic in appearance, and

lowered to the bottom of the river by means of chains. On lowering

these into the river, two almost insurmountable difficulties were met

with ; in the first instance, the strong current carried the clams under

the bottom of the scow upon which the machinery was placed, and

rendered it nearly impossible to bring it up full. The next trouble was

that when the clams did bite into the gravels, a boulder or large stone

would be held between the jaws, and by keeping them that distance

apart would allow the whole of the finer gravels and gold to escape back

into the river. This experiment cost the unfortunate shareholders

$6o,ooo before knowing it was a failure.

After this came an attempt to exploit the gravels by means of a

caisson or ai.-lock, by which men went down to the bottorn of the river

and hy hand labour passed the gravel into an air-lock, and from there

to the deck where it was treated by means of an ordinary rocker.

Owing to the writer being brought into a controversy over this machine

by the promoters, the project was killed by the caustic remarks made

about the enormous cost in labour and steam to bring up a yard of

gravel yielding probably 25 to 30 cents from the bed of the Fraser.

'The writer was working a ladder dredge upon ground over which

a pneumatic dredge had passed over and thoroughly prospected accord-

ing to its ability and found too poor to work, which turned in to the

shareholders for some years over 100% per annum clear of ail working

expenses.
Later upon the scene of dredging operations came the dipper

dredge. Thi,, as far as working a hole in the gravel, is moderately
effective, and many of this type have been built and launched upon the
the Fraser and the Saiscatchewan rivers. Yet there are great stumbling

blocks to the use of this type as a gold dredger. Chief among these

are the want of mobility in handling it in a rapid river, the great cost in

working them, (they require at the least 5 men per shift under favorable

circumstances as against 2 men with the bucket and ladder type), the
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intermittent discharge, the comparatively small cubic measurement of

gravel actually worked in a week's run, and worse than all the inability

to make a direct side eut across a river or bar, thereby enabling the

ground to be worked upon a face and thus systematically clean up the

bed-rock, or depth it is found necessary to go with the dredger. These

points will always militate against it as a dividend-producing machine,

except under very and exceptionably favorable circumstances.

Ail of this class of dredge which were built upon the Fraser and

other places near have been started with a great flourish of trumpets

(one was started last year) only to end disastrously. One manager of

these dredges told the writer that his ground averaged 25 cents to the

yard, and in the lower depths considerably more, yet he could not pay

dividends owing to his intermittent digging. 1 understand that at 20

feet the gravel ran to as much as $3.oo per yard, but he was unable to

keep his cut open long enough to take more than an occasional bite at

it, for the reasons mentioned above.

The first plant to work the Fraser river in its rapid current and

heavy gravels successfully was one of the bucket and ladder type, built

in 1899 in England under the writer's supervision upon New Zealand

plans, altered slightly to suit the conditions met with in this country.

This is known as the Cobbledick dredge, and is now under another

name, " The Fraser River. Dredging Co." This plant failed dismally

ihe first year to pay anything, although quite an amount of gold was

won, owing to the want of experience of the then manager, who was

also a large stockholder-made by selling the investors the claim. He

was a clever man with extravagant ideas, and threw the old company

into debt. It was re-organized, and under the present management is

paying moderately well, an.d the writer has no doubt but that when

those at the head of affairs have gained more experience, the company

will pay handsome dividends upon its present capital.

Some Eastern capital after seeing this plant work, decided to place

a similar type, but of more powerful design, upon the North Thompson

river 15 miles north of Kamloops, and the writer was instructed to

prepare plans for the same.

The whole of this machinery was built in Canada by the Wm.

Hamilton Manufacturing Co. of Peterborough, who to their credit made

a vast improvement upon the New Zealand and British work.

This dredge is capable of lifting from a depth of 40 feet below

water, washing, treating, and stacking the coarse stones and boulders to

a height of 30 feet astern of the dredge, a guaranteed capacity of 2,000

cubic yards of gravel per day, and cutting its channel through a flat of

zo feet in height. The girder, or ladder as it is known, for carrying

the continuous bucket chain is of the box type, built of 3/2 in. x 3 ft. 9 in.

steel plate, tapering from the centre to a depth of 3 ft. at each end.

The lower, or digging end, carries a five faced cast steel tumbler

which weighs over 6,ooo lbs. (also cast in Canada). This ladder runs

in a fore-and-aft line from a radius point 6o feet back from the forward

end of the scow and extends forward and outside of the nose of the

scow to a distance of 10 feet, this latter fact enables the dredge. to eut

its own way when necessary and keeps a channel open for the boat.

The bucket chain, or belt, consists of 35 heavy built up steel plate

buckets, with their necessary connecting links, each having an approxi-

mate capacity or slightly less than 6 cubic feet. There are also at mid

distances upon this belt two large powerful rock picks for tearing up

bed-rock.

The belt travels along the ladder upon rollers fitted upon the

1adder itself. The buckets have hard steel links rivetted to the bot-

toms, which are bushed with manganese steel bushes to prevent

abrasion, these bushes take the manganese steel coupling pins which
connects the buckets to the connecting links between each pair of

buckets. Manganese is the only metal so far known to be able to stand

the enormous wear and tear that takes place in the couplings of the

buckets. At the mouth of each bucket there is rivetted a heavy steel
reinforcement or cutting lip, which is detachable and renewable when

worn out, thus retaining the life of the bucket.

The upper tumbler, which is the driving sprocket, is square and

also is a steel casting ; this is driven by a heavy, half-shrouded, square-

geared wheel of 4 in. pitch keyed upon the tumbler shaft, and then by
means of pinion geir and belting from the main engine. The speed of

the top tumbler is 6'2 revolutions per minute, which gives a bucket

speed of 13 per minute, or a theoretical delivery of 172 yards of gravel

per hour. In practice it is found best to deliver about 120 yards per

hour to enable the tables to clear themselves.

The gear is driven by a 22 inch belt from a tandem compound

surface condensing engine io in. and 20 in. cylinders by 16 in. stroke,

running 150 revolutions per minute.

The gravel drops into a heavy, steel-lined shoot, and falls by

gravitation into the revolving screen 5 feet in diameter by 24 long, and

perforated with graduated holes from 5/16 i n. to 7/16 in. At the upper

end of the screen is rivetted a steel gear for driving it the necessary

revolutions, and this in turn is driven by a steel pinion keyed upon an

intermediate shaft running from the main gear shafting. The screen
is held in position by 4 rollers 24 in in diameter, which revolve against

a steel wearing band rivetted round the screen.

After the gravel has been sifted through this screen, the refuse is
delivered into the stacker buckets by gravitation, and is conveyed by

the stacker to the distance of 20 feet astern of the dredge and clear of

any trouble the plant may experience by sitting upon its tailings.

The length of this stacker is 50 feet, and as it is little more than

an ordinary elevator made much stronger for the large stones, etc.,

there need be no description given.

The water for washing the gravel, both in the screen and on the

tables, is supplied by a 12 in. centrifugal pump, driven by a belt direct

from the compound engine, and throws a body of water at the rate of

2,600 gals. per minute through the surface condenser, which has the

effect of sliglhtly warming the water to about 45°, thereby preventing it

from freezing upon the tables in cold weather, thence through a 1 er-

forated pipe leading down the-whole length of the screen. The water

and fine gravel carrying the gold then falls through the screen into a

cast iron distributing box with shut-off gates each side, and through

these gates evenly distributed to the tables set each side of the screen

and at right angles to its length.

The tables for catching the gold are arranged in steps or drops

similar to the deposition of a battery table, towards the sides of the

pontoons, and the dirt is carried thence astern by a common launder.

These tables have a width equal to the perforations of the screen, in

this particular case 19 feet wide by 19 feet long, each respective table

making a total superficial area of 361 feet exclusive of the launders and

other catch-alls.
They are of wood, and in operation are first covered by calico,

then cocoa-nut matting, overlain by expanded metal. This latter is

found by long experience to be unexcelled for catching fine gold, in

fact the percentage of gold which is lost upon dredges equipped in this

way is very small.

That these tables are capable of saving gold extremely fine has

been shewn by accurate measurements taken by trial frorn dredges

actually in operation, by Mr. J. B. Jacquet, Government Geologist to

New South Wales. A sample of gold from similar tables was weighed,

and found to be about two gîains in weight, which had been sifted

through a sieve of 3,600 holes to the inch, was again sifted through one

of 4,900 holes, and the gold which passed through sorted under a

powerful lens. One hundred of the smallest of these pieces were thus

selected and examined under a microsccpe. Measured with a micro-

meter their dimensions in fractions varied between o.oo9 x o.oo6 and
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0.003 X 0.002, the mean of twenty measurements being o.oo65 x 0.0042,

The hundred particles were then carefully weighed, and found to have

a mass of 0.097 of a grain. The mean weight of the pieces was there-

fore 0.00097, or a little under one-thousandth of a grain. Several

experiments also gave similar resuilts.

As the life and working capabilities of a gold dredger depends upon

the ease and rapidity with which it can be handled, especially in a rapid

current, a careful design was shewn in the maneuvering winch. This

is of most powerful design and construction, consisting of six barrels,

self-contained within one frame. The first barrel is a double-geared

drum to carry the 1,500 feet of i4 in. steel cable for the headline,

which keeps the dredge up to her position in the face of dirt which it

is working. The second drum carries the ladder hoisting line, and

lifts or lowers the buckets into the gravel, being used extensively by the

winch operator. The other four drums are in pairs, and are used for

bow and stern lines respectively. The whole are driven by a pair of

vertical 8 x 10 engines with reversing gear, whose main shaft is coupled

direct upon a 6 in. worm shaft running the whole length of the frame

carrying the drums. The worm shaft has three Hindley patent worms

cut out of the solid shaft opposite each pair of barrels, and these worms

revolve a 48 in. tangent wheel keyed upon the shaft of the drums. Each

drum has patent friction clutches with powerful brakes attached also,

and is therefore controlled independently *of the others by the single

operating winchman working a set of levers in a quadrant by the side

of the frame.
The hull of this dredge is built of fir, and the frame is strengthened

by heavy 10 in. x 16 in. chime logs running fore and aft, and braced by

a simi-Howe truss of 6 in. x 8 in. timbers. The planking is 3 in. x 12

iC , 4 in. x 12 in., and 6 in. x 12 in. The framing for carrying the top

tumbler and gearing is brought up to a height of 40 feet above deck,

and forms a main hogmast to both hold up the stacker and prevent the

hogging of the pontoons, a frequent source of trouble with ladder

dredges.
The total weight of the ladder, buckets, tumblers, and links is 43

tons, whilst the total weight of machinery is 150 tons

After this description it would not be amiss to follow up a little of

her career.

The plant worked well, but, alas! in this case, it was not the manage-

ment that was in fault, as latterly they had a first class dredge operator

from the Snake River, but the paucity of the claim in gold. As far as

the writer's knowledge goes, the claim was bought principally upon the

reports made by the sellers, and whether these were good or bad is not

within the writer's province to discuss. It suffices to say that beyond a

thin layer of sand and gravel of about an inch in depth upon the sur-

face, no gold was found below that, neither disseminated through the

gravel underneath this layer nor upon the clay bottom met with at a

depth of from 15 to 20 feet. A further fact was brought to light during

the operations of this dredger, viz.: that there was, with a few excep-

tions, no gravel met with in the middle of the river, nothing but a bare

clay bottom into which the dredger dug for a depth of 8 feet to see if

there was gravel underneath.this strata.

Yet, showing how a dredger may fail with a fortune in sight, within

a few miles was a mass of gravel which certainly carried a minimum of

25 cents per cubic yard, and the working expenses under careful man-

agement should not amount to over 3 cents per cubic yard. However,

so disgusted were the owners with the financial results that as soon as

winter came on they shut down without a further effort to look else-

where.

As would be natural in this instance, the claim sellers around
blamed everything and everybody except the paucity of gold in the
claim. One quondam claim seller and expert went so far as to state
that a large quantity of "invisible gold" ! was being lost in the tailings.

Another, after showing all and sundry visitors (before the dredge com-

menced operations) the brilliant showing their was upon the surface,

stated all that was necessary to make the claim a success was a cyan:de

plant (!) to treat the gravel and black sands.

It shows how careful one should be in investigating the values of

a claim, and not to rely upon the general remarks of those particularly

interested.

As a rule, with rare exceptions, one certain sign of good payable

dredging ground is the immediate vicinity of sluicing or rocking opera-

tions other dredging conditions being present. This, at any rate,

determines the fact that payable gold is near, and there is a strong

probability that a proposition may be looked into for dredging.

Upon the North Thompson River these operations were con-

spicuous by their absence. Upon the upper reaches of this river called

the Clearwater, I understand there are claims worth looking into, and

as to the Lower and South Thompsons no person can dispute their

richness, but the gold seems to have been cut out from this river by the

dividing range. As a matter of fact, there is no class of mining so

profitable and so certain of financial results as gold dredging, provided

the conditions given of gold present, workable ground and a good

machine. These points can only be determined by the expert, and not

by the average engineer, as is generally imagined. The business then

really comes within the realm of an industrial proposition, producing

large dividends for many years, being merely a question of value of

ground in gold, with a constant factor of cost in production. The

average figure for handling gravels with a bucket and ladder dredge

should not at the outside limit exceed 3Y2 cents per cubic yard, in-

cluding labor, fuel, etc.

The writer some years ago dredged gold gravels for over twelve

months at the rate of 2 cents per yard.

Given then the actual value of gravels by expert prospecting and

drill holes in many number, it becomes merely the everyday industry

of machine mining.

New Zealand has been quoted and referred to so often that one is

almost afraid to mention that country in connection with dredging, but

the Government returns of gold won and dividends paid by the whole

of the dredges working there show an average of 30% profit. Some, in

fact, of their dredges produce something like 6oo°/, per annum upon

their capital. Members can judge what this means to the investor.

LeRoi No. II.-The Reports and Accounts submitted at the annual

meeting of the LeRoi No. 2 Ltd., held in London on the 9 th of January,

have been received and call for little extended notice. The dividend, paid

in June, 19o, does not appear to have been earned, and from the papers
presented and the discussion at the meeting it would appear that the junior
company (LeRoi No. 2) is disposed to lay all the blame coming to it on the

shoulders of the LeRoi Company. Our readers in B.C. will know how

much (or how little) credence to give to the chairman's statement that even
at the present reduced price of copper the "Josie " and " No. i " mines can

pay "handsome dividends."

Velvet Rossland Mine,-The directors announce an issue of 199.986 £i

shares credited with 17s. 6d. paid, and seven shares with nothing credited

thereon.

Hall Mining and Smelting.-The mine mranager cables, under date of
1st February, as follows :-" Output of snelting ore for January, 1,224 tons ;
average assay 14 Oz. 10 dwts. silver per ton, and 4 per cent. copper. No
ore sold to smelter during January. New ore shoot No. 6 level east. south
vein, winze, 2 ft. 6 in. in width ; grade of ore is very good ; the face im-
proves as we go on."

Tilt Cove Copper.-The accounts dated 2oth December show that the
mines made a gross profit of £60,591 3s. 4d. leaving, after charging

the account with interest and discount, payable to the Cape Copper Co.,

the rent representing the interest on the Company's debentures, prospecting

costs, management expenses, etc., a net profit of £47,908 11s. od.
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GOVERNMENT AID TO MINING@.

Discussion Communicated in Advance of the Meetings of

The Canadian Mining Institute.

MR. C. A. MEISSNER, Sydney, C.B.

The subject of Governmnent Aid to \iiuing is one well deserving careful

attention fromn the mîemnbers of the Institute. It is one that lias distinctly

two sides, which need careful consideration of both their imerits and

demerits. To a certain extent, the wlole svsteim of bounties and Govern-

ment action is involved in this discussion. On the one hand, opponents of

the systenx claimî that in principle it is wrong; that it saps the eunergy of the

people inmaking themu less self-dependent ; that it is likely to cause au

influx of foreign capital under unhealthy conditions, not because of natural

resources and advantages, but for the purpose of taking advantage of such

bountiesoraid offered, and thus get what the oppoients call afictitiousvalue

out of the products, instead of a purely legitimate one obtained by the actual

worti of the raw material or manufactured articles, and that in the course of

tine these will likely stand dependable on this outside aid, instead of strictly

on their own merits. On the other hand, it is stated by those favorinîg

reasonable Government aid and bounîties, that while, theoretically, these

objections have perhaps sonie basis of truth, yet practically thev are entirely

dependent on the actual existent conditions, and must be studied and carried

out with these actual cond'tions in view.

Where a country is well populated, or the growth of population is

noticeably rapid and steady fromx year to year, where the mineral resources

are by nature good and inviting, and where distances fromx point of produc-

tion to market, fromî raw material to finished product, are iot too great, and

where the homte general market is large and active, or a foreign market is

easi.y accessible, and distances to that market not too great, then it is quite

possible that too much dependence on Governmîent bouities and aid is a

weakening factor, and likely to make the people neglectful in taking init-

iative, and create a tendency to look to the Governînent, making the latter

more paternal than is generally good for the nation. The sane may be said

of the last objection, i.e., the entry of foreign, or even domîestic capital for

the purpose of taking fictitious profits out of the producing power of the

land, which, having to be paid by taxation of the inhabitants, are likely to

drain the country without adequate return to it as a whole, or only to isolated

sections.
In taking up this whole question, therefore, it is necessary to carefully

keep a wise middle path, which avoids too great paternalisin, and yet gives

such encouragement that any natural resourceswhich are not surrounded by

great advantages for development, should be made available in such a way

as to prove of real and substantial value to the people and to their Govern-

ment which represents thei.

It apears to mxe that in Canada we have conditions which are of such a

na, ure as to distinctly call for somtie such Governmuent aid, judiciously applied

to the developmient of its resources, outside of that which private capital,

whether individual or corporate, can give to it, even if, apparently, it draws

by taxation fronx sections that are not directly benefited by such develop-

ment. The consideration is simply one of the greatest good to the greatest

nuiber of people, and by doing this you have solved the problenm for a self-

governing nataion. 'ou can never hope to satisfy everybody,and frequently

the individual is not in position to be able to judge for himiself what really
is best for hium as a unit of the whole nation. If such Government action is

of uxhiniate benîefit to the whole nation, then sooner or later, each individual

unit is bound to derive somie siall part of that benefit.

Taking Canadian conditions, therefore, as they are, considering the

natural resources, the vast area, the scattered and frequently thinu population,

especially in districts not having the best agricultural conditions, or nîot

having good or easy transportation facilities, too far apart to be in close

toicli witl each other, or to the capital-furnishing world, then it does seenm

that those interested in industrial development are warranted in goinîg to the

Governent and saying,-" We are unable to develop our country as we

would. We lack the monev, the knowledge and the facilities for placing

our res urces before the world ; we lack transportation ; we are practically

isolated ; we (ho not, as a fact, know what we have, and we cannot develop

whrat we ihave, so as to show and convince the outside world, or the capital-

ists at our centres, that what we have is good and worthy of their attention.

Come 1o our aid, therefore. We will do what we can, and you may apply

vour reso.uces as a goverînment, and your facilitiesto get expert knowledge,

and put us on a record of such nature as will inspire confidence in such

capital to coue to us."

I think in this they are perfectly justified, and point for such justifica-

tion to the Governmnent railroad. That the West was developed by private

railroads does nxot alter the argument, for liere again it was purely a qucstion

of natural conditions. fThe early promuoters saw, nîot only a vast country of

great possibilities agricultural as well as industrial, but thev also saw a great

outlet to the Western Continents, which proised large returns. In the

East, it was different. 'ixe country was not promnising for large agricultural

possibilities ; it was inot promnising for large mineral or industrial develop-

nents, and it did not show large iinurediate possibilities as a carrier route to

foreign countries, being too near the routes long establislhed, and provided

witi all facilities and advantages of a large population belinxd thei, which

lay to the south of these Eastern sections. The Governmnent railroad, thiere-

fore, became necessary,-was undoubtedly a heavy tax on the Central and

Western sections,--but was the life-giving principle to the Easterin ones, and

xnow surely has paid back tothxese more populous sections all the expenditure

in taxation they muade for it.

The samxe principle now applies, in mxany cases, to Governnent aid in

inining, and while it applies more generally to the Central and 'Western

sections than did the Governmuent railroad, yet it specifically applies, just as

did the Government railroad, to the Eastern sections. It is imy object in

this piper to take up the discussion more fromn the Eastern standpoint, and

apply to it especially the suggestions I desire to nake, and further, to more

specifically confine myself to the practical metals and minerals, rather than

to the precious on-s. leaving thxese latter to be chanpioued bythose who are

better posted and more able to discuss tieir mxerits than I an.

To begii with, ny idea of Governmnent aid is practically on the saxxe

lines as the Geological Survey, whiclh is carried tlrougli all districts alike,

at exclusive Goverxmnent cost, but to be devoted more to economic and com-

mxercial conditions than is the Geological Survey, whici of its nature is more

techînical and scientific, and not of a specific mxaterial value to the individual,

as a mxiuing departnent would be.

'Fie Geological Survey ias already been of inestimable value, as a whole,

and in many cases has done scientific service w hici h.s carried witlx it great

conxnercial advantages ; yet it does nxot cover tie grounfd sufficiently, and a

mining departnment, giving judicious and cauti nus aid, in showing the iuix-

ber, location and valuation of the mxiinerals, is the supplenit that seenms to

be required for this and nany other less favored or more isolated localitic'.

The difficulty lies in adopting a mxethod whxiclh c innot be subserved too

greatly to individual benefit, so as xnot to swamip the Departnent with de-

nands that would wreck any treasury, or could be made to further political

aims. Especially in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have we natural cou-

ditions that are difficult for an individual to take hold of in suchx a wav as to

give permanent and practical results. Our mixneral resources have only bec i

scratched on the surface. They are evidently, with few c xceptiois, nîot of a

very large nature, and even those that were beginning to indicate more val-

uable properties have for many years lain idle or been looked upon with a

large degree of uncertainty. Nature lias not been particularly kind in

exposing her secrets underground, excepting, perhaps, in coal, and yet

already, in several cases of local governinent aid, valuable results have been

obtained, where private capital had inot felt sufficienit courage, fromu the

indications, to do that exploring necessary to show what really was available.

The population, also, is thin. There are few large centres, and thxere has

been little opportunity for knowledge as to hîowv to proceed when a iineral

bas been discovered. The result is, that alre edy a vast anount of private

capital has been imisspent, and properties abandonied at the very begiinning,

owing to this lack of kxnowledge on the part of the early prospectors. Then

again, mnoney has been put inxto many propertie, that were worthless, ai d

would have been determxinxed worthless bv iter lhaving kxnowledge of mineral

formations. Unscrupulous prospectors, I regre t o say, "experts " have

even taken advantage of this lack of knowledge t( paint deposits in glowilng

colors, being theiselves utterly indifferent as to exitmate results, after tlhey,

bad been enabled to spend a certain amouit of tile and to pocket their fees.

Then, again, transportation facilities are poor. autd fre quenîtly wliat would be

deserving properties are not looked into furthier, '-cause. unless they are of

a large nature, it would be mnaimfestly impracticable to give tliemu the neces-

sary transportation facilities.

To cover the ground for such work, I iave tih following suggestions to

offer : The iiining departnient having in clh.ge this work bhould be

divided into minor departmnents, covering valious sections, all through
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Cr nada, eacb of which requires a competent, lionest, well informed man ;t

fearless, and as free froni political affiliations as possible; broad minded, and t

of gc >d judgenient and insight into human nature. Fron him would em-

anate the work to be done in his section, and he should exercise great care

in the selection of men who would do the actual prospecting or development

work of bis particular section. It appears to me, that for New Brunswick,

N3va Scotia and Cape Breton, one such man, or conmissioner, as I will call

him, should be sufficient ; and lie should have under him one mineralogist

for New Brunswick, one for Nova Scotia and one for Cape Breton. These

mineralogists should be like our geologists-cautious, conscientious, a:d

with a full realization of the import of their work. Above all, they should

fot be given to jumping at conclusions. They should understand the forma-

tion of ores, of mineral deposits, and their relation to the geological forma-

tions. In the present day, when this branci of investigation is being so

thoroughly gone into, and so mucli having been written about it by sucli

men as Posepny, Emmons, Beck, Van Hise, Kemp, etc., and the whbole

formation of ore deposits is being more and more clearly understood froni

day to day, there should be no great difliculty in finding men capable of

filling these positions. It would be mîerely a question whether the Govern-

ment, in undertaking this work, would be willing to go into expenditure to

get good imen, especially at the beginning, who would then train up under

tliem a corps of assistants, who could, in coniparatively short tinie, be drawn

tipon to fill either additional positions, or vacancies whichi would be con-

stantlv occurring. These mineralogists should be definitely assigned to

their sectIons, so that they would make it tlheir special work to study the

section, firt geologically, and with what k nowledge is now available, and

then f rom the special mineral standpoint, when they would soon becoume

thoroughly familiar with the work required. All such work needs going

over and over the sane ground again, each time witlh some new information,

which brings out points and data overlooked, or unnoticed, or not quite

understood on previous visits. It is only by careful co-ordiiation of all

available data that accurate practical results are obtainable in mîtineralogical

work. We have all had the experience of exaniiiin g a location or deposit,

and coming back to it again some tine later, after having given it more

thought, and havinîg obtained all sorts of data, etc., to find that we looked

at it in a very different way, and that iaiy of the important factors appear

to us, on the later examinations, very differently and more clearly than at

first.

Fully as great care if not greater should be taken iin the selection of

these men as in the Geological Survey. The information here is concrete,

and such that upon it lage ainounts of money may be represenlted. Thiese

men must be incorruptible, conservative, yet not too timid, nor too con fident.

As a rule, actual inmediate results will come fron tlheir work. This will be

tested and checked by experts froim any part of tlie world, and in this respect

it differs froni the Geological Survey work, which deals by nature more witl

the large general questions of the whole formation, detailed as finely as

practicable, but not subject to that quick, decisive te st or accuracy of judg-

ment or of work, and definiteness of results that will characterize the work

of the Goverunient mineralogist. I enlarge on Ithis soimewhat because, to

me, the character of the man seems the gist and crucial point of the whole

question.
These men could further be used for the inspection of mines already in

existence, without at all interfering with the systemi of inspection of coal

mines, which, being of a well established nature, should be kept separate,

and continued as now with whatever modifications are necessary o desirable

The whole work would, of course, be under the direct control of the

Mining Departiment, and this and the Geological Survey should work very

closely together, and thus make the likelihood of success much greater.

Of course, we umust look for occasional failure. There is no mîîineral-

ogist who cai look beneath the ground any deeper tlanî any other man. He

puts to use bis knowledge and previous experience, but nature lias a way of

playing scurvy tricks, and sie seemîîs to be in a particularly tricky mood in,

these IEastern sections. The elenient of luck and good fortune rests, in a

certain way, witb all of us in our work, but this shotuld he mîtinimized by a

well-planned, systematic course of work, and I only imention this because no

man should be condenned too hastilv, if lie uhas been ,> cautions or too

hopeful, as long as we see lie bas been conscientioutis n his work, and his

reasonings bave been logical.
Records, collections and general information ail 1 i e obtained front

aivwliere ; yet the whole result hinges on the persont i -f tlie man. Vou

can lay down no szt rules. No definite lines of form i1n regulate thei.

They are only governed by general rules, and thte spec t' o m'4tion is always

the result of local conditions and disturbances, which are seldom alike in

two places; hence the need of this extraordinary care in the selection of

men, which, as a rule, we know Governments are not always inclined to

exercise. Above all, there could be no greater misfortune than to endeavor

to make this a political opportunity. This is, therefore, the most serious

consideration that the Government bas to keep in view in making its deci-

sion on this subject. It may probably be considered well to go slow, start-

ing with certain sections, and let the work grow as the heads become familiar

with the requirements, and as the results begin to show, and warrant further

increase of force or work.

The matter of next greatest importance is the one of keeping proper

records. There should be in the office of the commissioner a careful and

complete record kept of every report made, giving in short detail the gist of

the information, starting with the date of report, the iame of nineral loca-

tion, analysis, the owner the informant or examiner, the date of examina-

tion, estimate of quantity, and decision of examiner, with conments thereon;

also a numnber corresponding to that of the report, for readily finding the

latter in the files. The books slould be sub-divided under the various Min-

eralogical headings, thus : Coal, Iron Ore, Manganese, Limestone, Gold,

Silver, etc., etc., Minor Metals, as well as such material of practical use as

Sand, Building Stone, Clays, etc., etc.; so as to make it possible at any time

to refer quickly to any subject, and get a general insight as to what it repre-

sents, and then be able, if desired to immediately get the full report. Re-

ports should be printed at not too infrequent intervals, and not too long a

period after they have been made out. How much of the mineralogist's

report should go into print is a question for the Commisioner to decide.

Reports of .importance should be printed in full. Reports of failuie to find

available mineral, or of minor importance, should be printed in extracts,

giving a general outline. Anyone desiring further information could obtain

this separately from the Conunissioner's office. There can be no objection

to this on any individual score, as no one w(o does not desire the fullest

publicity as to his property lias a right to call upon the Government for aid

in examination or report. Anyone desiring secrecy as to his property should

be made to do the work at his own expense. I can see riglt here a very

great advantage to the general public, as the habit is only too frequent of

having properties examined tiie and time again that are utterly worthless,

and whiclh each time are represented as new discoveries, or even as having

lad previous favorable reports made on them. I know of cases where pro-

perties have been optioned several times, with cash payments for option, by

such misrepresentation. A quick examination of the Government records

would inmediately develop such representation, and prevent the further

investigation of nany worthless properties, which frequently are likely to

lead to the subsequent condemnation of the wbole section, or even of its

people.
Particular care should be exercised in keeping the record of the drill

holes. This is a matter in which we frequently come across cases of gross

neglect, either purposely or unwittingly. I know of cases wlere drill work

in very valuable measures was made absolutely worthless by the slovenly

and incorrect manner of keeping the records. There should be specially

printed and ruled sheets available at each drill, for the marking of every

change in the core from beginning to end. Such sections should be blue-

printed, and the blue-prints filed witlh the records. The compilations of

such sections, when not too far from each other, are frequently of inestimable

value in determining the strata and the thickness or continuity of ore bodies.

Another important feature is the proper keeping of collections, to which

especial attention should be devoted. Accompanying the cres should, if

possible, be samples of the foot and hanging walls. Speciiens should be

kept and carefully labelled fron all properties examined, and also samples

sent in should, in a separate place, be boxed and labelled, first, urder local-

ity, and second, under various mineralogical headings.

in the record book should also be kept a short outline of all information

sent in to the Government, under the varicus ninîeralogical headings. This

would include inquiries and statements of any nature, which may sooner or

later become valuable to.refer to.

The Commissioner's office should, iniMy opinion, be centrally located,

so as to be as accessible as possible.

As to how far the Governmient should go in its expenditures on any one

property, and what sort of compensation it should expect for its work, this

is naturally largely dependent on circunstances. The rule adopted in inany

cases at present, I believe, is that the Government pays 45 per cent. of the

expense, while the owners pay the balance. I am not quite familiar witl

what steps lthe Government takes at present to reimiburse itself ini full, ini
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case of valuable discoveries. As a rule the actual expenditure is not very
great, and it would appear to me that the Government's expenditure, what-
ever it may be, should be practically a charge upon the property, to be paid
for by this property, either in total, or on a species of royalty basis. In
cases where the owners are manifestly unable to pay even 55 per cent.of the
investigations, and yet the preliminary visit of the mineralogist indicates
prospects that are worth while further investigation, then it would seem to
me that the Commissioner, after referring the matter to the Head Depart-
ment, should be permitted to make the Government investigation without
calling upon the owner to participate in the expense, but in such cases,
again, the whole expenditure should be a charge against the property, to be
repaid to the Government out of any actual commercial results that arise
therefrom, and an agreement with each owner to this effect should be entered
into.

In such case, the Government assumes the full liability for only such
investigations that prove valueless, and in thus wise directly carries out the
whole essence of this proposition ; namely, to develop what is good and what
is worthless. It will also be a strong incentive to each section to be as cau-
tious as possible in its expenditures and examuinations, so as to have charged
up to it at the end of the year the least possible amount of Government
liability for which there can be no return expected.

An assay office or laboratory should be in connection with the work.
Whether each section or Commissioner should have one under his control,
or whether there should be one central Goverument laboratory, is a question
for discussion. The central laboratory would be more economical.

The charges for Governmen-t samples would, of course, be included in
the general charges against the property. For individnal inquiries a fixed
schedule of charges should be had, in order to prevent the swamping of this
department with non-paying work. I have little to say about this subject,
because all general rules governlng laboratories and chemists cover it.

The great value of keeping careful records, for future refe rence, even of
ores that appear too lean to be worked at present, is evidenced by the fact
that Scotland smelted last year some 88o,ooo tons of ore containing only 30
per cent. in iron, while England smelted some ro,ooo ooo tons of ore running
from 30 to 33 per cent. : these being mixed with richer ores, domestic or

foreign, and in sone cases smelted alone. Hence, low-grade ores in this
country may in time become of value.

As to the equipment required for the exploration, the first is the ordinary
list of tools for putting down trenches, pits, etc. Then, when the property
has been superficially examined, and some definite idea obtained as to the
course of the formation and the probable extent and direction of the dep< sit,
it is for the mineralogist to determine whether he will put down a short
shaft or drive a tunnel in-a-ways, or whether he will use the drill direct.
The two classes of drill, diamond and calyx, are the most desirable to use.
The diamond drill is expensive, on account of the high price of the carbons,
the difficulty of obtaining good ones, and the much greater care and exper-

ience required to successfully run it without too great a loss of carbons.
The core also is small and not so representative. It is more likely to break
up and crumble, and more difficult to measure the angles of formation
through which it passes. Its main advantage lies in the fact that it will
permit drilling at almost any angle. The calyx drill gives a larger core--
from 2,q to 5 inches-admits of the use of either the steel cutters or the
sheet barrel, according as the rock is soft or hard, and requires much less
experienced or skilled men to run it, and would appear to me to be the more
available under the special conditions which would govern this work. As
to the comparative cost, I have seen such low cost on both the diamond and
the calyx drill that I draw no comparison between them.

The report of the mineralogist should contain a surface description of
the locality, its distances from various shipping or consuming points, the
geological formation; then deal in detail with the character and formation
of the ore; should describe its availability for mining purposes, the most
economic methods, and any data pertaining to the economical mining; it
should, further, give the transportation facilities, if any, or what transporta-
tion faciiities would be required; refer to the available timber, the available
population for nining purposes, and be as general in its details as practicable.

In this paper, I have purposely not discussed the questions of Govern-
ment bounty on ores nined, the reduction or entire cancellation of Govern-
ment royalties, under certain conditions, or of Government encouragement
to larger and better school facilities for technical education. Each of these
are subjects to be taken up separately, while I have confined myself to prac-
tically but one phase of the problem. That my suggestions may meet with

opposition in some quarters, I have no doubt. Practising mineralogists and
mining engineers nay feel that it will interfere with their own work; yet
why should it, any more than the work done by the Geological Survey
interferes with practical geologists? On the contrary, I think it may stim-
ulate private investigation on all properties that have shown favorable
results, just as the work of the Geological Survey constantly leads to study
and examination by others of such sections as indicate favorable conditions.

Of course, all of this is mere outline, subject to modification in many
particulars, but it may act as a basis of discussion, and as such I submit it to
the Institute, regretting extremely that I cannot be personally present to
attend what I know will be a very careful and thorough elaboration of all
matter beating on this subject.

MR. R. C. CAMPBELLJOHNSTON, M.E, Nelson, BC.

The premises are granted, namely that Canada is more than favoured
by Nature in minerals, these minerals to be regarded as iaw niaterial.

To promote the development of this raw material, the material must be
wrought and manufactured as cheap or cheaper than in other lands, in order
to share in the v orld's market. For cheap working the most skilled miners,
workers and officials must be attracted to the country to secure the greatest
output per man at least expense. To produce skilled workers technical
education in the different branches of their labour is of paramount import-
ance. To make life attractive to them, the conditions of working, sleeping
and leisure hours must be made healthy, and the amount of wages saved
above living expenses must be a considerable item. Therefore cheap living
of good quality is essential, and inspection by Government of working and
living places to ensure safety and health must be undertaken.

The law of universal habit to buy in the cheapest market and to sell in
the dearest demands free trade in the supplies used to produce the raw
material at the lowest cost. To encourage the manufacture in situ of the
material, only when free trade exists to cheapen production, an export duty
on raw material is a logical sequence, so that outsiders using our raw mat-
erial are handicapped and pay a tax to ease our own. These factors, free
trade und export duty, are indirect bounties of use when the raw material is
in abundance ; when the raw material is absent or scarce with the fuel to
manufacture it, then no bounty can build up au industry.

The .sturdy independence of Britons, who have made our Empire
throughout the universe, must be continually encouraged, and not enervated
by grandmotherly government, but by allowing private enterprise to work
out trade problems untrammelled by interfering laws.

The living pictures of this are before our eyes, comparing Germany with
her bounty-fed industries and Great Britain with her free trade (the greatest
good to the greatest number). Who in troublous times weathers the storm
most successfully ?

Should a Government encourage cheap transport by controlling freigbt
rates? Certainly, and even more go when the nation does not own its own
transport facilities, since transport is one of the means of cheap production
and manufacture.

A Government should insist on the employers furnishing statistics. It
should then collect, tabulate, and widely publish the general results as an
incentive both to fresh capital to invest here, and new buyers to do business
here. Monographs, maps, and bulletins to advertise and facilitate the pre-
sent and fresh production of mineral in a country can only be worked out
by a Government.

Should a Government institute assay offices ? By doing so it works a
gross injustice to private interprise. The profession of assayers and metal-
lurgists protect themselves by forming associations and by getting private

acts passed to weed out frauds and unskilled men. Let them be treated
like other professions as doctors and lawyers, and let them work out their
own salvation, and uphold their esprit de corqs. Skilled metallurgists are
scarce enough already, without a Government by competition discouraging
new recruits.

A Government's duty towards mining is to allow it to be self-support-
ing, to enable it to produce cheaply at home by enacting light taxes, to col-
lect and publish any data to push a market.

It should remember that the world is their market, and not only its
own country. The working classes of the United States pay dearly among
themselves, that their surplus products may compete in the world's market,
This is a quixo.tic and shortsighted policy on their part to enrich their em-
ployers, and is not the greatest good to the greatest number.
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MR. W. A. HUNGERFORD, Deloro, Ont.

I do not propose to go into all the many important questions, such as
the laws, inspection, statistics, etc., but will confine ny remarks to what I
consider would be the practical result of a strong liberal mining policy. At
a meeting held in Madoc on the 15th October of the representative mining
men of this section, to consider the question of a bonus on arsenic, I stated
what I considered the wisest and best policy our Government could adopt
in order to open up and develop the mineral industries of Ontario, which, of
course, would apply to the Dominion as well. My letters also appeared in
the Belleville Intellige"cer, Marmora Ierald and the North Hastings Review,
which have been commented on by many of the leading papers of the
county. Having, therefore, already expressed my opinions on this subject,
I must of necessity refer to some of my former remarks.

I have already advocated that the Government should assist mining
along the lines that the Government of Australia assists that industry. And
if you will consider this policy you will see how thoroughly in earnest they
are, and how practically every detail in the interest of nining is assisted.
Their policy has been successful, and it is safe to say Australia would not
stand as high today as any of the great mining countries of the world, had
it not been for the policy of their Government. The fact that the Govern-
ment lhad faith in their mineral deposits and encouraged the mining indus-
try iii every legitimate way, gave capitalists confidence and the result has
been success.

The iining policy of VicLoria, New South Waleb and West Australia
are about the same.

New South Wales maintains public metallurgical works for treating all
kinds of ore free of charge. They also maintain public assay offices, free
assays to bona fide prospectus, charges to others.

An appropriation of $125,000 yearly is made by the Government Pros-
pecting Board to be spent in assisting bona fide attempts to sink shafts, and
part of the money goes to keeping up at least 13 diamond and other drills
which are used in locating and exploring the size of deposits, part is spent
in assisting private miners to sink shafts, who for lack of means could not
carry on the work. In case either attempts prove satisfactory and a mine is
the result, a refund is demanded by the Governient as soon as the industry
is paving dividends.

4. A school of mines is kept up to train men in mining.
5. A full staff of geologiss is kept up at the Government's expense.

West Australia besides maintaining assay offices and assisting in devel-
opient work, maintains public stamp mills for treating ores in different
parts of the country for the use of prospectors to test ores, and also for cus-
tom mills at no charge to prospectors. They also maintain a full staff of
experts to do Government work.

It is difficult to imagine what better policy could be pursued to open up
and develop their country than this. Apply such a policy to Canada, and I
am nîot stating inpossibilities when I say that there is no reason why we
should not be one of the largest gold producing countries in the world.
When you consider our mineral belts, reaching from Cape Breton to the
Yukon, I doubt if there is any country that would compare with us.

Knowing how satisfactory the results have been in Australia, it is hard
to understand if our Government had faith in the mineral resources of this
country, why they have not had some such policy as this before now. It
lias not been for the want of information regarding our mineral deposits,
nor is it from the want of satisfactory reports from the best experts in the
Dominion. But from the fact that our representati% es have not brought
this question before the Government as they should have done.

What we want is practical assistance, on the lines mentioned

i. A Dominion Department of Mines.
2. Free ass iy offices for prospectors.
3. Government assistance in developing properties.
4. Governmnent stanp mills iii certain sections to test ores for prospect-

ors free of charge.
5. A full staff of geologists lkept up.
6. A staff of experts to do Government work.
7. A school of mines to train men in mining.
8. Governient metallurgical work (as in New South Wales) for treat-

ing all kinds of ores free of charge and determining the process to
treat the sanie.

If a pol'cy like this were adopted and assistance given to those wio
fron want of experience or want of capital could not develop their pro-
perties, I venture to say that in five years, mining would be established on
a pernianent and successful basis. The fact of the Government having con-
fidence to expend mîoney in developing a property, would be one of the

strongest recommendations for capitalists to invest in that property. The
fact that the property had been examined and reported on by the Govern-
ment expert and the work done by practical men, under the supervision of
a Government mining engineer, with favorable reports would place the
owner of the property in a position to sell at a figure that lie could not
otherwise expect to do.

If assistance of this sort were given to this district where we have large
deposits of free milling as well as refractory ores carrying enough mispickel
to supply the world's demand for arsenic. How long would it take to see
a dozen mills in operation in North Hastings alone? All we want is devel-
oped properties in order to get capital to work then. Let the Government
assist us in doing so and I have no doubt but that the experiment would be
a success.

MR. JOHN McAREE, Rat Portage.

Inspection.-In addition to thorough inspection of the mine, mill and
other works in order to secure the greatest protection against accidents, the
sanita y condition of the camp should come under investigation to see that
the sleeping and dining apartments are cleauly, and adequately ventilated.
The system of water supply for the boarding camp should be carefully ex-
amined, especially as to the source of supply.

Statistics.-In addition to the usual information regarding the output of
the mine, number of men employed, &c., an attempt should be made to
collect statistics as to the cost of mining, sinking, drifting, explosives, duty
of stamps, &c.

Monographs, Maps and hulletins.-Monographs on various subjects con-
nected with mining might be advantageously published by the Government.
The little Manual on Explosives, by the Ontario Bureau of Mines, is a gocd
example. A good manual on absolute mining is needed; also a manual for
mining investors, giving such general information on the subject as will
enable those intending to put money into nining ventures to secure an
investment instead of a speculation. An intelligent mining investing ccn-
stituency is one of the needs of the Canadian mining industry to-day. It is
growing, of course, but it will pay to foster it.

The most complete maps obtainable should be accessible to all mining
men, and to any who may become investors. In new districts, meridian and
base lines, to serve as tie lines, should be run.

Bulletins should be issued monthly, and should appear in newspapers as
well as in technical journals; this kind of news would be sought after and
would cost the Government nothing for publishing. They should give
information of working mines, new discoveries, laboratory work, etc. Those
issued from the Government assay office at Belleville have been quite inter-
esting.

Government Assay Offes-Are a good institution. The one at Belleville
is a good example: there should be one at Rat Portage.

Duties-Should be removed from all technical literature, mining or
otherwise. chemical and philosophical instruments and apparatus, engineers
and surveyo s' instruments, assaying apparatus and supplies, and be light
on all kinds of mining machinery. An export duty may be advisable in
certain cases.

Technical Education-Is, of course, very important ; must be obtained at
the mining school. Each school should have a professor of mining engireer-
ing-a practical man who has had experience in mining-not a mere chemist
or geologist. There should be adequate laboratory rcom for assaying and
analysis, and a large collection of minerals and rocks illnstrative of mining
geology.

The mining inspector should be a practical man and a mininîg engineer
of experience, and a sort of consulting engineer for his district. Such an
officer would be invaluable in a new region, such as Western Ontario, e.g.,
in giving hints on mining generally, in laying out worlr, etc. If mining in
the district of Rainy River had been conducted under such an inspector
fron the beginning many thousands of dollars would have been saved, t ud
the mining interests would have been in a much more advanced state than
they are. There are agricultural colleges, experimental farms, travelling
dairies, farm instructors for the Indians, and why not also mining instruct-
ors? The Indians know about as much about farming as the average Cana-
dian in Western Ontario does about scientific min ing. The latest phase in
educational methods is to send the teacher to the pupil-witness our sunimer
mining school. The knowledge acquired in this way is that which exper-
ience lias shown to be actually needed, and the circunstances under which
it is acquired are such as to ensure its being mastered and firmly retained.
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MR. J. C. GWILLIM, B.Sc., M.E., Nelson, B C.

.Monographs, Maps and Bulletins.-During the past few years there bas
been a great advance in the mineral industry in Canada, and with it an
increase in publications concerning this industry. The Geological Survey
Department lias to soie extent supplied special information concerning our
mineral resowces, in connection with the general working out of the geology
and natural resources of the country. This work bas given us naps of a
very large part of the Dominion, and very useful they have been towards the
opening up of new districts.

In the West tliere have been special and early reports and maps of
Rossland and of the Yukon by Mr. McConnell, and others on the Yellowhead
Pass and Crow's Nest coal fields by Mr. Mc Evoy.

Tliese have been of great and tiniely use. It is necessarv, however, to
also let the people know wlhere and how suchi information can be obtained.

Individual enterprise, and the various organizations interested in devel-
opnent, publish more or less inaccurate inaps and accounîts of new districts
some tinie before these districts receive official attention. This niaterial is
well advertised and extensively used. It is perhaps impossible to get reliable
information at the time of the first rush of prospectors into a new district,
but its economic resources canî be looked into at an early date and receive
attention from sonie authoritative source.

It is not enough to get an accurate and full report upon a district several
years after the exanination is made, and as long after a pressing need for
the economic portion of this report was felt. Suclh work bas a scientific
nerit and is necessary, but itsecononical usefulness bas lost nucli by its
late appearance. It seens advisable to have the earliest possible maps and
bulletins of the mineral resources, in a separate fornm.

In the publications of the Geological Survey Department and the varions
Provincial Mining Bureaus we can get, on application, a great amount of
information, courteously given, or at a nominal price. Ransacking this
mass of information the mining public can get much that it wants, but the
phases of mining are many, and while these reports are good for the time of
examination, they fall short in describing mining development after a tine.
The geology and resources other than mining, once worked out in detail
after several years' study of the districts, may be given in a standing report,
good for all time.

Many of the mines and mining districts of the United States have re-
ceived special exanination fioi specialists in mining geology. Their work
lias do ne mîîuch to enlighiten us concerning the economic and scientific aspects
of mineral deposits. E idence of the usefulness and demîand for early bul-
letins upon mining operations nay be seen in the publication of Mr. Carlyle's
Bulletins of Trail Creek and Slocan, in 1896. Messrs. Scirader and Brooks,
of the U.S. Geological Survey, published an account of the Nome gold fields
before the second season opened in that district. This was very useful to
the few who read it.

At present there is sone deiand for information concerning the Ilorse-
fly River ditrict of British Columbia, but there is verv little of a reliable
character to be obtained.

Canada in the East bas somne miineral resources which are both valuable
an I uncommon, such as the asbestos, nickel, mica and corundum. Coal and
iron in botu east and west are very important. The gold, silver, copper and
lead of Britisli Colunbia and the Yukon is a great mineral asset.

A better knowledge of tliese mineral resources is needed. Information
contained in statistics, mîaps and bulletins, prepared from reliable sources
and wide/y distri/nte/ will do mnuch to relieve the mining industry of the
gamîbling elenent.

The Provincial Mining Departnments do very well in collecting statistics
and accounts of the year's progress in the several Provinces, but they lack
unity, and depend largely upon correspondents and inspectors. Office work
takes up muchi of the tine of those who are qualified to make field examina-
tions. There is no central office from which the latest information concern-
ing mine al developments throughîout the Dominion can be obtained. Whenî
it does exist it should be well advertised.

MI R E. A. SJOSTEDT, Sault Ste. Marie.

In expressing ny opinion in reply to this wide and important question
I will avail nmyself of treating the subject in the order and from the d.ffer-
ent standpoints suggested by our Sec retary, nerely liimiting the same to the
more specific question, How the Dominion and Provincial Governments
may pronmote the interests of mining and the developmnent of the Canadian

mineral resources-by the judicious framing and liberal interpretation of
their mining laws, by the intelligent inspection and safeguarding of the
mining operations, by the systematic use of min ing and minerai statistics,
by the issuing of monographs, mnaps and bulletins, by maintaining an effi-
cient assay office, and a high standard of their technical sclools, by a care-
ful and just but always most liberal consideration of the demands-in the
way of light royalties and duties, and sufficiently high bounties and protec-
tion-of every individual or corporation with a banafide proposition to estab-
lish a new industry or the opening up of a new mining district.

Law's.-Owing to the diversified character of the mineral resources of
Canada only a very general Dominion law would apply and be effective only
in the unorganized portions of the older provinces and in those provinces
whicli are notas yet vested with full legislative powers. The mining interestIs
of this country would, therefore, be best promoted by laws franed by eacli
province to ineet the local requirements, and by legislatures fuly conversant
with those conditions. Such laws should aim to simplify the fornalities by
which a secure title to a iining property may be obtained, avoiding as much
as possible the triune control of the lots, resulting fron the sale of the timber
to one person, the agricultural right to another, and the mining riglit to a
third party.

Inspetion.-The inspection of mines should be under provincial control,
and the regulations for the guidance of sanie should be prepared by a special
board appointed by the Premier of the Province, composed of the Director
of the Bureau of Mines, one resident mining engineer and one resident
mines' operator, of such wide range of experience as to make them
familiar with the different kinds of mîîining as well as with every
detail of the saine. The Director of the Province should be a mining
engineer of niigh repute, by preference a graduate from a Caniadian
Mining School, or else froi an American or European College of high
standing; he should also have been actively engaged, and have held respon-
positions as mines manager. Among his duties would be to nake annual
visits to each and every active mine, assist in advice wlherever requested, and
in general take an interest in the developient of the saine. Subject to
the approval of the Premier, there should be appointed by the Director a
sufficient number of district inspectors whose duty it should be to make
frequent visits (not less than four a year) to eaclh mine, besides keeping the
director pc sted on any new mineral discovery nade in his district, stating
character and importance of the sane. The district inspectors should l e
practical miners of wide experience and with sufficient education to know
the more general minerals and rocks, and to enable theni to report intelli-
gently the conditions of the mines and the comipiling of statistics (in regard
to number of men employed, their different nationalities, quantities and
qualities of material raised, number and cause of accidents occurring, etc. )
They should also be residents of the district to which assigned. Ail orders
or instructions to the mines owners as regards the safety and precautions to
be observed at the mine should cone direct fron the Director, but the dis-
trict inspector should be vested witlh full power for inspecting mines under
his jurisdiction at any and all times, and the mines owners requested by law
to give the inspector (after his credentials having duly been presented to the
manager iii charge) a courteous reception and ample opportunity for carrying
out his duties, including the obtaining of maps and data forstatistics desired.

Maps, Moanopaphs ai Buletins. -All efforts should be made on the part

of the Government to secure and make public the geological conditions at
eaclh mine as developed, and through the Geological Department and the
Provincial Mines Office aid in the work in mîaking such miîaps and plans as
would be best calculated for the intelligent prosecution and the further
developmîent of the iineral leads discovered. A great assistance in this
respect would be a more detailed work by the Geological Departiment wiiclh
possibly could be accomîplislied by offers from imining corporations to bear a
portion of the expense so far as their individual holdings mîay be affected.

The issuing of monograplhs and bulletins on any subject of interest to
the mîining fraternity and their c r/i pnó/ian and free' distibutio'n to ever y
mines owner and professional mîining engineer in the Dominion would be a
great boon, and ai advantage which vould greatly assist in proîmioting the
development of the imîining industry. Mines owners should be compelled to
make proper surveys and accurate mnaps in connection witli the progress of
the mine work and to furnish copies of sucli naps to the Director wienever
so requested ; and copies of these nmaps, as well as reports about any mine or
mining prospect recorded in the Director's office should, for a small consid.
eration, be provided to persons nakingsuch requisitions and lhaving consent
thereto of the mines owner.
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Gcrernment Assay Offle.-A Dominion Government Assay Office, well

equipped and in charge of a competent staff is an essential auxiliary to the
Geological Survey; but for the accommodation and advantage of the pros-
pector and mines owner in determining the value of any mineral find, a
Provincial Assay Office in charge of the Director is necessary, and the saine
should be maintained at such a point of efficiency as to secure quick returns
from samples submitted. Such replies should aim more at giving practical
information than abstract results, however, and should be free of cost ; but
more specific information, entailing minute investigation and accurate
quantitative analysis should be given only at the discretion of the Director,
lie being guided in such matters by the general importance and interest of
the subject niatter to the mining industry generally.
. Royalties, Duties and Bounties.--he question of royalties, duties and

bounties is one of political economy principally. To promote the interest of
the mining industry the royalties should be made light and be assessed per
ton saleable product recovered froi the properties operated under lease
from the Government; and on a patented property a tax proportionate to
that of other taxable estates would seem proper. Duties on all mining and
smelting machinery, as well as on apparatus for the manufacture of coke,
charcoal and peat, should be of the lowest ; andin cases where the machinery
and apparatus requ*red are not made in Canada but as a specialty at the
factory of a foreign country from which they are ordered and imported, the
saine should be admitted free of duty. Bounties should be given to mine
owners in the way of Government assistance in construction of good roads
and their maintenance or any other transportation facilities, at the recom-
mendation of the Director. Suci assistance would not only help in the
development of the mines,. but also in opening up the country for settlers
and thus be a lasting incentive to other new industries.

Tchnical Education.-It is hard to over-estimate the benefit to the mining
industry generally, and the metallurgical industry particularly, that will
resuit from the paternal care and liberal expenditure of money by the Gov-
ernment for the technical education of a sufficient number of mining and
metallurgical engineers. As a rule the man who las acquired his knowledge
of mines and minerals by years of practical experience only bas at the saine
time fallen into grooves and ruts which seriously handicap himin his efforts
to obtain successful results ; and the guidance by a broader and more
enlightened brain is becoming more and more essential in these days of
competition and c'ose margins. Whatever the Government can do, there-
fore, to raise the plane of intelligence of the men engaged in mining and
allied industries would doubtless tend to promote the development of its
mineral resources. The strength and prosperity of a country rests to a very
large extent on its mineral wealth and the degree of development of its
mineral resources, and to attain this in the highest degree the whole educa-
tional system should be on the highest plane, to reach which the liberal
support of the Government and individual endowments to high institutions
of learning as well as to the great common school system would be a neces-
sity.

Technical schools and universities of the Dominion should be sufficiently
equipped and endowed to provide the best course in mining, engineering,
metallurgy and chemical and electrical engineering, and the endowments of
the chairs should be large enough to attract men who already hold luciative
positions as captains of industrial enterprises. The establisinent Àcf loser
relations between the university and the mine and factory namely is of the
greatest importance. The fact that instructions were to be given by profes-
sors who themselves have participated in active operations instead of by
book worms possessing no knowledge of the practical side of the subject
would be an incentive to a class of young men eager to lay hold on the world
of industrial activity, which in itself would be a great stride forward in an
educational system of this kind. The courses referred to should be of a
practical as well as a theoretical character, so as to not only equip the student
with a broad, firm, scientific knowledge as a basis for further work, but also
afford him the time and opportunity necessary for a certain amount of prac-
tical experience which will give hin some kind of " working idea1" of his
profession. For instance, a chemist on graduation should not only have a
theoretical knowledge of his subject, but lie should be required to understand
the reactions involved in the assays and analyses of the various types of ores
and technical products He should also have such a drill in these manipula-
tions that he will know the various "short cuts " and " quick methods "
which are required in the technical laboratory of today. Unless a graduate
has had some such drill it takes nearly as long to " break h'm in" in a
technical laboratory as it does an uneducated boy.

The summer vacations during the college years in question should be

devoted not only to visiting mines, furnaces and mills for a stipulated num-
ber of weeks, but in performing actual work and detailed duties in connection
with certain specified operations in mining. smelting, converting and refin-
ing-this to be necessary part of the course, just as is the practice in some of
the European countries where the standard of technical education is the
highest, and where the advantages of this practice have been fully demon-
strated bp the high degree of perfection reached in the industries mentioned.

DR. W. L. GOODVIN, Kingston.

In reply to your request for my views upon the ways in which a
government may promote technical education, I wish in the first place
to point out that the word technical is used in two senses,-( i) As cover-
ing manual training and what may be described as trade schools, and
(2) as referring to higher education in applied science Governments
have duties in both these directions ; and both Provincial and Domi-
nion Governnients have so far been active in the discharge of these
duties, as wituess the agricultural college and schools, the experimental
farms, the dairy schools, the travelling dairies, and the Ontario grants
to schools of practical science, and to secondary schools (to aid them to
establish technical courses). But if Canada is to keep pace with the rest
of the industrial world, much more must be done by Governments to forward
not only technical education in both senses, but also scientific education in
the broadest sense of that term. For apflied science implies lure science ;
and the nation which relies on others to carry on scientific discovery, and
thus borrows its science for application, is in a position which is neither
advantageous nor self-respecting. Through lack of scientific schools and
colleges and of the scientific spirit among her manufacturers, Great Britain
has lost industry after industry which rightly belonged to her. She is now
in the humiliating position of supplying the greater part of the raw material
(anthracene) to Germany for the manufacture of olizaiue, a manufacture
worth $20,000,ooo a year ; and her dyers import the manufactured article.
She is in the same position now with regard to the manufacture of indigo,
which as heretofore been a distinctly British industry with a turn-over of
more than $r5,ooo,ooo a year. But the German dye manufacturers have
spent $5,ooo,ooo and twenty years of research in finding a manufacturing
method for converting napthalene (largely from British coal tar) into
indigo ; and they have succeeded. The statistics of trade show that the
German synthetic indigo is rapidly taking the place of the product of the
plantations of India. Already one-fourth of the world's supply is synthetic
indigo. These are two instances of the way in which those British indus-
tries have suffered which depend more particularly upon scientific research
for their advance. At least a generation has been lost,--three decades of
apathy ; but at last an earnest effort is being made to retrieve the position;
and three great forces have been brought to bear: (1) Imperial legislation
and grants of money, (2) municipal aid, and (3) private munificence. In
all these respects we in Canada have made a beginning, but only a beginning,
and I shall confine my letter now to a short discussion of the directions in
which the Dominion Government night reach out to aid technical (or pref-
erably, scientfic) education. It is quite plain that the resources of the pro-
vincial treasuries are very limited, and that the provinces unaided will not
be able ty keep pace with the needs of education in applied science. While
education is set down in the British North America Act as in the jurisdiction
of the Provincial Governments, there is nothing in that Act to prevent the
Dominion Governument from giving aid to education. Indeed it has already
adopted the principle in establishing the Royal Military College (which has
turned out more engineers than soldiers), the marine biological station, the
experimental farns (stations for scientific research in agriculture), and the
other means for disseminating a scientific knowledge of agriculture and
forestry. But it should now turn its attention to manufactures and to metal-
lurgy and mining, and fornulate a comprehensive policy of aid to scientific
education, and particularly to those parts of it which have more direct
connection with industries. It isalwaysgood policytostrengthlen the forces
already working. The Geological and Topographical Surveys are in reality
institutions of scientific research. The sane may be said of the correspond-
ing parts of the Departments of Fisheries, Agriculture, and the proposed
Department of Mines. Much can be done to strengthen these, by providing
greater facilities for work, particularly for research, and by paying such
salaries as will attract and keep men of the first rank. Following the exam-
ple of the Imperial Government, the Dominion might well establislh in
existing scientific colleges regius professorships of subjects bearing upon
industries of national importance. The founding, equipping and main-
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tenance of research laboratories would be a paying investme::t of public
money. Governments are wont to plead that in such matters they must not

be in advance of public opinion. But there is public opinion and public

opinion, and in this case the matured opinion not only of scientific men but
of the leading manufacturers is in favor of a vigorous and expansive policy.

The Canadian Manufacturers' Association bas recently heen instrumental in

forming a Canadian branch of the Society of Chenmical Industry, a British

institution which bas done much to awaken interest in scientific education
in Great Britain. The Manufacturers' Association lias also asked the leading

Canadian Universities to make provision in their curricula for the special
education of men for a business career. Manufacturers, mine owners, and
others requiring men with technical skill and education are everywhere call-
ing for applied science graduatesto fill the mo>t responsible positions. Here
is the kind of public opinion which will justify action on the part of the
Governnent.

Germany spends freely upon both universities and technical high schools.
The latter should rather be called engineering colleges. They rank with the
universities and grant degrees in engineering. The Universi y of Berlin l'as
an income of $715,ooo a year, and the Government contributes 83 per cent.
of this. Another at Bonn receives from the Government $25o,oo a year;
and similarly for other towns. The technical high school of Berlin receives
$165,co a year from the State, that in Hanover $75,000, and the Aachen
school $So,ooo. In Great Britain the direct grants to universities and tech-
nical schools are still small, ranging fron $îo,ooo to $12,oco a year for each
of twelve university colleges receiving thein. But large annual incomes
available for technical education are now being derived from the operation
of the Customs and Excise Act of 1890, by which a sum of abou; $3,750,oco
was set aside for this purpose. There is also an annual grant of $750,000
divided among the four Scottish universities. In the United States scientific
education is generously supported, not only by the State legislatures but by
Congress. The Morrill Bill of 1862 provided funds for " colleges for agri-
culture and mechanic arts " by the sale of public lands. The amendment of
1890 provided for making good any deficiencies by direct payient fron the
United States Treasury. The Congress of 1900 passed a bill providing
appropriations " to establish and maintain schools or departnents of mines
in connection with colleges and universities."

It may be urged that Canada is too young to begin this kind of work
and that it should be left to gradual development by private enterprise and
individual munificence. This is the policy which Grtat Britain bas pursued
up to the last few years, with the disastrous results already indicated. On
the other hand Germany initiated lier system of technical education more
than one hundred years ago. At an even earlier date the University of
Göttingen had a course in technical chenistry and technology, and Beck-
main (1777) published the first text book on the subject. It dealt with
weaving, dyeirg, paper-making, brewing, starch, oil, tobacco, glass, sugar,
gun-powder, &c. In 1796 this university (in a conparatively smnall town)
had two professors of chenistry and one of tecinology. Before manîy years
had passed, the other German universities had followed Göttingen in making
provision for the technical side of science and in particular of chemistry;
and in addition the technical high schools had been founded. Many of these
have been in existence for more than half a century ; and, in the words of a
recent British con3ular report, " it lias been found that the foundation laid
during the scientific courses at the technical high schcols formed the sound-
est basis for the practical experience to be gained during professional life."
How these results are attained mîay be indicated by a glance at the staff of
instructors as compared with the nunber of students in the chenical depart-
ments of soneof the technical schools. The Berlin school bas 44 instructors
for 278 students ; the Stuttgart school, io for 88, and the Carlsruhe, 15 for

139. Compare these figures with those for some of our universities. Toronto
has 9 instructors for 594 students of chemistry ; Queen's bas 5 for 220 ; and
McGill lias 14 for 410. It appears, then, that we have very much to do and
a long road to travel before we can take our place with the nost enterprising
manufacturing peoples.

But will it pay? In chemical manufactures alone Germany produces
about $250,000,000 annually. If, as Beaconsfield held, " The chenical trade
of a country is a barometer of its prosperity," Gernany lias become very pros-
perous. Her chemical trade grows. The present crisis is an incident merely
and the chemical trade is the only one not seriously affected by it. The
electro-chemical industries of the United States are now worth $roo,ooo,-
ooo a year. These are examples of industries which can be built up only
upon a foundation of scientific education. The latter is a direction in which
Canada is certain to make great advances, if her population receives a suffic.

iently thorough and videspread education. There is no other country with

such a great amount of water-power available; and this will inevitably give

us the advantage over those manufacturing peoples which depend on coal.

The cheapest way of generating elecricity is by a favorably situated water-

fall. Thus, given raw mateiials of the right sort, and Canada can compete

successfully with the world in electro-chemical industries. But the applica-

tion of electricity for such purposes is comparatively new, and advances

must be made by devising new processes and new applications, such as, for

example, the reduction and refining of metals which are now worked by

other and more expensive means, and the decolorizing and purification of

beet sugar. Eacli country has problems of its own to work out, differing

according to the varying conditions ; and no country can afford to depend

upon help from without to solve its problems. England is now importing 90

per cent. of the dyes used in ber dyeing industries, although the beginnings

of the manufacture of artificial dyes were made in England, and it only re-

quired a wdespread appreciation of the value of scientific education and

research to have secured for ber this immense industry. As it is, she exports
the raw inaterial and inports the manufactured articles. Germany solved

the probleni of finding uses for England's immense supply of coal tar, and

Germany reaps the benefit.

A few examples of what might be done:-We have some of the largest
and best deposits of pyrite to be found anywhere in the world. One of these

is now being worked and the raw pyrite is shipped to the United States for
the manufacture of sulphuric acid, &c. We import the acid for the manu-

facture of nitro-glycerine, &c. The pyrite is worth three or four dollars a
ton. Each ton vill make about i 2 tons of acid, worth $40.00. It would

certainly be a great advantage to make our own acid and even to make it for
export. If this were once begun it would be the basis for a dozen other

chemical manufactures in whit h sulphuric and sulphurous acids are used.

Another problem-one involving both mechanical and chemical engineering
-- s the utilization of our immense peat bogs. This problem is beir g worked

at in Europe, particularly in Norway and Sweden, where peat is becoming

constantly of more importance as a fuel. It is also looking up as raw mater-

ial for the manufacture of paper. Experiments have been made by the

Rathbun Co. in Deseronto to tet its value in the charcoal retorts. But we
are still far froni a solution. Again, Canada is certain to become a great

pulp nianufacturing country. Immense quantities of sulphite waste will be

produced. What is to be done with this waste ? Although there bas been

much investigation, no process of utilization bas yet been devised which

gives complete satisfaction. For such investigations as have been indicated

here, the highest scientific skill is requircd, and this must be conibined with

a knowledge of the economic conditions prevailing in Canada. All this
implies that the work must be done mostly by Canadians, and that they must
be educated in Canada. Our duty to ourselves seems plain. We must de-
vote to scientific education a sufficient part of our revenue to provide the
best scientific and technical schools and colleges for the youth of Canada.

Such ed ication is necessarily expensive ; but the experience of those nations

which have tried it prove that it is cheap at any price. The Canadian states-

man who is far-seeing enough to inaugurate an adequate system of Dominion

aid to scientifie and technical education will win his place in the history of

Canada.

MR. JAMES McEVOY, Fernie, B.C.

In considering this question, it will be admitted, in the first place, that

such aid should not, except perhaps in the commencement of an entirely

new enterprise, take the form of a spasmodic attempt to foster any particular

industry. The plan of action should be broad enough to include all.

The great successes of to-day in mining are generally due to the proper
application of knowledge gained in many previous attempts, Even the
complete failures of the past often materially help to present success. They
have been as danger signals on the road, and at least enable the new comer
to avoid falling into the same errors of his predecessors.

So much being admitted, it will be seen how useful a careful monograph
of some of our older mines would be. It should contain an honest criticism

of their workings, wherein they failed, as well as where they were successful.
The effect should be to stimulate the miner of to-day to better efforts in the
right direction. It is certainly within the functions of a government to do
this, in fact it bas been done to some extent at least by the United States
Geological Survey.

It is necessary, however, to do more than look backward if we are to
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accomplish much. The best methods of mining and treatnent must be
studied, and the knowledge made available to the operators, and then the
necessary raw material to work upon must be found. By helping in the
discovery of such suitable material a government can best promote the min-
ing interests, and it seems to fall naturally to the lot of the Geological Sur-
vey Department to furnish the information required. There is no disputing
the fact that this department has done, and is still doing, really good work,
but the complaint is made that it is too hard to get at. Very often there is
as much reason for the complaint as there is for admitting the fact. To
illustrate the point, let us take for example the industry with which the
writer is best acquainted, viz., coal mining in the west. Supposing some
one wished to get a general knowledge of the coal deposits in that part of
the Dominion, and consulted the Geological reports for that purpose. What
information there is, lias been published of course, but it is scattered in
fragments through about twenty huge volumes, to the last fifteen of which
there is not even a general index. Even a man who lias spent years of his
life in the department will find it difficult to discover any particular refer-
ence. Imagine then the predicament of an outsider.

Now, if the whole of this information were concentrated in a monograph
or bulletin on the Western coals, and the bushels of chaff fanned away, it
would be possible for anyone with ordinary intelligence quickly to see just
how much was known about the subject. The work should be freely illus-
trated by diagranis and sections, and as much as possible placed before the
public in a graphic form.

The same reasoning will apply with equal force to any other mining
industry in the country.

Even if all this were done, however, it does not by any means meet all
the requirements of the case, as it only makes available the information of
the past. It is necessary to reach out after new discoveries. More particular
attention might well be called to places where, owiug to the geological con.
ditions, further discoveries may be reasonably expected.

In order to have a reliable account of our mineral wealth, it is necessary
to have more geological field work-good work, and more of it by ex-
perienced men. Then have it placed before the public in an available form.

It need not be inferred from the foregoing that purely scientific re-
search should be abandoned or even neglected. Such work often leads to
the most practical and important results. The theoretical and the practical
should go hand in hand.

The separation of these into two departments, or separate branches of
the one department, unless closely in touch with each other, would be a
grave mistake, as in such a case neither branch would be likely to avail itself
pronptly of the information gained by the other. It would also mean a
duplication of work, and the unnecessary and wasteful expense of duplicate
laboratories and libraries.

Until there is some definite plan of action decided upon, and there is a
reasonable hope that suitable men can be found to fill the different parts, it
would be useless for a government to pass any largely increased vote of
money. One thing at least is certain, sonething should be done. It is
possible that by picking out the best points in the various opinions on the
subject a decision may be arrived at, which, if carried out, would greatly
benefit not only the mining industries, but the whole of our Dominion.

MR. J. T. DONALD, M.A., Montreal.

By these I understand offices where any individual can have samples
of ores assayed free of charge or at a nominal cost, i.e., in reality at the
public expense. Although I am an assayer myself, I am in favor of
equitably conducted Government Assay Offices. These if properly carried
on should be a boon to prospectors and residents of regions where eco-
nomic minerals are likely to be found and in no wise harmful to the
private assayer. From tne pDint of view of a private assayer, the only
fair way in which to conduct a Government Assay Office is to man the
same with a staff, the members of which receive a fixed and adequate
salary and devote their whole time to the work. They should not enter
into competition with private assayers in canvassing for the assay work
that is required by those engaged in mining operations. A Government
Assay Office will undoubtedly take away from the private assayer work that
would naturally go to him, but in the end the private assayer will be more
than compensated for such loss by the demand for assaying that will arise as
a consequence of the work done by the Government office.

MR. J. WALTER WELLS, Belleville, Ont.

In my opinion the proper function of such offices or testing laboratories
is that of acting as referee or umpire in cases of disputes between different
assayers who may report differently on the same sample, and also in case of
disputes as to grades or qualities of ore between shippers and the smelters.
A large proportion of the work done by Government Provincial Assay
Office here is umpire or checks on assays in case of parties buying proper-
ties, or ore, who may wish to check the reports of the owners of the property
or ore. I would like to see more done along this line.

Coal and Iron Production in 1901.

The following returns have been received of output
lieries and blast furnaces for the year ended 3 1st ultimo.
plete the list in our next issue :-

DOMINION COAL CO.

1900.
Dominion No. I....................538,237

"6 2.. . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 61 o
3..................... 68,831
4.... . ... . . . . . ........... 25,428

Caledonia......... ................. 511,874
Reserve.................. . .......... 632,o56
International. . . . ....... . . . . . . . .. . .. . 222,703

Total tons raised ............... 1,999,737

Recapitulation

Shipped ............................. 1,829,199
Land Sales.......................... 2,438
Collieries, Railways .................. 81,075
Employees.......................... 24,258

DOMINION IRON & STUEL CO.

Iron Ore mined in Newfoundland ...........-
"g from Spanish Ports..................
"6 ". U . S. "d ............. ....
" "49 Cuban " ..................

Pig Iron m ade ...............................
Coke m ade ..................................

ACADIA COAIL COMPANY.

1900.
Total Coal raised .................... 286,045

" " 4 1 sold...................... 247,274
Coke made..................... 18,637

" sold...................... 18,624

Disposais
To Nova Scotia......................
To P. E. Island...................
To Québec ....................... -
To Ontario ..........................
New Brunswick...................
Colliery Employees...............
Engines and Coke Ovens ............

Total tons.....................

142,352
24,301
3r,888

2,842
18,937

5,526
6o,012

285,858

INTERCOLONIAI, COAL COMPANY.

Total output ...................... ..........
shipments... . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... ...... ·.
Coke made.........................

Coal Disposais 19o1.

Sold to
Nova Scotia ........
New Brunswick.....
Prince Edward Is...
Quebec...........-
St. Pierre..........
Coke Ovens ....-
Colliery Employees .
Colliery Engines....

Totals .......

Round.

62,171.11
17,015.03

8,983-00
50,807.03

3,6r5.o8
4,049.15

146,642.00

Slack.

13,778.04
86b.02

1,974-10
14,075.01

9,398.00

11,221.03

51,315.00

of Canadian col-
We hope to com-

Igo.

641,543
23,635

308,964
8,341

640,688
730,378
208 234

2,561,783

2,345,645
2,514

123,022
27,732

385,329
23,411
16,428
11,igi

111,014

192,873

1901.

270,253
230,567

11,738
11,736

136,365
16,8o5
28,514

25,845
5,653

55,349

268,531

204,402
197,957

5,305v

Total.

75,949.15
17,883-05
10,957.10
64,882.c4

9,398.00
3 615.o8

15,270.18

197,957.00

CUMBERLAND RAILWAY & COAL COMPANY.

Nova Scotia...
N. Brunswick..
Quebec.......
United States..

Round.

41,8303<
124,110

38,1894

204,129%

Coal Salesr 1901

Run Mine.

3,544/
16,o6r
7,3I4Y4

526

27,446

Slack.

14.45734
15,85714

558

30,873

Even.

47,45214
18,237,14

I,495y%
12 143

79,328= 341,776,W
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CANADA COALS & RAILWAY COMPANY.

Coal Disposais 1901.

New Brunswick..............................38.415
Nova Scotia...................................... 3300
Q uebec...................................... 14,643
Employees, etc...............................11,697

Total tons raised....................... 68,055

ALBERTA RAILWAY AND COAL COMPANY.

1900. 1901.
Output .......... .................... 81,8o 217,034
Shipments.............................. ... 178,599
Labor employed on surface ................... 62 persons.

'6 underground..................306

GOWRIE & BLOCKHOUSE COLLIERIES, LTD.

Output sales, 1901..................................20,700
Labor employed...............................170 persons.

INVERNESS-RICHMOND COLLIERIES & RAILWAY CO.

O utput .......... ........---- .....----- ..· · 13,500
Shipments.........-- ..-........... 3,000
Labor employed.............................. 60 persons.

The work at this colliery has been mainly development and construction.

DESERONTO IRON COMPANY.

Canadian ore used............................
Foreign &" ................ ....... ...
Charcoal iron made ..........................

CAPE BRETON COAL COMPANY.

1900.
Quebec.................... .. .... ·........
Newfoundland ..................... 183
Nova Scotia........................... .1,700
P. E. Island....................... 5,767
New Brunswick.........................173
St. Pierre................... ·... 327
Labrador ................................. 
Colliery consumption ............

"4 employees................. 2,250

Tota ......................... 12,500

HAMILTON STEEL AND IRON COMPANY.

Canadian Ore used .......................-- - -
Foreign " ...............-.-.........
Pig Iron m ade . ...........................

LAKE SUPERIOR POWER COMPANY.

Iron Ore mined in I901.......................
shipped " .......................
exported ....... ...................

CiNADA IRON FURNACE COMPANY.

Midland Furnace.

Canadian ore used............................
Foreign d" - .....................
Flux charged ................................
Coke received...... .........................
Pig Iron produced.........·..................

Rad'nor Plant.

Ore mined................... .......... .
" purchased ........ · · · · · ·.................

Charcoal made.................... .......
Charcoal Iron made........................
Ore charged.............................
Fuel " ......... ·.----.........
F lux " ...................... ....... ··.

NOVA SCOTIA STEEL AND COAL COMPANY.
Iron and Steel Output.

Nova Scotia ore used at Ferrona...............
Wabana hematite (Newfoundland)..........
Other foreign ore consumed (Cuba)...........
Limestone quarried..........................
Coke m ade............................... ...
Pig Iron made........................ . ......
Steel Ingots made...........................

Coal Disposais.

Shipped ..... ... ...........................
Intercolonial Railway use.....................
Local sales...................................
W orkmen at collierv .... ....................
Coal gifts to widows...... ............ ......
Colliery consumption.........................
Locomotives, shops, &c.......................
Coke ovens and washer......................
On bank...............................

Total coal raised..........

982wo
17,602MS
9,9752M

Igor.
1,546
1,585
5,010
1,519

84

350
1,640
1,020

12,754

50,093
56,849
67,512

261,203
230,941
161,384

53,964
9,725

18,520
40,149
33,648

II,808
1,500
6,628
5,400

13,308
6,396
1,737

18,619
32,801

117
23,771
23,540
26,793
25,678

200,214
2,888
8,177
5,214

229
16,157

1,1o8
2,622

575

237,104

PEOPLE'S LIGHT AND HEAT COMPANY, HALIFAX.

Total coke made in 1901 from Nova Scotia coal. 8,480

H. W. McNEILL COLLIERIES.

Coal raised from Anthracite Colliery ............ 14,742
Canmore " 88,4

NEW VANCOUVER COAL MINING AND LAND COMPANY.

Total coal raised....... ....................... 593,608
shipped..........................---··· 507,734

SYDNRY COAL COMPANY.

Total coal raised.............................. 8,949
"4 shipped by water...................4,292

.land sales.................... ..... 2,549
workmen ............................. 159

"4 engines............................ 96
BRITISH COLUMBIA COLLERIES

Total output coal, 1,529,210 tons, of a value of $4,587,630.
Total coke made, 134.760 tons, of a value of $673,800.

LEGAL.
Interesting Case to Mine Owners-Adams v. Culligan-

Howe v. Culligan-Judgment Given by Chief Justice
Falconbridge at Toronto, January, 1902.

Adams and Howe were employed to do work in a mine in the Rainy River dis-
trict. One night, when the engineer blew the whistle for the men to go to work, the
bucket was hanging over the open shaft, having been left by the men when they came
up at 6 o'clock. The men, believing that the engineer was at his post, and that the
brakes and machinery were properly applied, stepped into the bucket-four men in
all-and it commenced to move, and in a moment fell away and fell down the shaft.
It was stopped by the engineer after it had descended about 90 feet, but the sudden
drop no doubt threw three of the men out of the bucket, for they were found at the
bottom of the shaft, one of them dead and the other two dying shortly afterwards.

The representatives of Adams & Howe, two of the men thus killed, brought
actions for damages against the owners of the mine (alleging that their negligence was
responsible for the accident, on the ground that the ladders and hoisting apparatus
were in a defective condition at the time of the accident.

The evidence given at the trial proved that the brake, which was supposed to be
strong enough to hold any weight that the hoist was capable of lifting, had, possibly
by means of wear, becomre loose, so that when locked in place it was not sufhcient to
hold the bucket with the men in it. There was some additional means used for hold-
ing the bucket in place, namely, a friction clutch, which threw the machinery into
gear. If both brake and friction clutch were applied they together would hold any
weight. The engineer stated that the brake was properly locked, but he could not
tell the position of the friction clutch. The cause of the accident no doubt was that
the brake, while locked, was not suflicient to hold the bucket with the men in it, and
that the friction clutch was not properly set, and therefore the bucket fell away when
the men got in.

Those suing as representatives of the deceased men alleged (i) that the ladders
provided for use by the men in going into the mine were in a defective condition,
inasmuch as (a) they did not comply with the requirements of the Mines Act, and (b)
that they were insufficient in number to enable the employees to enter the mine safely.
(2.) That owing to the defective condition of the ladders they used the bucket to go
down the shaft, and that the management authorized its use ; that the bucket being a
common ore bucket, was unsuitable for the purpose, and the mine owners were negli-
gent in not providing a suitable means for the men getting to their work. (3.) That
the hoisting apparatus was defective in that the brakes were not in proper working
order, and had not been in proper working order for some time prior to the acccident,
to the knowledge of the mine owners or their foremen. The defendants denicd neg-
ligence, and alleged :-(î.) That as the mine was in process of development, the lad-
ders were as good as could reasonably be expected, and having regard to the mine
that they were suitable for the purpose, and that there was no occasion for the men to.
use the bucket. (2.) That the men using the bucket did so at their own risk. (3.)
That the men were guilty of contributory negligence in getting upon the bucket on.
the night of the accident without first ringing the bell so as to make sure the engineer
was in his place.

The trial judge decided that the facts were as alleged by the representatives of
the deceased men, and that the accident was caused Ly the defective machinery and
plant of the mine, for the unsafe condition of which the owners were responsible. lt
was also held that the deceased had not been guilty of any contributory negligence.
Judgment was therefore given against the owners of the mine, who were directed to.
pay certain sums as damages to the representatives of the deceased.
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MONTREAL AND LONDON.
Report of the Committee of Enquiry.

The special committee appointed to enquire into the affairs of this company have

reported :-

The causes which have produced the present depression by which the Company's

shares have become practically unmarketable, may now be summarized as follows :-

ist. The failure, possibly under present conditions, the permanent failure of

earning power, consequent upon the fact that as regards the mining operations of the

Company, the ore and especially that recently treated, is both lower in assay value

than was expected and is of such a character as that the gold cannot be extracted ex-

cept at a loss by present methods, while the Company has neither the capital nor the

credit necessary for the erection of a more suitable plant. As regards the trading

operations of the Company, its financial condition would render impossible its busi-

ness of buying and selling mines and mining stocks quite apart from the fact that no

markat now exists.
2. The losses upon capital account, arising from the great depreciation in market

values, both of the Dufferin mine and of the mining stocks and locations belonging

to the Company, and in a lesser degree to losses upon the equipment of the Dufferin

mine which will require costly additions before it can be worked to full advantage.

3. The practically total loss of the Company's credit both with its bankers, the

investing public, and its own shareholders, in consequence of which neither ordinary

loans nor further capital, urgently needed, can be obtained. No industry in Canada

has ever experienced such sudden inflation as that of the mining of gold and silver,

and none has ever suffered such'utter collapse. It is a regrettable fact that both

these results may in the case of this Company be traced in a great degree to the ex-

travagant estimates of profit, submitted by at least two of its mining engineers, made

no doubt in absolute good faith, but made, nevertheless, with regard to possibilities

and even to impossibities, rather than probabilities and consequently grossly inaccu-

rate and greatly misleading. The losses which have been suffered by the shareholders

of this Company are not to be measured by the losses of the Company itself, since in

many cases the stock nearly valueless now has been purchased by its present holners,

at a price twice, thrice, or even four times its par value.

As the shareholders are already aware, an option of issue, and a further option

of purchase have been given upon the Dufferin mine. The period of the option

having expired without any advice of its acceptance having been received from the

holder, it now becomes necessary to provide for the payment of the outstanding lia-

bilities of the Company, and, in case of its continuance, for the establishment of a

cyanide plant which is regarded as absolutely essential to the possibility of the profit-

able working of the Dufferin mine.
Four courses of action have, so far, been suggested.

Ist. To allow the Company to go into liquidation and its assets to be sold for

the benefit of the creditors and preferred shareholders. There is reason to believe

that in utter lack of confidence in the possibility of future profit, or in a petulent feel-

ing of disappointment, many of the common stockholders will feel inclined to take

this course, which can only result in total loss to them all.

2nd. To accept the suggestion of reorganization offered in the circular issued on

the 27th November last. The objection to this plan is that a large number of the

common stockholders will, for the reasons already stated, refuse to pay the proposed

assessment, and will consequently forfeit their shares, losing the whole of their invest-

ment.

3rd. A suggestion offered to the committee by Mr. Copland, one of the direct-

ors, to the following effect :-
That the proposal of the directors in regard to new company be agreed to, with

the proviso that any shareholder unwilling or unable to accept to the new stock on

te ms proposed, will be allowed to retain his or her stock, and will be entitled to his

or her share in any dividend declared after the stockholders who have put up money

to place the Company in working order have received double the amount paid in. It

is quite understood that these stockholders who have paid the call are not to be re-

garded as creditors.

4th. That the common stock of the Company remaining in the treasury, and

amounting to 3,051,025 shares be issued at three cents per share to the stockholders,

proportionately to their present holdings. It al pears certain that if the shareholders

generally decline to furnish further capital, the total loss of the common stock must

speedily and inevitably follow. It is, however, the conviction both of the directors

and of the members of your committee that the value of the assets is considerably

above the total amount of the liabilities, and that by a wise expenditure of further

capital the Company may yet in time be plactd upon a dividend paying basis. The

prospects of the Dufferin mine have been already stated, but it should not be forgot-

ten that the Company has also other valuable assets. The shares which it holds in

the Slocan Sovereign Mining Company would at once become of value if it wre

possible to resume the working of that company's mines, and the returns which have

been laid before us support the conviction of the directors that with the lower charges

for treatment which can now be obtained, these mines might be made immediately

profitable if the necessary capital could be provided.
We beg to present for the information of the shareholders the accompanying

summarized statement of the Profit and Loss Account from April, 1897, to October

31st, 1901.

Premium upon shares.................................. $68,i6o ii

Profit on Slocan Sovereign property ..... .... $î89,623 90
Less not yet realized (see below).............89,452 98

Amount realized in cash............................100,170 92

Received for services of mining engineer..-.. 5,820 32

Total gross cash profits$......... $174,151 35
Less

Expenses of flotation ......... .............
Expenses of prospecting.......... .......
Legal expenses................$15,588 96
Less transfer fees. .............. 845 19

Total expenses......
Interest...................................
Losses on stock transactions ..... 17,380 76
Less profits..... ......... ..... 14,190 92

Loss on Klondike expedition................
Working expenses Dufferin mine. . 77,452 07
Less value of bullion extracted .... 54,121 85

Total net profit realized........
Add the following estimated but not realized

On Slocan Sovereign Mining Co. shares...
On Bullion Mining Co. shares .. ... ,........

$20,009 76

2,404 77

14,743 77

41,957 69

14,852 43

3,189 84
31,601 82

23,330 22

--- 114,9320 3

..... ...... $59,219 35

89,452 98
25,000 0O

Total profit realized and estimated............. ..........
Represented bj

Dividends paid............................ 117,767 89
Balance at credit of Profit and Loss Account... 25,904 44
Contingent account........................30,000 00

114,452 98

173,672 33

173,672 33

WAR EAGLE.
The following is excerpted from the Annual Report of the Direct)rs submitted

at a meeting of the shareholders on 25th instant :

As explained in the last Annnal Report the pay ore of the main shoot changes
to low-grade in the biock between the 6th and 7th levals at a depth of about 8oo feet.
There was no evidence to indicate that this change pas permanent, or anything but
one of the usual low-grade stretches found in ore shoots, and every effort has been
made to push exploration work at high pressure. A plan of deep and large scale

development is being carried out, in the course of which the branching of the vein,
together with complications caused by a system of heavy faults and dykes has greatly

increased the delay and expense of exploring the veln.
The closure of the War Eagle mine by a general labor strike has restricted the

mining of the past year to a period of about seven months. This further loss of time

leaves us still short of decisive results (rom the great depth of vein made accessible by

the rapid shaft sinking. The shaft, 1499 feet deep on December 31st, will reach the

i ith level point at 1580 feet by tbe end of February, and sinking will then be sus-

pended until decisive results art secured from the vein area then accessible.

The levels are as follows:-

6th
7th
8th
9th

ioth
Sith

L evel,.,............... .....
" . .... .... . .... ....

".......................
S........... ......... .
"............... ... ...
"...................---..

754 feeti
88 "

1057 "
1228 "

1378
1580

ins depth
"4

"s

"c

The 7th Ievel is sufficiently developed for the present, showing the ore to be low-

grade.
The $th level exploration is not yet completed. The vein exposed by it so far is

low-grde or barren, but the work has not progressed far enough to be decisive, and

there are still fair chances of finding pay.

The 9th level is well under way, but has not yet reached the positions where ore
is expected.

The ioth and iith levels have not yet been started.
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Thus from the 7th to the iith levels a new depth of 700 feet on the vein is now
accessible, and its exploration by levels is fairly under way. What its contents may
be as yet unknown and is a matter of luck. That its posibilities are great is
evident from the fact that the main shoot down to the 6th level, a depth of 754 feet,
has contained about 165,000 tons with a smelter's gross assay value of $3,1o,oo.
From the nature cf the ground it is impossible to see ahead or to make any predicition
as to the chances of success or failure. That these chances justify the cost of explor-
ing it to a decisive point is beyond question. Its contents, whatever they may be,
will be reached as promptly and as cheaply as possib!e.

Ore shipments began January 3rd, 190i, continuing until the strike Tuly 12th,
and were restricted to a rate sufficient to meet current expenses; On resuming work
in December the Canadian Smeltirg Works found that its sampling plant, which was
being reconstructed, had been so delayed by the failure of manufacturers to deliver
machinery that it would be necessary to postpone the receipt of ore for several
months.

The ore shipments for the year amount to 19,864 tons, averaging $1 5.64 smelter's
gross assay value. The average contents were o.633 oz. gold, 1.o8 oz. silver and 2.1
per cent. of copper.

The ore reserves now on hand in the mine are estimated at about 25.000 tons of
about $14 smelter's gross assay value, (valuing copper at the prfce of 16.25 cents,
which it has hitherto maintained).

The following is excerpted from the accounts for the year ended 31st December:

ASSETS.
Mines and Mineral Claims...................... $1,699,329 39
Cash on hand and in Bank....... .. .........
Stores on hand as per Inventory..................
Machinery, Buildings and Equipment... ............
Furniture of Offices ..............................
Monita Gold Mining Co's Stock....................
Mugwump Gold Mining Co's Stock...... ..... .....
Rossland Red Mountain Gold Mining Co's Stock..
W ar Eagle Hotel Co's St.ck............ ...........
Accounts Receivable..........................
Profit and Loss..... .. ......... .............

2,579
18,122

224,300
1,882

89,589
28,275
56,19
12,500
25,734

242,730

$2,401,235 00

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock Paid Up ......................... $1,750,000 00
Bank of Toronto, Rossland.... ................... 256,171 07
George Gooderham.. .................... .-. 385,347 37
Accounts Payable...............................9,716 56

$2,401,235 00

PROFIT ANID LOSS ACCOUNT,
Dr.

[Fo Balance brought forward......................
Cost of mining and developing WAR EAGLE MINE.

Fixed and General Expenses while mine closed down
Rental paid Centre Star Co. for use of power plant

for year.....................---. ..........
Loss of Value, defective Hoist and Compressor, re-

placed or reconstructed ....... ..... ........
Diamond Drill Prospecting ... ........... ... .
Interest and Exchange............... .........
Managing Director's Salary (2 years).............

" Toronto Office Expenses.............. .........
Auditor's Fees.............. ·............
Travelling Expenses........................
Legal Expenses ............... ................
Trail Smelter Examination Expense..... ·....--...
Crown Point Expense.......................
Richmond Group Expense ...................
Sundry Expenses ...... ................. ......

$143,051 56

19,445 63

3,989 34

26,424 64

13,757 64

16,786 95
5,000 00

1,166 43

300 Oo

200 00

176 91

1,335 40
528 95

34 18
875 16

ANGLO- KLONDYKE.
The Directors' report and accounts submitted at the Annual Meeting on the 31st

December state that the operations carried on between the 1st January and 30th
September resulted in wiping off a loss of £7,ooo brought forward from the previous
year and a profit of £9,313, after writing off considerable sums for depreciation and
for redemption of development. The total amount of gold recovered and other
revenue during the past season was as follows:-

Fox Gulch Mines ..... .................. ... . .. $10,56o 16
Goheen........................................... 51,502 53
Bonanza Lay's.......................... ......... 12,956 71
J. F. Goheen-Lay................................. 7,803 30
W. Hl. Brown-Settlement........... ........ ..... 2,200 00
W ater Sales........ .... .... ................... 7,859 66
Mint Returns-Silver ......... ...... .............. 244 37

$183,126 73

GRANBY SMELTING.
The smelting works of the Granby Company, at Grand Forks, in British Colum-

bia, have alreidy been described in these columns. The latest addition to these
works is a converting plant, which was put in operation January 13. Previous to this
the works have shipped the copper and other metals in the form of matte, but now
shipments are made as blister copper, which is sent to eastern works to be refined
and have the gold and silver values separated. Including the matte from the Granby
furnaces with that from the Greenwood smelter and the Hall mines, it is expected
that about 1,200 tons of blister copper will be shipped monthly. This will be in-
creased to 1,500 tons when the two additional furnaces, now under construction at
Grand Forks, are completed.

The converter building is a steel, fireproof structure, 16o by 68 feet, its height in
the main portion being 35 feet. This building contains two stands of converters of
the horizontal-barrel type. The shells ard 72 inches in diameter by 1oo inches in
length. A 40-ton travelling crane, worked by electricity, handles the shells and
matte, and a 20-ton reverberatory tilting furnace. The plant also comprises a quartz-
crushing machine and grinding pan for mixing the converter linings. Trere are
three mould carriers under each converter stand, and they are operated back and
forth by a hydraulic ram.

Adjoining is the engine room, containing the blowing engine for blowing the
converters, as well as the hydraulic pump that furnishes the pressure to operate the
plant in the converter building. The blowing engine is run by a belt from a 200 h.p.
alternating motor. It is of the power type, bas an air cylinder 36 by 36 inches, and
has a special unloading device attached, so that when the prcssure reaches a maximum
of 12 pounds the valves remain open, and no power is used when the convertr is not
using air.

A îo-ton travelling electric crane connects the converter building with the furnace

$197,5 14 93 building, 1oo feet distant. The crane takes the molten matte and conveys it to the
converter building, where it automatically pours the matte into the tilting reverberat-
ory furnace. When the converter is ready for a charge the 40-ton crane places a
large matte laile in front of this furnace and by hydraulic power the furnace is tilted
until there is enough for a charge.

The large crane then transfcrs this hot matte to the converter, into which it is
poured. The converter is thereupon turned into an upright position, and the blast
turned on. The blast pressure is io pounds per square inch, and it is maintained
until such time as sufficient slag has formed. Then the blast is turned off and the
slag tkimmed into a large ladle. This ladle is then carried by a crane, and the slag

is poured hot into a tilting furnace. The converter is next blown for a short time,
when the matte is converted into metallic copper, still retaining its gold and silver
values.

233,072 79

$430,587 72

By Net Proceeds from Ore Sales ............... ..... $191,579 88
Less Provincial Ore Tax ............ · ·.. ... 3,840 95

$187,738 93
" Transfer Fees......................................... 118 25
" Balance............................. ............. 242,730 54

$430,587 72

The moulds on the carriages are now brought into position by the hydraulic ram,
and the copper is slowly poured out of the converter into the moulds. The converter
is now ready for another charge.

The time occupied in converting a charge into metallic copper varies from 2 to 4
hours, depending upon the grade of copper matte. This process effects a saving of
50 per cent. in the weight of metal that has to be shipped to the refinery. Each
member of the set of converters has a capacity of from 50 to 70 tons of matte daily.

The plant in the power house has been increased by a 25o-h. p. horizontal turbine
waterwheel and a 250-h.p. electric generator, directly connected with the waterwheel.

For the purpose of supplying water to granulate the slag, there have also been
installed two additional triplex power pumps, each with a capacity of 750,ooo gallons
daily.

The construction and installation have been under special charge of Superinten-
dent A. B. W. Ilodges, to whom credit is due for many details of the plant, as well
as its general design.
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WHITEWATER MINES.
The annual 'general meeting of the Whitewater Mines, Limited, was held in

London, on December 9th, Mr. Hl. W. Forster, M. P., (chairman of the company)

presiding.
The Secretary (Mr. E. R. Tasman) having read the notice convening the meet-

ing and also the auditors' report.

The Chairman said : I will first deal with the accounts, and the principal item I

am sure you will recognise is the item of profit for the year. This profit appears at

Z3,939 8s. 8d., of which the dividend declared on December ii last absorbed

£3,125, leaving a balance of £814 8s. 8d., to be carried forward. It is only right

that I should explain to you that this profit was arrived at after treating the accounts

in the most drastic manner ; for not only does this profit represent the revenue for

only ten months, but it is arrived at after deducting from the year's work 42,623 5s.
iod. brought forward from the development account of the previous year, charging

the whole of the costs of development for 1900 (less £,ooo carried forward) amount-

ing to £3,987, and depreciation amounting to £701 is. id. In other words the

operating profit for the year 1900 has been debited in the accounts before you with a

total amount of £7,221 6s. i id., after which deduction a profit of £3,939 8s. 8d.

still remains. From this explanation you will see that the work done during 190O
was considerably more profitable than the a:counts now before you would seem to
show. The amount expended upon development-that is to say, in driving tunnels
for opening up further ore reserves and other work of a similar character-amounted
during the year to £4,897, the advantage of which is explained by there being, at the
end of 1900, 40,500 tons of ore opened up, which Mr. Fowler (our engineer) estim-

ates at a gross value of over £50,ooo. Against this large value in ore reserves only

£f ,ooo has been carried forward, and here again I am sure you must agree with me
that the accounts have been treated in the most conservative possible manner. The
general expenditure in British Columbià may appear to be somewhat high ; but upon
investigation you will find that this is really not the case, as under the item of man-

agement, office and engineering expenses are included the salaries of the mining
superintendent and his clerk. The other items under this head need no further com-
ment from me, they being for the most part payments over which we have no control.
The amount of general expenditure in London cannot be considered high, and were

it not that your directors are in a position to deal with such matters themselves this

item wold have to be swelled to the extent of the cost of employing engineers to ad-

vise them at this end.
I may explain to you that the Whitewater vein is one which varies considerably

in value, consisting as it does of bodies of high-grade ore embedded in other ore of a

lower grade, and consequently the future of the mine depends upon the proportion in
which the high-grade bodies of ore stand to the poorer quality around it. From Mr.
Fowler's report you will notice the remarkable fact, that although the average gross

value of the ore mined and treated last year was only $6.68 per ton, a profit of nearly

67 cents per ton was derived from it. This will show you how economically the mine

is being worked, and the immense possibilities which would arise from any increase

in the value of the ore, as the expense of attending the mining and treatment of the

low-grade ore is practically the same as it would be for the higher-grade material.

Mr. Fowler's figures explain that the cost of mining and treating the ore has been

reduced to a minimum, and I can assure you that your directors have been careful to

institute economies in every possible quarter, and with this in view I may say that

our patrons, the London and British Columbia Goldhelds, L-imited, are assisting us

in every way. At the end o last year your directors had hoped that the mine had

entered on a dividend-paying basis, with every plospect of its continuance. It was

therefore with considerable consternation that we were met with the decision of the

American smelter people to cease taking lead ores from British Columbia except

upon exorbitant terms. We thought, however, that this condition of things would

be of short duration, and consequently, continued full operations at the mine and

mill until March last, when the mill was shut down and work confined to develop-

ment only. In April all hands were discharged except the small force necessary for

keeping the workings in good order, and it was not until July last that we succeeded

in making terms with a local smelter for the treatment of otur ore, which ternis Mr.

Fowler describes as more favourable than those we had been having from the Ameri-

can smelter. Operations were continued with one shaft until August, since when
full operations have been resumed. I think also that we may look forward to con-

siderable improvement in the smelting position, in the first place owing to the liberal

action of the Dominion Government in granting a subsidy upon lead locally refined,

and secondly, from the competitions of local smelters with those of the United States

which is likely to follow. In fact, we understand that a local refinery will before

long be established at Nelson, which place is no great distance from our mine. Our

difficulty has been that there was practically no demand for the ore such as White-

water Mine produced in Canada itself. Almost all the ore from our part of British

Columbia has had to go to the United States, and we have had to take what terms

the Americen smelter could give us. We hope, however, that the outcome of the

establishment of a local smelter and refinery I have referred to will be to promote

competition and to offer a ready market for our productions.
Before I conclude I feel I must refer to the heavy slump in the price of lead and

the somewhat smaller drop in the price of silver which ha,'e occurred since last I met

you. Had this not been the case, I feel sure it would have been within my power to
have spoken to-day in a far brighter manner than, under the circumstances, I arn
able to do. Vou must not, however, attach too much importance to this slump in
prices, because I am hopeful--and many are agreed with me-that bottom prices
have been reached, and that they may take an upward turn. As we are to-day earn-
ing profits at the mine, notwithstanding the low price of our products, it will
require but a very small rise in the price of lead to produce a marked imyrovement
in our position. It is also quite on the cards that in working the reef between the

tunnels we shall encounter larger blocks of the higher-grade ore than has recently
been met with, which again would tend to increase our profit. With this in view, I

do not think we need despair. Adverse circumstances have given us some ugly
knocks ; but they have not ruined our mine. The mine is there thoroughly equipped
with efficient, up-to-date plant, and we only want a slight stroke of luck so to im-

prove matters as to altogether alter the aspect of affairs. Our capital is not large,

the administration is efficient and economical, and therefore, although our past has
been somewhat clouded, we have a n.uch brighter future before us. I might say that

thé result of operations during September, which was the first month's work after
the resumption, produced no profit, which was mainly due to the expenses for that
month haviug to be debited with certain heavy insurance charges and taxcs. The

work during October gave a profit of $2,000, which, although small, is, I think, a

sign of general improvement. I wish I could have given you a more encouraging

account of the mine ; but I can honestly say that I believe the-e is no reason why

we should despair as to the future. I now beg to move: "That the report of the

directors and the statement of accounts to December 31st, 1900, now submitted to

the meeting, be, and the same are hereby adopted."

Mr. Oliver Wethered, who has recently returned from a visit of inspection to

the company's property in British Columbia, in seconding the resolution, gave an

account of his recent visit io the mines. He said that the causes that had contributed

to the present unsatisfactory position were, first, that the lead ore had not been so

good in value of late as it was at first ; secondly, ihe disorganisation caused by the
strike ; and thirdly, the difficulty with the smelter-the most serious of all. But, as

the chairman h-id said, this last difficulty was being got over, and with the least ad-

vance in the price of the metals, he looked forward to an improvement in profits.

The resolution was put and carried unanimously.

NEW COMPANIES.
BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Bonanza Mountain Gold Mining Co.-Incorporated ioth January, 1902.
Authorized capital $1,500,000, in shares of $i.oo each.

Comox Coal Co.-Incorporated 29th Nov., 1901 Authorized capital $i0o,-
ooo, in shares of $î.oo.

Rock Creek Consolidated Placer Mining Co., Ltd.- Incorporated ioth
December, 1901. Authorized capital $7,500.00, in shares of $25.00.

Relief Gold Mining Co.-Incorporated as an extra provincial company under
the laws of B. C., 30th Nov., I901. Authorized capital $250,000, in shares of 50
cents each. IIead Office in B..: F. H. Nettleton, Erie, B.C., Attorney.

Davenport Gold Mines, Ltd.-Incorporated oth January, 1902. Authorized
capital $1oo,ooo, in shares of five cents each.

English and French Gold Mining Co., Ltd.-Incorporated ioth Jan., 1902.
Authorized capital $2,o00,ooo, in shares of $i.oo each.

Lardeau Smelting and Refining Co. of British Columbia, Ltd.--Incor-
porated 13th lan., 1902. Authorized capital $750,000, in shares of 50 cents each.

Hardie Cinnabar Mines, Ltd.-Registered in London, Jan, 27th, 1902.
Authorized capital £50,ooo, in £i shares. To acquire certain mineral and nining
claims in British Columbia, and to cai ry on the business of prospectors, miners and
metallurgists.

Velvet Rossland Mines, Ltd.- Registered Jan. 25, 1902. Authorized capital
£200,00. in £i shares.

ONTARIO.

Redeemer Mining and Milling Co.-Incorporated 29th Nov., I9o. Auth-
orized capital $500,ooo, in shares of $ioc).oo each. H1ead office: Windsor, Ont.

Osawabik Mining Co., Ltd.-Incorporated 29th Nov., 1901. Authorized
capital $2,500,000, in shares of $25.00 each. Head Office : Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

Consolidated White Bear Mining Co., Ltd.-Licensed 29th Nov., 1901.
Head Office : J. H. Starr, Secretary, Toronto, Ont.

Echo Lake Mining Co.-Licensed 5th Dec,, 1901. Authorized capital,
$500,000. lead office-: Moses McFadden, Solicitor, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

Canadian Steel and Wire Co., Ltd.-Incorporated 21st Dec., 19o0.
Authorized capital $200,o00, in shares of $1oooo each. Head office: Hamilton,
Ont.
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Durham Natural Gas and Oil Co., Ltd.--Incorporated ?oth Dec., 191o.
Authorized capital $io,coo, in shares of $io.oo. Head office: Durham, Ont .

United States Gold Mining Co.--Licensed 20th Dec., 19ot. Authorized
capital, $ioo,ooo. Head office in Ontari >: Wm. McBrady, Barrister, Port Arthur,
Ont.

Consolidated Copper Co. of Parry Sound, Ltd.-Incorporated 7th Feb.,
1902. Authorized capital $5,ooo,ooo, in shares of $î.oo each. Head office : Parry
Sound, Ont.

Sault Gray Copper Co., Ltd.-Incorporated 28th Jan., 1902. Authorized
capital $4oo,ooo, in shares of $5.oo each. Head office : Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

WANTED
FOR A LIE3RARY.

C OPIES of Volumes I, II and III of the Federated
Canadian Mining Institute ; Volumes I and Il

General Mining Association of the Province of Que-

bec ; Vols. I, Il and III, Canadian Mining Institute.

Cash will be paid for any or all of these copies.

Write " J.B.," Canadian Mining Review, Ottawa.

Tyee Copper.-The secretary issues the following :--" The main shaft has
been sunk down to th- 300 ft. level, and a croscut north from it has struck solid ore
at 75 ft. in, and crosscutting is being continued in ore-bearing formation. On the
1oo ft. leAel, where the large ore body was first struck, a cable has been received
announcing that the east drift has been driven 145 ft. from main shaft, in solid ore,
and that the west drive is aLo being continued in solid ore. Developments of a most
hopoful nature have been begun on the newly-acquired claims."

Hastings (B. C.) Exploration Syndicate.-The directors have declared an
interim dividend of 5 per cent. payable March ist.

General Mining Association of the
Province of Quebec.

The Annual General Meeting of the Association
will be held in the Library of The Canadian Mining
Institute, Room IV., Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on
Wednesday,

G. E. DRU
5 th March, 1902, at twelve o'clock, noon.

MMOND,
President.

B. T. A. BELL,
Secretary.

GUN METAL - Price £24.

CoDE WoRI> - - Affection.

Ai.uNINIUM - - Price £30.

CODE WOR - - Affianced.

Stanley's Patent Mine
Staff, 6 feet, closing to
20 inches, very port-
able...............£2 5s.

CODE WORD - - Element.

Mathematical, Drawing, and Surveying Instruments
Of every description, of the highest Quality and Finish, at

the niost roderate Prices.

SPECIALTY FOR MININC SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.

PRIcE LiST, POST FREE.

Address-W. F. STANLEY & CO. Ltd.
CREAT TURNSTILE, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams-"TURNSTILE, LONDON.

Gold Medals, Inventions Exhibitions, 1885, and Y, ining Exhibition, 189o.

MINING STOCKS.
We are open to act as Fiscal Agents in
Boston and New England for the sale of
the Treasury Stock of a good Mining
Company. Address with full particulars

EDWARD HEDGES & C., Bankers and Brokers
19 Congress Street, BOSTON, MASS.

FINEPERFORATED METALS
FOR

llnigton MiII
and Jig Screens

AMERICAN ENGINEERING WORKS
204 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

We carry a Large Stock.

W. H. C. MUSSEN

R~ 

&co.R PE MONTREAL.RAILSObtain our Prices.

ý 1
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SCHOOL OF MINING,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

AFFILIATED TO QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

The Following Courses are offered.

i-Three Years' Course for a Diploma in

(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Analytical Chemistry and Assaying.

a-Four Years' Course for a Degree B.Sc. in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Chemistry and Mineralogy.
(C) Mineralogy and Geology.

3-Courses in Chemistry, Assaying, Mineralogy,
and Geology for degrees of Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) and Master of

Arts (M.A.)
For further information see the Calendar of Queen's University.

4-Post-Graduate Course for the Degree of
Doctor of Science (D.Sc.)
For further information see the calendar of Queen's University.

Next Session begins October 3rd,
... 1900...

Matriculation Examination held at Queen's University, Sept. 20th.
Unmatriculated Students admitted to Special Courses.

The School is provided with well equipped Laboratories for the study of Chemical Analysis, Assaying, Blowpiping,
Mineralogy, Petrography and Drawing. In the Mining Laboratory the operations of Crushing, Amalgamating, Concentrat-
ing, Chlorinating, Cyaniding, etc., can be studied on a large scale.

Mi CALENDAR OF THE CHOOL AND FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO-m "

Dr. WL. GOODWIN,
DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF MINING, KINGSTON, ONTARIO.
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lid Yon Hoar the Thunder? f
Where there is thunder there is lightning.

Every electric plant should be provided with

Lightning Arresters which will PROTECTI

NOW
IS THE

TIME
.Write for Bulletin No. 904..

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY

The OllnadiaR L9ral Electric Co., Liliited,
Head Office: TORONTO, ONT.

BRANCH OFFICES-
Montreal, Que.

Halifax, N.S.
Winnipeg, Man.

Vancouver, B.C.
Rossland, B.C.
Nelson, B.C.

FACTORIES-
Peterboro, Ont.
Montreal, Que.
Toponto, Ont.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE
ANNUAL. MEETINGS.

The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS of the MEMBERS of THE

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE, for the Transaction of Business, the

Discussion of Papers, etc., will be held in the

CLUB ROOM, WINDSOR HOTEL, MONTREAL,

On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 4th, Sth and 6th March, 1902.

SINGLE FARE ON RAILWAYS.

Arrangements are being made whereby Members will be carried to
Montreal and returned for a Single Faro on the Canadian Pacific, Grand
Trunk, Intercolonial, Quebec Central, and Canada Atlantic Railways.

SPECIAL TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION.

In addition to a record programme of papers to be presented by the
most eminent mining authorities in Canada, the following Topics have been
slated by the Council for special discussion

GOVERNMENT AID TO MINING.
By Mr. JOHN E. HARDMAN, S.B., M.A.E., Montreal, Que.

COMPRESSED AIR.
By Mr. W. L. SANDERS, New York, N.Y.

COLLIERY VENTILATION.
By Mr. CHARLES FERGIE, M.E , Westville, N.S.

POWER DRILLS.
By Mr. C. C. HANSEN, Montreal, Que.

H AULAGE.
By Mr. WM. BLAKEMORE, M.E., Montieal, Que.

PUIM PING.
By Mr. JoHN P. NoRTHEv, Toronto, Ont.

Syllabus of papers and detailed programme of arrangements will be
sent to members in due course.

CHARLES FERGIE, President. B. T. A. BELL, Secrtary.

NOW READY
ELEVENTH EDITION

TheCanadan Minin Manual
FOR 1901

Up to date particulars of the Organisation, Equipment, Operations,
Output, Balance Sheets and Dividends of all Canadian

Collieries Metal Mines Stamp Batteries
Blast Furnaces Smelting Works

600 PP.-HANDSOMELY BOUND

The most complete and handily arranged work of reference to Canadian

mining undertakirgs extant.

.. PRICE FOUR DOLLARS..

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW
OTTAWA, CANADA.
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PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Leases for Mines of Gold, Silver, Coal,Iron, Copper,Lead,Tin

PRECIOUS STONES.
TITLES GIVEN DIRECT FROM THE CROWN, ROYALTIES AND RENTALS MODERATE.

GOLD AND SILVER.
Under the provisions of Chap. i. Acts of 1892, of Mines and Minerals,

Licenses are issued for prospecting Gold and Silver for a term of twelve
months. Mines of Gold and Silver are laid off in areas of 150 by 250 feet,
any number of which up to one hundred can be included in one License,
provided that the length of the block does not exceed twice its width. The
cost is 50 cents per area. Leases of any number of areas are granted for a
tern of 40 years at $2.oo per area. These leases are forfeitable if not worked,
but advantage can be taken of a recent Act by which on payment of 50 cents
anuually for each area contained in the lease it becomes non-forfeitable if
the labor be not perfored.

Licenses are issued to owners of quartz crusbing mille who are required

to pay Royalty on all the Gold they extract at the rate of two per cent. o
smelted Gold valued at $19 an ounce, and on smelted Gold valued at $18 an
ounce.

Applications for Licenses or Leases are receivable at the office of the
Commissioner of Public Works and Mines each week day from 10 an. to
4 p.m., except Saturday, when the hours are from 1o to i. Licetnses are
issued in the order of application according to priority. If a person dis-
covers Gold in any part of the Province, he may stake out the boundaries of
the areas he desires to obtain, and this gives him one week and twenty-four
hours for every 15 miles from Halifax in which to make application at the
Department for his ground.

MINES OTHER THAN GOLD AND SILVER.
Licenses to searchl for eighteen months are issued, at a cost of thirty

dollars, for minerals other than Gold and Silver, out of which areas can be
selected for mining under lease. These leases are for four renewable terms
of twenty years each. The cost for the first year is fifty dollars, and an
annual rental of thirty dollars secures each lease from liability to forfeiture
for non-working.

All rentals are refunded if afterwards the areas are worked and pay
royalties. All titles, transfers, etc., of minerals are registered by the Mines
Department for a nominal fee, and provision is made for lessees-and licensees
whereby they can acquired promptly either by arrangement with the owner
or by arbitration all land required for their mining works.

The Government as a security for the payment of royalties, makes the
royalties first lien on the plant and fixtures of the mine.

The unusually generous conditions under which the Government of
Nova Scotia grants its minerals have introduced many outside capitalists,
who have always sta ed that the Mining laws of the Province were the be.'t
they had had experience of.

The royalties on the remaining minerals are: Copper, four cents on everyunit; Lead, two cents upon every unit ; Iron, five cents on every ton ; Tin
and Precious Stones, five per cent. ; Coal, 1o cents on every ton sold.

The Gold district of the Province extends along its entire Atlantic coast,
and varies in width from 10 to 4o miles, and embraces an area of over three
thousand miles, and is traversed by good roads and accessible at all points
by water. Coal is known in the Counties of Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou
and Antigonish, and at numerous points in the Island of Cape Breton. The
ores of Iron, Copper, etc., are met at numerous points, and are being rapidlysecured by miners and investors.

Copies of the Mining Law and any information can be had on application to

THE HON. C. E. CHURCHs
Commissioner Public Works and Mines,

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.
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PROVINCE of QUEBEC
The attention of Miners and Capitalists in the United States

and in Europe is invited to the

O REAT MINERAL TERRITORY
Open for investment in the Province of Quebec.

Gold, Silver, Copper, Iron, Asbestos, Mica, Plumbago,
Phosphate, Chromic Iron, Galena, Etc.

ORNAMENTAL AND STIRUCTURAL MATERIALS IN ABUNDANT VARIETY.
The Mining Law gives absolute secuPity to Title, and has been
specially framed for the encouragement of Mining.

Mining concessions are divided into three classes:-
i. In unsurveyed territory (a) the first class contains 4oo acres, (b)

the second, 200 acres, and (c) the third, 1oo acres.
2. In surveyed townships the three classes respectively comprise

one, two and four lots.
All lands supposed to contain mines or ores belonging to the

Croan may be acquired from the Commissioner of Colonization and
Mines (a) as a mining concession by purchase, or (b) be occupied and
worked under a mining license.

No sale of mining concessions containing more than 4oo acres in
superficies can be made by the Commissioner to the same person. The
Governor-in-Council may, however, grant a larger extent of territory up
to 1,ooo acres under special circumstances.

The rates charged and to be paid in full at the time of the pur-
chase are $5 and $io per acre for mining lands containing the superior
metals*; the first named price being for lands situated more than 12
miles aud the last named for lands situated less than 12 miles from the
railway.

If containing the inferior metal, $2 and $4 according to distance
from railway.

Unless stipulated to the contrary in the letters patent in conces-
s.ons for the mining of superior metals, the purchaser has the right to
mine for all metals found therein ; in concessions for the mIning of the
inferior metals, those only may be mined for.

mThe superior metals include he ores ofgold, silver, lead, copper, nickel, graphite,'asbestos,mica, and phosphate of lime. The words inferior metals include aIl other mineraIs and ores.

Mining lands are sold on the express condition that the purchaser
shall commence bona fide to mine within two years from the date of
purchase, and shall not spend less than $500 if mining for the superior
metals ; and not less than $200 if for inferior metals. In default, can-
cellation of sale of mining lands.

(b) Licenses may be obtained from the Commissioner on the fol-
lowing terms :-Application for an exploration and prpspecting license,
if the mine is on private land, $2 for every 1oo acres or fraction of
oo ; if the mine is on Crown lands (i) in unsurveyed territory, $5 for

every oo acres, and (2) in unsurveyed territory, $5 for each square
mile, the license to be valid for three months and renewable. The
holder of such license may afterwards purchase the mine, paying the
prices mentioned.

Licenses for mining are of two kinds : Private lands lîcenses where
the mining rights belong to the Crown, and public lands licenses.
These licenses are granted on payment of a fee of $5 and an annual
rental of $i per acre. Each license is granted for 200 acres or less
but not for more; is valid for one year, and is renewable on the same
terms as those on which it was originally granted. The Governor-in
Council may at any time require the payment of the royalty in lieu
of fees for a mining license and the annual rental-such royalties
unless otherwise determined by letters patent or other title from the
Crown, being fixed at a rate not to exceed three per cent. of the value
at the mine of the mineral extracted after deducting the cost ot
mining it.

The fullest information will be cheerfully given on application to

THE MINISTER OF LANDS, MINES AND FISHERIES,
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, QUEBEC, P. Q.
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DOMINION 0F CANADA
SYNOPSIS OF REGULATIONS

For Disposai of Minerais on Dominion Lands in Manitoba, the North-
West Territories, and the Yukon Territory.

COAL.

Coal lands may be purchased at $io.oo per acre for soft coal, and $20.oo
for anthracite. Not more than 320 acres can be acquired by one individual or
company. Royalty at such rate as mav fron time to time be specified by
Order in Council shall be collected on the gross output.

QUARTZ.

Persons of eighteen years and over and joint stock companies holding
Free Miner's Certificates may obtain entry for a mining location.

A Free Miner's Certificate is granted for one or more years, not exceeding
five, upon payment in advance of $10.00 per annuni for an individual, and from
$50 oo to $1oo.oo per annum for a company, according to capital.

A Free Miner having discovered mineral in place may locate a claim
15oo x 15oo feet by marking out the sanie with' two legal posts, bearing loca-
tion notices, one at each end on the line of the Iode or vein.

The claim shall be recorded within fifteen davs if located within ten miles
of a Miniing Recorder's Office, one additional day allowed for every additional
ten iiiles or fraction. The fee for recording a claim i s $.oo.

At least $oo.oo must be expended on the claim each year or paid to the
Mining Recorder in lieu thereof. When $5oo.oo bas been expended or paid
the locator may, upon having a survey made and upon complying with other
requireients, purchase the land at $î.oo an acre.

Permission may be granted by the Minister of the Interior to locate claims
containing iron and mica, also copper in the Yukon Territorv, of an area not
exceeding i6o acres.

The patent for a mining location shall provide for the payment of royalty
on the sales not exceeding five per cent.

PLACER MINING, MANITOBA AND THE N.W.T., EXCEPTING THE

YUKON TERRITORY.

Placer mining claims generally are 100 feet square; entry fee $5.oo renew-
able yearly. On the North Saskatchewan River claims are either bar or
bench, the former being oo feet long and extending between high and low
water mark. The latter includes bar diggings but extends back to the base
of the hill or bank, but not exceeding 1,ooo feet. Where steani power is used,
claims 200 feet wide may be obtained.

DREDGING IN THE RIVERS OF MANITOBA AND THE N.W.T.,
EXCEPTING THE YUKON TERRITORY.

A Free Miner may obtain only two leases of five miles each for a term of
twentv years, renewable in the discretion of the Minister of the Interior.

The lessee's right is confined to the submerged bed or bars of the river
below low water mark, and subject to the rights of all persons who have, or
who may receive entries for bar diggings or bench claims, except on the Sas-
katchewan River, where the lessee may dredge to high water mark on each
alternate leasehold.

The lessee shall have a dredge in operation within one season from the
date of the lease for each five miles, but where a person or company has ob-
tained more than one lease one dredge for each fifteen miles or fraction is
sufficient. Rental $1o.oo per annum for each mile of river leased. Royalty at
the rate of two and a half per cent., collected on the output after it exceeds
$10,000.00.

DREDGING IN THE YUKON TERRITORY.

Six leases of five miles each may be granted to a free miner for a term of
twenty years, also renewable.

The lessee's right is confined to the submerged bed in the river below low

water mai k, that boundary to be fixed by its position on the ist day of August
in the vear of the date of the lease.

The lessee shall have one dredge in operation within two years from the
date of the lease, and one dredge for each five miles within six years from such
date. Rental, $ioo.oo per mile for first year, and $1o.oo per mile for each
subsequent year. Royalty ten per cent. on the output in excess of $15,ooo.oo.

PLACER MINING IN THE YUKON TERRITORY.

Creek, Gulch, River and Hill Claims shall not exceed 250 feet in length.
measured on the base line or general direction of the creek or gulch, the width
being from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. All other Placer Claims shall be 250 feet square.

Claims are marked by two legal posts, one at each end bearing notices.
Entry must be obtained within ten days if the claim is within ten miles of
Mining Recorder's office. One extra day allowed for each additional ten miles
or fraction.

The person or company staking a claim, and each person in his or its
emnplovment, except house servants, must hold a Free Miner's Certificate.

The discoverer of a new mine is entitled to a claim 1,ooo feet in length.
and if the party consists of two, 1,500 feet altogether, on'the output of whichî
no royalty shall be charged, the rest of the party ordinary claims only.

Entry fee $i15.oo. Royalty at the rate of five per cent charged on the
gross output of the claim, with the exception of an annual exemption of
$5,000- 00.

No Free Miner shall receive a grant of more than one mining claim on
each separate river, creek or gulch, but the saine miner may hold any nunber
of claims by purchase, and Free Miners, not exceeding ten in number, may
work their claims in partnership, by filing notice and paving fee of $2.oo. A
claim mav be abandoned and another obtained on the saine creek, gulch or
river, by giving notice and paying a fee.

Work must be done on a claim each year to the value of at least $200.oo,
or in lieu of work payment may be made to the Mining Recorder each year for
t he first three years of $200.oo and after that $400.00 for each year.

A certificate that work has been done or fee paid must be obtained each
vear; if not, the claim shall be deemed to be abandoned, and open to occupa-
tion and entry by a Free Miner.

The boundaries of a claim may be defined absolutely by having a survey
made, and publishing notices in the Yukon Official Gazette.

HYDRAULIC MINING, YUKON TERRITORY.

Locations suitable for hydraulic mining, having a frontage of from one to
five miles, and a depth of one mile or more, may be leased for twenty years,
provided the ground bas been prospected by the applicant or his agent; is
found to be unsuitable for placer mining; and does not include within its
boundaries any mining claims already granted. A rental of $.5o.00 for each
mile of frontage, and a royalty of five per cent. on the gross output, less an
annual exemption of $25,ooo.oo are charged. Operations must be comnenced
within one year from the date of the lease, and not less than $5,ooo must be
expended annually. The lease excludes all base metals, quartz and coal, and
provides for the withdrawal of unoperated land for agricultural or building
purposes.

PETROLEUM.

All unappropriated Dominion Lands shall, after the first of July, 1901, he
open to prospecting for petroleum. Should the prospector discover oil in pay-
ing quantities he may acquire 64o acres of available land, including and sur-
rounding his discovery at the rate of $i.oo an acre, subject to royalty at suchi
rate as may be specified by Order in Council.

JAMES A. SMART,
Deputy of the Minister of the Interlor.

OTrAWA, 9 th Dec., 1901.



THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

Ontario's
Mining g
Lands..

HE Crown domain of the Province of Ontario contains an area of
over ooooo,ooo acres, a large part of which is comprised in
geological formations known to carry valuable minerals and ex-

tending northward from the great lakes and westward from the Ottawa
river to the Manitoba boundary.

Iron in large bodies of magnetite and hematite : copper in sulphide
and native form ; gold, mostly in free milling quartz; silver, native and
sulphides ; zincblende, galena, pyrites, mica, graphite, talc, marl, brick
clay, building stones of all kinds and other useful minerals have been
found in many places, and are being worked at the present time.

In the famous Sudbury region Ontario possesses one of the two
sources of the world's supply of nickel, and the known deposits of this
metal are very large. Recent discoveries of corundum in Eastern On-
tario are believed to be the most extensive in existence.

The output of iron, copper and nickel in 1900 was much beyond
that of any previous year, and large developments in these industries
are now gomng on.

In the older parts of the Province salt, petroleum and natural gas
are important products.

The mining laws of Ontario are liberal, and the prices of mineral
lands low. Title by freehold or lease, on working conditions for seven
years. There are no royalties.

The climate is unsurpassed, wood and water are plentiful, and in
the summer season the prospector can go almost anywhere in a canoe.
The Canadian Pacific Railway runs through the entire minerai beit.

to For reports of the Bureau of Mines, maps, mining laws, etc., apply

HONORABLE E. J. DAVIS,

or Commissioner of Crown Lands,

Z TIOS. W. (ÏIBSON,
Director Bureau of Mines,

Toronto, Ontario.



THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.

ELEVATORS-CONVEYORS

Coal and Ashes Handling Machinery Freight and Package Elevator

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Endless Apron-Pan and Truck
Conveyor

Elevator Buckets
Any size, shape or

capacity.
Chains of Every Descripi ion

OUR PRICES WILL INTEREST YOU.

Sereens,

Dump Cars,-

Coal and Ore

Handling Machinery,

Coal Washing Machinery.

Chains, Wheels,

Spiral Conveyors,

Cable Conveyors,

Water Elevators,

Crushers.
Logs, Lumber, Shavings, Refuse, Sawdust,

H-andled Rapidly and Economically.

WIIIIAMS &cou
Canadian
Selling Agents. MONTREAL. Write for Our

Prices.

A.R.



THE SNOW STEAM PUMP WORKS
AmWACTmrina or

Steam Pps, Pumrnmg Engines and Hydtauic Machmine,
Geera Agents for Canada, DRUMMOND, McOALL & 00., Monral.

Local Agent F. R. MENDENHALL, Rosland, 3.0.

Pumps Kept inaStock at Montreal and Roestand.

MONTREAL
PIPE FOUNDRY Co.

AIUVasTaSEUs S...

CA&T IRON
-WATER A D BAS ___Pl

OFFICES:

CANADA ,LIrE BUILDING

MONTREAL.
WORUK1 LACHINE. QUE. PRices On APPLICAion.

The Montreal Car Wheel Co.

LuCHINE ,

WIIEEL
ou-S'

-B
SWLDINS.

For RaIIroad, Electric Car, Steet Railway aid
Lumber Truck Servios, Eto.

THOMAS J. DRUMMONeOe. Ga Maage.

MONTREAL

CANADA IRON FURNACE CO. .imited
MANUP'ACT*UltEoS o

B ra n de:
ce Cla Fallu C HÂROOA LPIC, IRON

ALSO MAKERS OF PRESSED ANDi R PRESSID BRICKS.

Canada Lifi Building
KUas" v@

*tLu, o.T.

goMle



S NIONWRE RoPE 0. LIMITED
MONTREAL, CAN.

manufacturers Of "LANG'S PATENT WIRE ROPES

FOR OOLLIERY AND GENERAL
MINING PURPOSES.

ALSO BEST STEEL WIRE ROPES
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

OMINIoN DRABLE

SOMETHINC
NEW...

SOMETHINC
TO. LAST...

The Weadng Burface Of E mp.
The Flexibility of 3aila.

The streigth of Wfr.

UNZZOZLLE~
FOIL TLÂ'wXS MIEN Âwfw - - - w-- m w*

BRANCH OFFICES: Vancouver, B.C.
Rossland, B.C.

Winnipeg, man.
Toronto, Ont.

Ottawa,
Halifax,
HalifaxMes. APPLICATIONS

Ont.
N.S.

CATALOGUE ON
APPLICATION.

MINING AND CONTRACTORS' RAILS
RELAYING RAILS 45Ib..,58Ib..,

IMMEDIATE
65 b. p. Yard.

SHI1PMENTr.

LIGHT MINING RAILS
12 lbm., 26 lb.., 30 Ibo., pop Yard

..IN STOCK..

ORE
AN

.. MInrg cars..

Office

PICKS, SHOVELS, HAMERS, TOOLS,

Barrett Jacks
ENGLISH OCTAGON

200 ST. JAMES

ETC., ETC

WHEELBARROWS Na
SPECIAL ORE BARROWS

Charging Barrows

Car Movers.
DRILL STEEL ARIEDli

ST., MONTREAL

.

7011 TRANS3ISSION AND P=L D2ITNGFU7PSE


